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The highly regarded 
‘Engineers Battlefields 

Tour’ volumes have  
now been reprinted by 
N&MP.  Complete with 

the excellent GSGS 
cartography from the 
original 1946 editions.



This volume gives details  
of all operations by the Royal 
Engineers during D-Day and 
up to the Seine crossing at 
Vernon. It covers I Corp’s 
plans for the assault, 
operations of 6 Airborne 
Division, the assault by 3 
British Division, bridging  
the Caen Canal and the River 
Orne, the construction of 
airfields in France, the capture 
of Le Havre and the Seine 
crossing at Vernon. There are 

many maps and photographs in the book which enhance 
the experience of reading this account. 

2020 N&M Press reprint (original pub 1946).  
xviii+217 pages with 49 photographs and 14  

multi-page colour maps & 31 full page colour maps  

28734 Softback Published at £38  
Early-bird offer £25 

28734HB Hardback Published at £48  
Early-bird offer £35

Vol. 1 – An account of the 
operations included in the tour + 
Vol. 2 – A guide to the conduct  
of the tour. These books give an 
account of operations in France 
and Flanders 1940, and then  
go on to look at operations  
in Belgium and the advance  
of 30 Corps to the Nederrijn,  
1 Airborne Division at Arnhem, 
airfield construction in the 
Eindhoven area, the battle of  
the Rhineland between the Maas  
and the Rhine in February 1945, 
and concludes with details of the Rhine crossing. 

2020 N&M Press reprint (original pub 1946).  
Volume one has xviii+217 pages with 49 photographs 

and 14 multi page colour maps. 

Volume two has x+ 83 pages  with 31 full page colour 
maps (Bound in one volume) 

28419 Softback Published at £45  
Early-bird offer £30 

28419HB Hardback Published at £55  
Early-bird offer £40

The highly regarded ‘Engineers Battlefields Tour’ volumes, have now 
been reprinted by N&MP.  Complete with the excellent GSGS 

cartography from the original 1946 editions. 
One of the best sources of primary material when researching any military campaign are  

the documents that were made at the time, and the Royal Engineers account’s  of the  
campaign in Europe 1944-1945 are fundamental to an understanding of the overall  

picture of operations, and the maps add even more to that picture. 
Prepared just after the war in Europe had finished these volumes where designed for 

succeeding generations of Royal Engineers who would visit the battlefields of Europe after  
the war. Its purpose was to demonstrate the problems faced by the Royal Engineers in the 

major campaigns of the Second World War and the problems they used to solve them. 

What was Geographical Section, General Staff (GSGS)? 
Geographical Section, General Staff (GSGS, also known as MI 4) operated under the Director of Military Operations and 
Intelligence. Its role was to supply maps to the forces, collect data on foreign survey networks, provide training, and 
prepare survey data for Expeditionary Force mobilisation. GSGS was organised into small sections, each of which 
specialised in maps of a particular region. The War Office Map Library, which was also part of MI 4, acquired maps and 
cartographic intelligence data. Senior staff members were usually Royal Engineer officers with surveying qualifications.

ROYAL ENGINEERS  
BATTLEFIELD TOUR: 

THE SEINE TO THE RHINE 

ROYAL ENGINEERS  
BATTLEFIELD TOUR: 

NORMANDY TO THE SEINE 
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 1916-1918 A WAR DIARY

28589 £7.99

H M Adams MC Worcester Regt.
2020 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1922).  Softback vi+145 pp

Published Price £11.99

The unvarnished memoirs of Capt. Herbert
Mayow Adams, MC, who served with the
2/8th Worcesters. Laid out day by day in
diary form, this is a densely typeset and
valuable account of trench warfare,
(Fromelles 1916; Ancre & Ypres 1917;
Cambrai & Somme 1918) that frequently
mentions officers & men in his unit by
name.

 3-PARA
Mount Longdon - The Bloodiest

Battle

28104 £3.99

Jon Cooksey
Softback 111 pages

Published Price £14.99

Tells the story of 3 Para and the often-
neglected struggle for Mount Longdon. It
was a battle which tested the discipline,
comradeship and professionalism of the
paras to the limit; it was a battle which
witnessed another posthumous VC; it
turned out to be the bloodiest battle of the
entire Falklands Campaign.
THE 43rd WESSEX DIVISION AT

WAR 1944-1945

28280 £22.00

Compiled by Major-General H Essame
2020 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1952).  SB xi+292 pp with 21

maps & 35 illustrations

This is the story of the 43rd Division from
its arrival in France during Operation
Overlord in June 1944 through to the end
of the war with Germany. It relates how
the division fought and where, and is
illustrated with 21 maps. The division was
engaged on the River Odon, and at Hill
112, then in the Seine crossing, the
attempted relief at Arnhem, at Groesbeek,
in Operation Blackcock and the advance to
Goch and Xanten. It also took part in the
Battle of the Rhineland and in Operations
Plunder and Varsity and made its final
move to capture Bremen in 1945. A very
readable, and an important Divisional
History.

 610 (County of Chester) Auxiliary
Air Force Squadron 1936-1940

27927 £17.99

David J. Bailey
Hardback 544 pages illustrated

throughout
Published Price £45

This detailed book recounts their heroic
story of 610 a Battle of Britain fighter
Squadron, combining the Operations
Record Book with Combat Reports, pilots'
Log Books, ground crew and relatives'
testimonies, finally this excellent squadron
history is brought to life with many
previously unpublished photographs.

 806 NAVAL AIR SQUADRON
The FAA's Top-Scoring Fighter
Squadron of the Second World

War

28092 £11.99

Brian Cull & Frederick Galea
Hardback 224 pages with 78 B&W

photographs
Published Price £25

A good squadron history from Brian Cull
the highly respected author with many past
historical aviation gems to his credit. 806
NAS was a fighter squadron that flew,
Blackburn Skua &Roc’s, Fairey Fulmar,
Gloster Sea Gladiator,Hawker Hurricane,
Grumman Martle, and the Supermarine
Seafire. It formed in February 1940 and
saw active service in the Norwegian
campaign, the Dunkirk evacuation and the
Malta Convoys.

 A CENTURY OF AIR WARFARE
WITH NINE (IX) SQUADRON

RAF
Still Going Strong

28174 £3.99

Gordon Thorburn
Hardback, 286 pages
Published Price £25

Number 9 Squadron is the oldest dedicated
Bomber Squadron of the Royal Air Force.
Formed in December 1914, saw service
throughout the First World War, including
at the Somme and Passchendaele. During
the Second World War it was one of two
Avro Lancaster units specialising in heavy
precision bombing, aircraft from this
squadron sank the battleship Tirpitz on 12
November 1944.

 A FRENCH SOLDIER’S WAR
DIARY 1914-1918

25440 £3.99

Henri Desagneaux
Hardback, 112 pages

Published Price £19.99

A classic account of a French soldier’s
role in the trenches of the Western front.
Henri Desagneaux writes with anger and
compassion of the suffering and losses he
and his increasingly mutinous comrades
endured as they tried to execute orders
issued by a distant High Command from
their HQ miles behind the front.

 AIR BATTLE OF MALTA
Aircraft losses and Crash Sites

1940-1942

27335 £6.99

Anthony Rogers
Hardback, 220 pages
Published Price £25

This comprehensive volume from an
experienced author documents all known
aircraft crash sites in and around the
Maltese Islands, and provides the
circumstances of each loss related in detail
with accounts from both sides. In
Germany especially there are many still
unaware of the fate of family members
who never returned after the Second
World War, this book reveals what
happened to some who even today are still
officially listed as 'missing'.

 AIR WAR VARSITY

27795 £5.99

Martin W. Bowman
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

Bowman in his now familiar style
describes the story of the "Jump across the
Rhine", Operation Varsity. This was the
successful airborne forces operation
launched by Allied troops that took place
toward the end of World War II. Involving
more than 16,000 paratroopers and several
thousand aircraft, it was the largest
airborne operation in history to be
conducted on a single day and in one
location.

 ALLIED MILITARY
LOCOMOTIVES OF THE
SECOND WORLD WAR

28367 £15.99

R.Tourret
Hardback 304 pages with 372

photographs, 43 drawings and 27
maps as well as many stock lists

Published Price £29.99

The standard history of this important
subject, detailing the many types of
locomotives, steam and diesel, which were
built for the British War Department and
the United States Army Transportation
Corps during the Second World War. This
book contains photographs, drawings,
maps and stock lists. It gives descriptions
of the campaigns in the different theatres
of war from a railway viewpoint.

 ANATOMY OF THE ZULU
ARMY

From Shaka to Cetshwayo, 1818
-1879

27112 £2.99

Ian Knight
Softback, 282 pages

Published Price £14.99

“Know your enemy” is a fundamental
mantra of soldiering. Lack of knowledge,
or under-estimating capabilities, can have
disastrous consequences as the British
discovered following the opening salvoes
of the Anglo-Zulu war in 1879. Despite
his extensive campaign experience on the
continent of Africa, the British
commander Lord Chelmsford had failed to
comprehend that the Zulu were unlike any
of the foes he had encountered on earlier
wars. In “The Anatomy of the Zulu Army”
Ian Knight explains what made the Zulu
such an effective fighting force.
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 ARMIES OF EARLY
COLONIAL NORTH AMERICA

1607-1713
History, Organization and

Uniforms

28074 £4.99

Gabriele Esposito
Hardback, 180 pages

Published Price £19.99

Esposito presents a detailed overview of
the military history of Colonial North
America during its earliest period, from
the first colonial settlement in Jamestown
to the end of the first continental war
fought in the Americas. Ample
illustrations, including colour art works,
show the first military uniforms ever worn
in North America, as well as interesting
details of weaponry and equipment used.

 ARMIES OF THE NAPOLEONIC
WARS

28415 £5.99

Gregory Fremont-Barnes
Hardback 288 pages
Published Price £25

Covers the armies of Austria, Britain, the
Confederation of the Rhine, the Duchy of
Warsaw, France, the Kingdom of Italy,
Portugal, Prussia, Russia and Spain. One
of the most difficult books to attempt to
put together is that of the group effort, and
the editor in charge has done a reasonable
job with this work, taken altogether
despite some flaws it is useful work.

 ARMOURED HORSEMAN
With the Bays and Eighth Army in

North Africa and Italy

25380 £5.99

Peter Willett
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £19.99

The memoirs of an Eighth Army tankman
who fought through the North African and
Italian campaigns in the Second World
War and survived, though many of his
comrades were not so fortunate.

THE  AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN
ARMY IN THE FIRST WORLD

WAR
Uniforms and Equipment – from

1914 to 1918

23075 £160.00

Dr. M. Christian Ortner, Prof. DI Hermann
Hinterstoisser

HB Two volumes in a slipcase, 864
pages, more than 2500 colour

photographs, contemporary B&W
photographs and illustrations, bound

in linen with a protective cover.

The assassination of the Austrian Heir
Apparent, Franz Ferdinand, on 28 June
1914 provoked what is described by many
historians as the Fundamental catastrophe
of the 20th century’. One of the armies
that subsequently marched out in the
hopes of a short war, was the Austro-
Hungarian Army. In the war years that
followed, the soldiers of the k.u.k. Army
would travel to almost all the First World
War’s theatres of war. They fought in
Galicia and Bukovina, in the Carpathian
Mountains and the Balkans, from 1915 in
the Southern Alps, on the Isonzo, in
Albania and in the Sinai Desert and later
on the German Western Front and in Asia.
The war changed the k.u.k. Army, not only
from a technical and a moral point of
view, but also with regard to its
appearance. The soldiers who marched out
in 1914 presented a very different picture
to that of the final years of the war.

The Awards of the Heer - Vol. II

24224 £95.00

Dietrich Maerz
Hardback 496 pages

This is the long awaited Volume II of the
most complete and comprehensive
overview of the decorations a German
soldier of the Heer could be awarded.

 BADER’S LAST FIGHT
An in-Depth Investigation of a

Great WWII Mystery

27339 £3.99

Andy Saunders
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £14.99

Douglas Bader is a hero across the globe
for his legless exploits as a British fighter
pilot in WWII. Made famous by his
biography Reach For The Sky and in film,
most people know about his last fight and
the midair collision with a German fighter
that brought him down in the summer of
1941. Or did it? This book is the final
word on one of the great mysteries of
WW2.

 BATTLE FOR CASSINGA
South Africa’s Controversial

Cross-Border Raid, Angola 1978

28461 £6.99

Mike McMilliams
Softback, 72 pages

Published Price £16.95

First-hand account by a South African
paratrooper who was involved in the 1978
assault on the Angolan headquarters of
PLAN, SWAPO’s armed wing.

A BATTLE TOO FAR: ARRAS
1917

27373 £11.99

Don Farr
Hardback, 368 pages with good clear

colour maps.
Published Price £29.95

This is a valuable addition to any Great
War library, providing a good account of
the inception, planning and execution of
the battle, it considers its impact upon
British desires to get on with a more
important offensive in Flanders. The
French actions of the time are also covered
especially as the entire affair was devised
as a prelude to the French attack on the
Chemin des Dames.

A BATTLE OF BRITAIN
SPITFIRE SQUADRON

The Men and Machines of 152
Squadron in the Summer of 1940

28516 £7.99

Danny Burt
Hardback, 282 pages
Published Price £25

Throughout the Battle of Britain, the men
and machines of 152 Squadron, call sign
Maida, defended the Warmwell sector,
which included the vital Royal Navy base
at Portland, as part of 10 Group. It is the
period from 12 July to 28 November 1940
that the author examines in great depth and
detail in this definitive account. This, then,
is the story of one squadron’s part in the
struggle to defend Britain during those
dark days in the summer of 1940.

 BATTLEGROUND FRENCH
COAST: COCKLESHELL RAID

26239 £3.99

Paul Oldfield
Softback, 240 pages

Published Price £14.99

This book covers the whole of the
Operation ‘Frankton’ story including the
development of the Royal Marines Boom
Patrol Detachment, the planning and
preparation for the raid, its aftermath and
an account of the horrific war crimes
inflicted on those who were captured. It
also includes the epic escape by Haslar
and Corporal Bill Sparks across occupied
France into Spain.

 BATTLEGROUND GALLIPOLI:
ANZAC SARI BAIR

25184 £3.99

Stephen Chambers
Softback, 244 pages

Published Price £14.99

The tragic story related in this book, one
of a series on Gallipoli, tells how the
ambitious August 1915 offensive of Gen.
Sir Ian Hamilton, designed to seize the
Peninsular’s commanding heights, failed
despite the heroic efforts of the fighting
men, because of the battle plan’s tortuous
complexity, and ferocious Turkish
resistance orchestrated by Mustapha
Kemal. It was the Allied last gasp at
Gallipoli.

 BATTLEGROUND SUSSEX: A
MILITARY HISTORY OF

SUSSEX FROM THE IRON AGE
TO THE PRESENT DAY

28922 £5.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

As the authors demonstrate, the repeated
threat of invasion from the Continent has
shaped the very landscape of the county.
The rounded tops of the Iron Age hill
forts, the sheer walls of the medieval
castles, the squat stumps of Martello
towers, the moulded Vaubanesque
contours of the Palmerstone redoubts and
the crouched concrete blocks and bricks of
the Second World War pillboxes constitute
the visible evidence of Sussex's position
on Britain's front line.

THE BATTLES OF FRENCH
FLANDERS

Neuve Chapelle, Aubers Ridge,
Festubert, Loos and Fromelles

25386 £2.99

Jon Cooksey, Jerry Murland
Softback, 232 pages

Published Price £14.99

An invaluable guide to the little known
Great War battlefields of 1915, which are
seldom visited, sandwiched as they are
between the first fights of 1914 and the
great battles of 1916 and 1917. But the
sites of the British offensives at Neuve
Chapelle, Aubers Ridge, Festubert, Loos
and Fromelles are well worth visiting and
the authors describe what happened, where
and why.
 BUSINESS IN GREAT WATERS

The U-Boat Wars 1916-1945

28008 £4.99

John Terraine
Softback, 864 pages
Published Price £25

John Terraine draws on German as well as
Allied sources to provide a comprehensive
account of the submarine campaigns that
came close to defeating Britain in the two
World Wars.
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THE BATTLESHIP HOLIDAY
The Naval Treaties and Capital

Ship Design

28638 £9.99

Robert C. Stern
Hardback 272 paged Large format

Illustrated throughout
Published Price £35

Even as the First World War was ending
the victorious great powers were already
embarked on a potentially ruinous new
naval race, competing to incorporate the
wartime lessons and technology into ever-
larger and costlier capital ships still seen
as the ultimate arbiters of sea power. This
competition was curtailed by the
Washington naval treaty of 1922, which
effectively banned the construction of such
ships for years to come, and mandated the
scrapping of those under construction.
This holiday was to have profound effects
on design when battleship building was
renewed in the 1930s, as later international
agreements continued to restrict size and
firepower. This book investigates the
implications of these treaties on technical
developments, contrasting the post-war
generation of ships that were never
completed or never even ordered with the
new designs of the 1930s, revealing just
how much progress had been made in
areas like fire control and armour despite
the hiatus. An analysis of how well these
modern ships stood the test of war
concludes this intriguing and original
contribution to the literature a book that is
certain to fascinate anyone interested in
the final era of the big-gun at sea.

THE BETRAYAL OF AN ARMY
Mesopotamia 1914-1916

27392 £5.99

Norman Nash
Hardback, 300 pages with maps and

photographs
Published Price £25

A well written and compelling chronicle
of political and military ineptitude. The
guilty men walked away and, as ever, it
was the soldiers who paid the price.

 BAYLY’S WAR
The Battle for the Western

Approaches in the First World War

28637 £6.99

Steve R Dunn
Hardback 304 pages + plates

Published Price £25

Vivid account of the vigourous defence of
Britain's trade, it brings to life the U-boat
battles, Q-ship actions, merchant ship
sinkings, and rescues as well as the tireless
Admiral Bayly, the commander at the
centre. An impressively researched and
deftly written history that is well organised
and presented.This is an excellent book,
looking at one of the key battles of the
First World War, making it clear just how
hard fought and costly it was, and how
Bayly’s men helped win this difficult and
dangerous campaign.

THE BELGIAN ARMY IN THE
GREAT WAR Part one

24530 £99.99

With contributions by
Ilse Bogaerts, Emilie Gaillard, Dominique
Henrard, Pierre Lierneux, Kris Michiels,

Sandrine Smets, Rob Troubleyn, Piet
Veldeman and Philippe JacquijHardback 600 pages, approx. 1650

colour colour photographs &
contemporary BW-photographs and

illustrations.

This work, unprecedented in its
comprehensiveness, can therefore be
considered an excellent reference tome. It
is based on the extensive collections on
display in the Belgian Royal Museum of
the Armed Forces and of Military History.
Supplementary private collections have
been the source of many other objects in
order to provide as much illustrative
material as possible for this publication.

 BETWEEN SCYLLA AND
CHARYBDIS

The Army of Elector Friedrich
August II of Saxony 1733-1763
‘From Reason to Revolution’

Series

27781 £8.99

Marco Pagan, Franco Saudelli
Softback, 111 pages

Published Price £19.95

An excellent introduction to the army
of Saxony during the eighteenth
century. Perhaps one of the lesser
known military armies of the
eighteenth century, this volume goes
into great detail regarding the staff
core and cavalry units. Anyone looking
to either re-enact this period, or war-
game the War of Austrian Succession
will find this a useful and interesting
book.

A Biographical Dictionary of the
Twentieth-Century Royal Navy

Admirals of the Fleet and Admirals

24617 £4.99

Alastair Wilson
Hardback of 96 pages + CD with

1479 pages of detailed biographical
information

Published Price £30

The most detailed study ever published of
senior Royal Navy career officers. Alastair
Wilson’s dictionary draws on primary
sources including confidential personnel
files and correspondence with living
officers. An indispensable work of
reference for anyone interested in British
Naval history.

 BLOODY BULLECOURT

28077 £3.99

David Coombes
Hardback, 440 pages
Published Price £30

In April-May 1917 the sleepy hamlet of
Bullecourt in Northern France became the
focus of two battles involving British and
Australian troops. Given the unique place
in Australia's military history that both
battles occupy, surprisingly little has been
written on the AIF's achievements at
Bullecourt. Bloody Bullecourt seeks to
remedy this gasping omission.

 BREAKING POINT OF THE
FRENCH ARMY

The Nivelle Offensive of 1917

27045 £4.99

David Murphy
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

The Nivelle Offensive is familiar to many
as one of the truly dreadful blunders of
World War One and this succinct book
takes a thorough look at Nivelle's sudden
promotion within the French army and
how he managed to convince a
government is desperate need of good
news of a plan that he predicted would
lead to the collapse of the German army
on the Western Front. Nivelle's plan is
outlined in a clear fashion as are the
various elements of poor planning that
resulted in it's abject failure within two
days of commencing. David Murphy is
confident of his history and the envisaged
plan and the reasons why it so
spectacularly failed are detailed concisely
and clearly.

 BRIEF GLORY
The Life of Arthur Rhys Davids

DSO

28910 £5.99

Alex Revell
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

Arthur Rhys Davids was a friend and
Squadron pilot with Albert Ball V.C. and
the legendary McCudden V.C. both from
the Squadron of Aces, number 56
Squadron. This was the Squadron formed
from the "Top Guns" of the day to get
Richthofen and his Flying Circus of aces,
with whom they clashed several times.
Rhys-Davids certainly fought many of
these top German aces, including Werner
Voss, He shot down around 23 of their
number before he himself was killed.His
epitaph was spoken best by the great ace
McCudden V.C who said: "If ever you
saw a single fighter, fighting like hell
amongst a crowd of Germans over the
front lines in 1917, then that was Rhys-
Davids".

 BRISTOL F.2B FIGHTER.
POLISH WINGS 22.

RAF SE5a, Sopwith 1F.1 Camel,
Sopwith 5F.1 Dolphin, Martinsyde

F.4 Buzzard

28037 £3.99

Tomasz J. Kopanski  &Janusz Swiatlon
Illustrator

Softback 80 pages fully illustrated
with photographs & colour profiles

Published Price £15

This title in the popular Polish Wings
series tells the story of the famous British
First World War fighter aircraft deployed
in the service of the Polish Air Force. It
covers the duties of these aircraft during
the Polish-Bolsheviks War and the early
1920s. The specially commissioned colour
profiles in the book show the original
colour schemes of their Polish
deployment. Features over 150
photographs, mostly previously
unpublished, and many newly created
colour profiles by Janusz Swiatlon
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 BRITISH AND GERMAN
BATTLECRUISERS

Their Development and Operations

28001 £14.99

Michele Cosentino, Ruggero Stanglini
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £40

An excellent book looking at the wider
forces and factors which led to the
development of the Battlecruiser in both
the Royal Navy and the Imperial German
Navy.The authors conclude that poor
magazine protection procedures and the
volatility of British cordite was the main
cause of ship loss: German armour was
often penetrated, despite the poor quality
of British shells, but their ships did not
blow up.

THE BRITISH ARMY IN EGYPT
1801

An Underrated Army Comes of
Age

‘From Reason to Revolution’
Series

27901 £9.99

Carole Divall
Softback 142 pages, 38 colour & 13

B&W Illustrations with 7 maps
Published Price £25

A well researched and presented book
coving a important period in the
development and shaping of the British
Army at the end of the French
Revolutionary Wars. A concise summary
of the campaign from the British
perspective is followed by a more detailed
analysis of the individual battles, the
supporting maps are clear and there are a
number of black and white illustrations
and portraits to go with the text. It also
gives short biographies of individual
commanders down to brigade level.

 British Expeditionary Force: THE
FINAL ADVANCE

September-November 1918

28496 £6.99

Andrew Rawson
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is the story the British Expeditionary
Force's part in the final days of the
Advance to Victory. It starts with the
massive offensive against the Hindenburg
Line at the end of September 1918.
Second Army launched the first of the
British attacks in Flanders on the 28th,
followed by Fourth Army the next day
along the St Quentin Canal. Both First and
Third Armies joined in, breaking the
Hindenburg Line across the Lys plain and
the Artois region, taking Cambrai by 10
October.

 BRUTUS: CAESAR’S ASSASSIN

27396 £4.99

Dr. Kirsty Corrigan
Hardback, 192 pages
Published Price £25

As the first dedicated biography in over 30
years, this full and balanced
reconsideration of this significant Roman
republican is long overdue.

 CAPTURED AT KUT
Prisoner of the Turks

28474 £5.99

Colonel R. A. Spackman
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

The harrowing experiences of a British
Medical officer taken captive at the
surrender of Kut in modern Iraq during the
Great War. Colonel Bill Spackman
describes the suffering of British and
Indian troops under his care with great
compassion, providing eloquent testimony
to the triumph of the human spirit.

THE BULGARIAN AIR FORCE
IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR

27903 £7.99

Alexander Mladenov, Evgeni Andonov,
Krassimir Grozev

Softback 144 pages, 220 B&W
images & 8 colour profiles

Published Price £29.95

This book is a ground breaking work that
takes a first look, as far as the English
speaking aviation literature world is
concerned, ot one of the more obscure air
arms of World War Two. Complete with
personal reports of fight missions,
excellent photo material and for the model
builders, great colour prints of all
partaking planes.

 BUSH WARFARE 1906

26142 £7.99

Lt.-Col. W.G.C. Heneker DSO,
Connaught Rangers

SB  vii+196pp, 517 with 13 plans.
2018 N&MP Reprint of 1907

Original Edition

Published Price £15

Instructive in a historical sense rather than
purely theoretical, this 1906 tactical
treatise covers in much detail the methods
of carrying on warfare against “savages”
in West Africa. Includes the expedition to
Benin City against Chief Overiami,
amongst other small-scale military
operations to counter local opposition, and
to stabilise and expand the colonial
Empire in Africa.

 CALIGULA
An Unexpected General

28265 £7.99

Lee Fratantuono
Hardback, 262 pages
Published Price £25

This is a military history of Rome during
Caligula’s reign, it offers a new appraisal
of Caligula as a surprisingly competent
military strategist. Caligula expanded the
Roman Empire into Mauretania and made
a significant attempt at expanding into
Britannia, Fratantuono argues that his
achievements helped to secure Roman
military power in Europe for a generation.

THE  CAMBRAI CAMPAIGN
1917: BRITISH

EXPEDITIONARY FORCE

27826 £5.99

Andrew Rawson
Hardback, 200 pages
Published Price £25

From the well thought out “BRITISH
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE” series, this
title covers the British attack that was
followed by the biggest German
counterattack against the British
Expeditionary Force since 1914. The
initial British success showed that even the
strongest trench defences could be
overcome by a surprise attack, using a
combination of new methods and
equipment, reflecting a general increase in
the British capacity to combine infantry,
artillery, tanks and aircraft in attacks.

 BRAVE LIVES
The Members and Staff of the

Travellers Club who Fell in the
Great War

27811 £4.99

Hardback, 177 pages
Published Price £20

This book was the result of a team effort
with members of the club and descendants
of the deceased adopting a warrior and,
under the guidance of an expert Editorial
Board, researching and writing up their
lives .A good example of a modern
memorial book that was published to
coincide with the recent centenary of the
Great War.

 CHINDIT AFFAIR
A Memoir of the War in Burma

28925 £2.99

Frank Baines
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

This is a fascinating book. Baines is an
engaging narrator, and gives us an unusual
view of a famous campaign.

 CAMBRIDGESHIRE
KITCHENERS

A History of 11th (Service)
Battalion (Cambs) Suffolk

Regiment

27881 £7.99

Joanna Costin
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

Following the outbreak of war in the
summer of 1914 and the subsequent call
for volunteers, the men of Cambridgeshire
were not slow in stepping forward in the
service of their country. However, in a
departure from standard practice, these
enthusiastic new volunteers did not join
their county regiment. For organisational
reasons they were enlisted into a
separately designated Cambridgeshire
battalion of the Suffolk Regiment – the
11th (Service) Battalion. The book takes
the form of a chronological narrative over
seventeen chapters starting from the early
days in Cambridge through to the closing
stages of the war. In particular, the reader
learns about the battalion’s heroic
involvement on the first day of the Battle
of the Somme in 1916, the difficult
assaults undertaken during the Battle of
Arras in 1917 and the critical defensive
actions on the River Lys in the spring of
1918.

 CAMEL COMBAT ACE
The Great War Flying Career of

Edwin Swale CBE OBE DFC

27341 £3.99

Barry M Marsden
Hardback, 100 pages

Published Price £16.99

Edwin Swale was credited with 17 aerial
victories during the Great War. His victory
list is notable because he scored 14 of his
17 wins against the premier German
fighter of the war, the Fokker D.VII, and
became the leading Sopwith Camel ace of
No. 210 Squadron RAF.
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SWORDS OF  
THE BRITISH ARMY 

The Regulation Patterns 1788 to 1914 
 

The original version of this book, which appeared  
in 1975, quickly established itself as the standard 

work on the regulation pattern swords of the  
British Army. A revised and greatly expanded 
edition was published by the National Army 

Museum in 1996.  
That edition has now 
been reprinted by the 

Naval & Military Press 
to make available again 
an indispensable guide 

for both military 
historians and arms 

specialists. 
 

This is a beautifully produced 
– and surely definitive – 
complete account of its subject.  
With 235 annotated high 
quality  b/w illustrations and 
six full colour plates, printed 
on fine quality paper, it is a 

hardback volume for any 
edged weapon or British 
Army enthusiast to 
treasure.  

The text encompasses 
technical details such as the 
pattern of swords - and the 
reasons why certain types 
were adopted, along with 
instructions for correctly 
wearing them. There are 
descriptions of the use of 
swords in battle – 
sometimes described by the 

swordsman wielding them – such as the gory account of the 
butchery at Waterloo by Sgt. Ewart who famously charged with 
the Royal Scots Greys. Sir Garnett Wolseley, the celebrated 
Victorian General, describes chopping men down from head to 
waist while serving with the Household Cavalry in Egypt in 1882.  

There are appendices on marking swords and chronological 
lists of changing sword patterns. This is a Naval & Military Press, 
National Army Museum joint reprint of the (1996) revised and 
greatly expanded edition of a book that first appeared in 1975 
and quickly established itself as the standard authority on the 
British Army’s swords.

Swords
of the 

British Army

THE REGULATION PATTERNS 1788 TO 1914

THE REVISED EDITION

by 

Brian ROBSON

The Naval & Military Press offers specialist books for the serious student of conflict.The range of titles stocked
covers the whole spectrum of military history with titles on uniforms, battles, official histories, specialist works

containing Medal Rolls and Casualties Lists, and numismatic titles for medal collectors and researchers.
The innovative approach they have to military bookselling and their commitment to publishing have made 

them Britain’s leading independent military bookseller.

Hardback, 256 pages  •  Product code:  26895 
Published at £25.00  •  Our price: £4.99

BRITISH MILITARY 
RESPIRATORS AND  

ANTI-GAS EQUIPMENT  
OF THE TWO WORLD WARS 

 
Throughout both World Wars, Great 
Britain led the way in developing 
anti-gas technologies. Today, items 
such as respirators and anti-gas 
equipment are highly sought after by 
the enthusiast. What the collector 
lacks is information and reference 
photographs of such items, and he 
also has little information available to 
him on topics such as preservation, 
manufacturer details and safety 
aspects of handling these items.  
This book aims to provide a useful, 
full-colour reference guide for the 
discerning collector and for all 
students of militaria, as well as providing a brief history of the 
development of gas warfare and equipment. 

Softback, 64 pages. 

Product code:  27266 
Published at £10.99  •  Our price: £3.99

HB • 333 pages 
Product code:  12793 

Published at £49.95  •  Our price: £39.99

THE BATTLE OF  
NEUVE CHAPELLE 

Britain’s Forgotten Offensive of 1915 
 

£4.99 against the cover price of £25 looks ridiculous 
good value and also extremely tempting to add to 

any Great War library.  
 

At the battle of Neuve Chapelle the 
British mounted an offensive against 
the German in the Artois region of 
France. Despite some initial gains,  
the success could not be exploited 
because of the Germans 
reinforcement of their flanks and  
the severe lack of communications 
between the British front line units 
and their HQ. 

Paul Kendall’s book covers it all in 
good detail, including many personal 
accounts that help bring it all alive.
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 CEREMONIAL SWORDS OF
BRITAIN

State and Civic Swords

28313 £12.99

Lieutenant Colonel Edward Barrett MBE
& author of “Manual of the Mace”

Hardback 384 pages Illustrated in
colour throughout

Published Price £40

The British Isles have long been steeped in
a rich heritage of ceremony and tradition,
and there are few artefacts that evoke this
culture so strongly as the ceremonial
sword. This is THE reference work on the
subject and a must for all who have an
interest in both edged weaponry,and of
pageantry.

 CHARGING AGAINST
WELLINGTON

The French Cavalry in the
Peninsular War

28924 £5.99

Robert Burnham
Hardback, 352 pages
Published Price £30

Burnham’s tome is effectively a dictionary
on the subject and so is a rich source of
information for wargamers, enthusiasts
and historians. Despite the title of the
book, which is somewhat misleading it
covers French cavalry in action against the
British, Spanish and Portuguese. This is a
must for any buff of the Napoleonic wars
whether to clarify orders of battle for a
wargame, to check regimental histories,
seek information as the basis to rate
French cavalry generals, or for general
interest in the Peninsular War.

 CHARGING KNIGHTS ON THE
EASTERN FRONT

THE COMBAT HISTORY OF
SCHWERE PANZER-

ABTEILUNG 505

28361 £110.00

Hardback 400 pages with 528
photographs , 21 detailed colour

maps, 8 pages of colour profiles, 9
detailed organigrams, a partial
roster of 814 members, and 51

biographies.

A good new combat history of this Eastern
Front tank unit, the Schwere Panzer-
Abteilung 505 was formed in January
1943. It was assigned to 9. Armee and
fought at Kursk and after Kursk it was
attached to Heeresgruppe Mitte and fought
at Smolensk. It was refitted with Tiger II
(Königstiger) tanks in September 1944 and
fought with 24. Panzer-Division and 5.
Panzer-Division in East Prussia until the
end of the war.

THE CHESHIRE BANTAMS
15th, 16th and 17th Battalions of

the Cheshire Regiment

27104 £4.99

Stephen McGreal
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

Concentrating on a little known, but
unique Great War organisation, this is a
major study of 'The Bantams'. Raised in
Birkenhead in 1914, the Bantams were
unique as the average height of the
volunteers was a mere five foot. Despite
their lack of stature, they fought with
honour on the Somme before being
decimated. McGreal explains well how the
battalions began to lose their bantam
nature, as drafts were not of the same ilk
as the original volunteers and once
conscription came in, the official bantam
status was dropped. It goes without saying
that his coverage of movements and
actions in France is exemplary. There are
many stories of individuals and acts of
gallantry, too, which is rounded off in a
comprehensive listing of awards, which
includes citations where they could be
found. The book also includes a roll of
honour.

THE  COMMANDO GENERAL
The Life of Major General Sir

Robert Laycock KCM, CB, DSO

26967 £5.99

Richard Mead
Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

This well balanced biography is to a large
part, the history of the Army Commandos
during the war. Laycock was involved in
the beginning with the raising of the first
commando units, rising to Head of
Combined Operations by 1945. The author
has woven with the political and military
strategic issues around the deployment,
and development, of the commandos, with
the personal life of Laycock and the more
tactical side of the operations. The level of
research is excellent, with the book based
upon interviews with relevant people,
primary and secondary research.

 COMMANDOS IN EXILE
The Story of 10 (Inter-allied)

Commando 1942-1945

28926 £5.99

Nicholas van der Bijl
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

The history of X Commando, made up of
escaped Jewish individuals is especially
interesting.
 CONSTANTIUS  II: USURPERS,

EUNUCHS AND THE
ANTICHRIST

27050 £5.90

Peter Crawford
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

An interesting and original biography of
Constantius II, the son of Constantine the
Great and predecessor of Julian. In this
well-researched book, the author shows to
what extent Constantius’ reign have been
eclipsed by his much better-known kin. He
also claims that his achievements have
been underplayed or denied, mainly by,
Ammianus Marcellinus, Julian and by the
Christian Church after his death.
Constantius deserves to be remembered as
a very capable ruler in dangerous,
tumultuous times.

 CONTROL IN THE SKY
The Evolution and the History of

the Aircraft

28911 £5.99

L. F. E. Coombs
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

This book shows, the basic design of an
aircraft control system has barely changed
since the pioneering days of flight. The
early pilots who flew at speeds of less than
100 mph and never climbed higher than
10,000 feet still needed reliable
information of altitude, temperature, wind
speed and direction, fuel and the state of
their engines.

 BRITANNIA’S NAVY ON THE
WEST COAST OF AMERICA

1812-1914

26979 £3.99

Barry Gough
Hardback, 336 pages
Published Price £25

The enthralling story of how the Royal
Navy created, developed and sustained its
Pacific station, which became the largest
in the British Empire during the nineteenth
century. These farsighted actions not only
developed the Esquimalt naval base but
they also secured the settlement of British
Columbia in the face of threats from
Russian territorial expansion.

THE CRECY WAR
A Military History of the Hundred
Years War from 1337 to the Peace

of Bretigny 1360

27548 £3.99

Alfred H. Burne
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £12.99

An important book a work of original
research, written by a master of his
subject. With his vigorous and exciting
style, Colonel Burne has chronicled for the
general reader as well as for the military
enthusiast, one of the most exceptional
wars in which England has ever been
engaged. This book firmly restores the
Crecy campaign to its rightful place near
the pinnacle of British military history

 CROMWELL’S BUFFOON
The Life and Career of the

Regicide, Thomas Pride

26070 £5.99

Robert Hodkinson
Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £25

Colonel Thomas Pride was central to one
of the English Civil War's key events: the
arrest and exclusion of 140 Members of
Parliament at Westminster in December
1648. Those that remained in the House of
Commons - the Rump - voted to bring
King Charles I to trial, resulting in the first
and only public execution of a British
Monarch. But while this monumental
episode of early modern history - "Pride's
Purge" - is renowned, the life of the army
officer behind it remains shrouded in
obscurity. Cromwell's Buffoon is a
detailed and engaging account of the life
of soldier and regicide, Colonel Thomas
Pride, a Somerset farmer's son who fought
his way through the Civil Wars to become
one of the English Commonwealth's most
forceful personalities. The first full-length
biography of its subject, it is a fascinating
story of a man who, until now, had all but
vanished from history.

 CRUCIBLE OF THE JACOBITE
‘15

The Battle of Sheriffmuir 1715
“Century of the Soldier” Series

27466 £5.99

Jonathan Oates
HARDBACK, 288 pages with B&W

illustrations + maps
Published Price £25

A well-written and thoroughly researched
account. It is ideal for the wargamer. This
is a first rate investigation into this
neglected battle of the 1715 Rebellion -
Sheriffmuir. All manner of archives have
been utilised in what must be the most
detailed analysis of this campaign to date.
Both armies are thoroughly investigated
including the financing and sustaining of
the armies in the field.

THE CURTISS-WRIGHT A -9
The Other Jeep

28726 £7.99

Dan Hagedorn
Softback 80 pages.

Published Price £20

Given the lack of printed material on the
type, the author pulls out the stops and
includes anything that helps put the
Curtiss into context of the time.Units and
based that used/housed the Jeeps are
detailed and former cadets give anecdotes
on flying the type.
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 DAGGER DIVISION
The Story Of The 19th Indian

Division

28741 £9.99

War Department Government of India
SB 46pp  Illustrated throughout in

colour  2020 N&MP Reprint of 1947
Original Edition

Published Price £

Raised in late 1941, the 19th was the first
‘standard’ Indian Division. Its troops were
the first to breach the Japanese defence
line in Burma and to raise the flag at Fort
Dufferin. It crossed the Chindwin in
November 1944, driving on to Mandalay
and Rangoon during seven months of
continuous fighting. The 19th’s exploits
are graphically described also in John
Masters’ personal memoir, ‘The Road Past
Mandalay’.

 DAMBUSTERS
The Forging of a Legend

28277 £4.99

Christopher Ward, Andy Lee
Softback, 320 pages

Published Price £16.99

Critically acclaimed as the best account of
the most famous RAF Squadron in World
War II, with a good depth of detail on the
Squadron and it’s raids. This is a real nuts
and bolts account.

DAS REICH TIGERS

21135 £85.00

Wolfgang Schneider
HB 396 pp Illustrated

This book chronicles the Tigers associated
with "Das Reich" from the beginning to
the bitter end: 8./SS-Panzer-Regiment 2;
schwere SS-Panzer-Abteilung 102; and
schwere SS-Panzer-Abteilung 502.
Among other aspects of its history, the
fighting around Kharkov, during
Operation "Zitadelle", at Normandy, on
the Oder and at the Halbe Pocket in the
final days of the war, are chronicled for
the reader. This is an exceptional unit
history.

 DEATH BEFORE GLORY
The British Soldier in the West

Indies in the French Revolutionary
and Napoleonic Wars 1793-1815

27052 £4.99

Martin Howard
Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

This excellent book specifically examines
the experiences of the British soldier
fighting in the West Indies from the
beginning of Britain’s involvement in the
French Revolutionary Wars to the final
defeat of Napoleon in 1815. The book
itself is split into three sections, the first of
which briefly examines the opposing
armies. The second section considers the
actual campaigns themselves in detail,
which took place in and around the West
Indies almost continuously throughout the
wars. Finally, the author concludes his
work with a number of chapters that
closely examine the personal experiences
of those who fought in the campaigns.

 DEATH OF A DIVISION
Eight Days in March 1918 and the
Untold Story of the 66th (2/1 East

Lancashire) Division

28049 £3.99

David Martin
Hardback, 236 pages

Published Price £19.99

Well produced, well researched and
readable, taken from the Official War
Diaries, and surviving accounts, this
histories intention is to tell the story as it
happened with the loss of command the
central theme.

 DECORATED ROMAN
ARMOUR

From the Ages of the Knights to the
Death of Justinian the Great

28594 £8.99

Raffaele D’Amato, Andrey Evgenevich
Negin

Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £30

This book is a delight showing the
multiple armours of Rome right from the
Republic through to the late Empire with
many photographs in full colour. As well
as battlefield armour, the details the
tournament and parade armour from
Rome's the earliest days are shown.

THE DECOYS: A TALE OF
THREE ATLANTIC CONVOYS,

1942

27561 £5.99

Bernard Edwards
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

There is nothing on record to say that RB
1, SC 107 and SL 125 were sacrificed to
ensure the safe passage of the TORCH
convoys but this well researched book sets
out to examine the truth behind the
rumours.

THE DEFENCE OF THE
DARDANELLES

From Bombards to Battleships

22020 £3.99

Michael Forrest
HB 254 pp

Published Price £25

This definitive work examines the flaws of
Winston Churchill’s strategy and identifies
the inadequacies of pitting warships
against shore fortifications. Damningly,
the author’s research proves that British
intelligence sources had previously
assessed that a naval attack alone would
not succeed.

THE DESERT VCs
Extraordinary Valour in the North

African Campaign in WWII

28047 £6.99

Brian Best
Hardback, 216 pages
Published Price £25

The fighting in North Africa was not just
in the harsh extremes of the rolling desert,
but also the barren mountains of Tunisia,
and the coastal strips of Libya. In every
battle, every manoeuvre, the terrain was
the limiting or enabling feature – and it
was over that unforgiving ground that
twenty-nine men distinguished themselves
and were awarded the highest of all
gallantry medals, the Victoria Cross.

 DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: DEFENDING

BRITAIN’S SKIES 1940-1945

25456 £4.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace
Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

This volume of despatches from the Front
contains those of Fighter Command’s
chief in the battle of Britain, Air Chief
Marshal Sir Hugh Dowding. Indispensable
for all interested in the RAF during the
Second World War.

 DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: FAR EAST AIR
OPERATIONS 1942-1945

25504 £4.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace
Hardback, 248 pages

Published Price £19.99

This volume in the fine Despatches from
the Front series focuses on the Second
World War in the air in the Far East. It
includes despatches written by Air Chief
Marshal Sir Keith Park, ACM Peirse and
General Wavell.

 DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: THE BEF IN FRANCE

1939-1940
Manning the Front Through to the

Dunkirk Evacuation

25472 £3.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace
Hardback, 194 pages

Published Price £19.99

The brave but inglorious story of the BEF,
deployed in France and Belgium to meet
the German invasion in May 1940, but
beaten back to the French coast and
evacuated from Dunkirk in Operation
Dynamo Includes all the Despatches
relating to the British Expeditionary Force
in 1939 and 1940.

 DESPATCHES FROM THE
FRONT: THE WAR IN ITALY

1943-1944

25441 £4.99

John Grehan, Martin Mace
Hardback, 292 pages
Published Price £25

A particularly valuable volume in the
Despatches from the Front series includes
despatches on the conquest of Sicily, and
the Salerno landings by Field-Marshal
Alexander and Admiral Sir Andrew
Cunningham.

 EYEWITNESSES AT THE
SOMME

A Muddy and Bloody Campaign
1916-1918

28075 £5.99

Tim Cook
Hardback, 397 pages
Published Price £30

Tim Cook’s book is a magnificent tribute
to the Australians of the 55th Battalion.
This book has been ill-served by at title
that makes it unclear as to it’s real nature,
an excellent Australian unit history!
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 DESTINATION DUNKIRK
The Story of the Gort’s Army

28517 £8.99

Gregory Blaxand
Hardback, 448 pages
Published Price £30

Field Marshal Gort is credited by some
historians as reacting efficiently to the
crisis and saving the BEF,while others
hold a more critical view of his leadership,
seeing his decision to abandon France
during Germany's attack into the west as
defeatist.

A DICTIONARY OF COASTAL
COMMAND 1939-1945

27276 £5.99

Geoff Simpson
Hardback, 151 pages

Published Price £19.99

From A to Z this well-illustrated book tells
the story of the gallantry, the
achievements, the losses, the VCs, the
aircraft and much else about RAF Coastal
Command.

THE EMPEROR COMMODUS
God and Gladiator

27057 £5.99

John S. McHugh
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

A well written and well researched
biography. Commodus is synonymous
with debauchery and megalomania, best
remembered for fighting as a gladiator.
Ridiculed and maligned by historians since
his own time, modern popular culture
knows him as the patricidal villain in
Ridley Scott's Gladiator. Much of his
infamy is clearly based on fact, but is this
the full story? John McHugh reviews the
ancient evidence to present the first full-
length biography of Commodus in
English.

 DIGGING THE TRENCHES
The Archaeology of the Western

Front

27100 £3.99

Andrew Robertshaw, David Kenyon
Published at £16.99 our as long as

stock lasts price is £4.99
Softback 207 pages well illustrated
with colour and B&W photographs

Published Price £16.99

This is a very impressive book. Modern
research methods - archaeological,
historical, forensic - have transformed our
view of the past. This is especially true of
the history of the Great War. In this, the
first comprehensive survey of this exciting
new field, Andrew Robertshaw and David
Kenyon introduce the reader to the
techniques that are employed and record,
in vivid detail, many of the remarkable
projects that have been undertaken. They
show how archaeology can be used to
reveal the position of trenches, dugouts
and other battlefield features and to
rediscover what life on the Western Front
was really like. And they show how
individual soldiers are themselves part of
the story, for forensic investigation of the
war dead is now so highly developed that
individuals can be identified and their fate
discovered.

THE DUNKIRK EVACUATION
IN 100 OBJECTS

28595 £6.99

Martin Mace
Hardback, 248 pages full colour

throught
Published Price £25

Through 100 objects, from the wreck of a
ship through to a dug-up rifle, and
individual photographs to large memorials,
all of which represent a moving snapshot
of the past, this book sets out to tell the
story of what came to be known as The
Miracle of Dunkirk.

 DUTCH COURAGE
Special Forces in the Netherlands

1944-45

28025 £5.99

Jelle Hooiveld
Hardback, 204 pages
Published Price £20

A factual account of a subject not
extensively written about,the mission of
the Dutch Jedburgh section was to arm and
support resistance and gather intelligence.
They played a key role in several major
Allied operations, including Market
Garden and the SAS operations Amherst
and Keystone. This book tells accurately
the story of their recruitment and training
and their courageous actions alongside the
Dutch Resistance.

THE EAGLE REJECTED
NAPOLEON, FRANCE AND

WATERLOO

27569 £4.99

Charles J. Esdaile
Hardback, 257 pages
Published Price £25

The Eagle Rejected sets out to
demonstrate that by 1814 Napoleon had
bankrupted France of money and men so
that on his return in 1815, the population
was largely either unprepared or unable to
furnish more to support a new military
campaign to re-conquer Europe.

 EARLY ROMAN WARFARE
From the Regal Period to the First

Punic War

26963 £4.99

Jeremy Armstrong
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £19.99

An accomplished overview and
introduction to early Roman warfare from
the period of the Kings foundation of
Rome up to the eve of the First Punic War
that saw Rome emerge as a major power
beyond the Italian peninsula.

 EDWARD 1’s CONQUEST OF
WALES

28451 £6.99

Sean Davies

Hardback 220 pages
Published Price £25

An analysis of the struggle of the princes
(or ‘Kings’) of Wales to hold on to their
own areas of rule, and the uphill battle in
the final conflict with the formidable King
Edward I (1272 – 1307). Where this book
differs from many is that it offers the
Welsh viewpoint.

 EL ALAMEIN 1942
Turning Point in the Desert

27831 £5.99

Richard Doherty
Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

This is a fresh and riveting, account of the
iconic battle that took place near the
Egyptian railway halt of El Alamein. The
Allied victory was the beginning of the
end of the Western Desert Campaign,
eliminating the Axis threat to Egypt, the
Suez Canal and the Middle Eastern and
Persian oil fields.

THE EMPEROR’S BOSNIAKS
The Bosnian-Herzegovinian Troops

in the k. u. k. Army

23087 £75.00

Prof. DI Hermann Hinterstoisser, Erwin A.
Schmidl, Christoph Neumayer, Helmut

Wohnout

HB 352 pp 600 photographs,
illustrations and tables.

Bosnia-Herzegovina was occupied by
Austria-Hungary in 1878, annexed in 1908
and was part of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire until 1918. This book, illustrated
in colour, with 352 pages and nearly 600
photographs, presents a picture of the
Bosnian soldiers in the Austro-Hungarian
army and their military history under
Austro-Hungarian administration. Starting
with the political and military reasons for
the occupation, through the annexation to
the end of the First World War, it takes the
reader to a world that at the time was seen
as highly exotic.

 EVERYMAN AT WAR
Sixty Personal Narratives Of

Fighting By All Ranks On Land
Sea And Air During The Great

War

27683 £14.99

Edited by C B Purdom
SB  xi+425pp  2019 N&MP Reprint

of 1930 Original Edition
Published Price £24.99

Excellent collection of sixty firsthand
British accounts of service in the Great
War, with an emphasis on the Western
Front but covering all theatres on land, sea
and in the air, throwing light on almost
every phase of the war, by writers of all
ranks, from private to lieutenant-colonel.

THE  EXPERIMENTAL UNITS
OF HITLER’S CONDOR

LEGION
German Aircraft in Action During

the Spanish Civil War

27862 £3.99

Rafael A Permuny Lope, Lucas Molina
Franco

Softback, 196 pages
Published Price £14.99

In the centre section there are some
excellent full colour profiles which
illustrate the camouflage and markings
that will be a great source of inspiration
for modellers. Added to these is one page
of colour photos showing a preserved
Condor Legion uniform along with various
badges and insignia. This is a good value
book, presented in a similar style to the
Images of War series.

 F-104 STARFIGHTER SPECIAL
CAMOUFLAGES

28912 £6.99

Lieuwe de Vries
Hardback, 48 pages
Published Price £19

Eye catching, high quality profiles of the
much admired F-014 Starfighter.
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 FACT FILE: GERMAN HALF-
TRACKS AND WHEELED

VEHICLES 1939-1945

27408 £3.99

Alexander Lüdeke
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £12.99

Lüdeke has devoted himself to the
Radpanzertechnik in particular in this Fact
File volume, providing a concise technical
history of these German Military Vehicles.

THE FIESELER Fi STORCH
The First STOL Aircraft

30122 £11.99

Jan Forsgren
Hardback 192 pages with 100+
images in colour, sepia & B&W

Published Price £25

This is a detailed history of a significant
aircraft, that is illustrated with 100 +
contemporary photographs. The Storch is
probably most famous for its role in
Operation Eiche, the 1943 rescue of
deposed Italian dictator Benito Mussolini
from a boulder-strewn mountaintop near
the Gran Sasso.
 FIFTEEN ROUNDS A MINUTE
The Grenadiers at War, August to

December 1914

28929 £4.99

Michael Craster
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

Very engaging account of the 2nd
Battalion Grenadier Guards who crossed
to France in the summer of 1914, told in
the words of the officers of the battalion,
and is taken from diaries and letters, as
such it makes terrific reading. By the end
of First Ypres the battalion had lost 959
men, killed, wounded or missing.

THE FIFTH BRITISH DIVISION
1939-1945

28281 £22.00

George Aris
2020 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1959).  SB xi+266 pp with 20

maps &14 illustrations

The story of the Fifth British Division
1939-1945 begins with the division in the
BEF in France in 1940 which it joined
from reserve division status. It returned to
the UK and underwent training before
taking part in the Madagascar operation.
Then it went to India and Persia before
moving to the Middle East Theatre in 1943
where it took part in the conquest of Sicily
before moving into Italy. It fought through
much of the Italian Campaign before
finishing the war in Lubeck, having made
the final move to France and then
Germany shortly before the end of the
war.

 FIGHTERS OVER MALTA
Gladiators and Hurricanes 1940

-1942

28087 £14.99

Brian Cull, Frederick Galea
Hardback, 512 pages
Published Price £35

A comprehensive book on the air defence
of Malta, the many extracts from squadron
diaries, and the personal accounts of the
pilots on both sides bring this story to life.

 FIGHTERS OVER THE
AEGEAN

Hurricanes over Crete, Spitfires
over Kos, Beaufighters over the

Aegean

28088 £5.99

Brian Cull
Softback, 192 pages

Published Price £18.99

This is the first comprehensive account of
aerial operations over the Aegean 1943
-44, written in Brian Cull’s familiar style it
gives an even handed view from both Axis
and Allied sides.

 FREE TO FIGHT AGAIN
RAF Escapes and Evasions

28930 £3.99

Alan W. Cooper
Hardback, 336 pages
Published Price £25

To survive baling out from a doomed
aircraft or a crash-landing in enemy
occupied territory certainly required a
large element of luck. To then manage to
return to Allied shores inevitably needed
considerably more good fortune and often
the assistance of local patriots and
resistance workers.

 FIGHTING ADMIRALS OF
WORLD WAR II

28917 £3.99

David Wragg
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

This book examines in detail the key naval
commanders of both sides including five
British (Pound, Cunningham, Ramsay,
Horton, Somerville) and five US admirals
(King, Nimitz, Spruance, Halsey,
Fletcher), three German (Raeder, Doenitz,
Lutjens) three Japanese (Yamamato,
Nagumo, Koga) and two French (Darlan,
de la Borde)

FIGHTING NAPOLEON
The Recollections of Lieutenant

John Hildebrand 35th Foot in
the Mediterranean and Waterloo

Campaigns

27273 £5.99

Gareth Glover
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

This probably one of the most interesting
and original of books that can be classified
as “Napoleonic Memoirs” It Is a unique
service record of a junior officer from a
neglected regiment fighting in a neglected
theatre, often found over his head but with
a flair for adventure and blessed with good
luck. The operations conducted east of
Sicily and amongst the Ionian Islands are
some of the least studied campaigns
conducted by the British armed forces
during the Napoleonic Wars.

 FIGHTING NAZI OCCUPATION
British Resistance 1939-1945

27250 £5.99

Malcolm Atkin
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

A major reassessment of the plans to
organise guerrilla warfare and longer-term
resistance in the case of a Nazi invasion of
Britain. It tells the story of competition by
the Secret Intelligence Service (M16) and
War Office to organise irregular warfare in
the country and the result is a new vision
of the murky and Machiavellian world of
wartime British intelligence. This is a
most useful addition to a fascinating
subject, backed by extensive research.

THE FIGHTING PIONEERS
The Story of the 7th Battalion DLI

27403 £4.99

Clive Dunn
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

Clive Dunn has assembled an admirable
history of an unsung unit of the Territorial
Force, the 7th Battalion of the Durham
Light Infantry. This battalion went to
France in April 1915 as part of 151st
Infantry Brigade of the 50th
(Northumbrian) Division, but in
November of that year was converted into
the Division’s Pioneer Battalion. It
subsequently served with 8th Division
after the 50th was reorganised in mid
-1918. The title ‘fighting pioneers’ refers
to the fact that despite its role as a unit that
provided manual labour for front line
work, it certainly played its part in
fighting. The loss of 600 dead and many
more wounded through the years of the
war are testimony to it.

 FIGHTING THE SOMME
German Challenges, Dilemmas and

Soluair battttions

27346 £3.99

Jack Sheldon
Hardback, 225 pages

Published Price £19.99

Jack Sheldon expert author examines the
Battle of the Somme from the vantage
point of the German High Command.
There are still, however,enough vignettes
from the front line to testify to the
harrowing fighting that took place in
trench and shell hole. This book provides
an entirely fresh way of looking at the
Battle of the Somme 1916. It is not a
rehashed narrative history of the battle.
Instead, drawing heavily on examples that
can be illustrated through exploitation of
the primary sources still available in
abundance in the archives at Stuttgart and
Munich and anecdotal accounts, it
explains how and why the German
defence was designed and conducted as it
was.

The First World War Campaign
Medals. 10.9 million medals • 4.6
million soldiers. Complete on one

fully searchable DVD-ROM

CD11 £195.00

DVD ROM
Recommended System Requirements:

A PC running Windows 7, 8, 10 or
Vista with 2GB RAM installed and a

4X speed DVD drive. Fully 64 bit
compatible.

Please note this product is not Mac
OS or Linux compatible.

Price + VAT (VAT is applicable to all
UK orders)

The information recording soldiers serving
with British Forces and their eligibility for
campaign medals is contained in the
Medal Rolls 1914-1920. The original
documents are held by The National
Archives, Kew, London under the
reference WO329. They have now been
digitised by the Naval & Military Press
and published for the first time. This now
allows examination of these important
records without a trip to Kew to view the
original printed Rolls.
The Medal Rolls were not damaged by
enemy bombing in the Second World War.
For this reason these Rolls form the only
more or less complete list of soldiers who,
by the fact that they were eligible to
receive a WW1 medal, can be considered
to have “participated” in the First World
War.
The Medal Rolls were created as lists of
those individuals entitled to one or more
campaign medals and list individuals by
the military unit they were serving with at
the time of their entitlement. The
information contained in the listings can
provide an additional “remark” or detail
for an individual soldier which was
hitherto unknown.
As with our Soldiers Died in the Great
War disc, all fields of information are
searchable, enabling an individual soldier
to be located with ease without knowledge
of his regiment or corps.

The Medal Rolls were the source material
for the Medal Index Cards. During
transcription much information was
omitted and many errors and corruptions
of a soldier’s record were made.
Therefore, the Medal Rolls
present a more complete and accurate
survey
of a soldier’s military ...For more
information please visit www.naval-
military-press.com
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THE FLATPACK BOMBERS
The Royal Navy and the Zeppelin

Menace

25233 £2.99

Ian Gardiner
Softback, 163 pages

Published Price £12.99

The Flatpack Bombers recounts the birth
of aerial bombing and Naval aviation on
the outbreak of the Great War. First
conceived by Winston Churchill as First
Lord of the Admiralty, the original idea
was to hit Zeppelins on the ground, but
they became the forerunner of all bomber
raids and aircraft carrier strikes since.

 FOR ORANGE AND THE
STATES

The Army of the Dutch Republic
1713-1772: Part I Infantry

‘From Reason to Revolution’
Series

27780 £4.99

Marc Geerdink-Schaftenaar
Softback, 127 pages

Published Price £19.95

A very worthwhile study tracing the
evolution of the units and uniforms of the
Dutch infantry, with the information
broken down by regiment. The chapters
cover the early period following the Peace
of Utrecht and the end of the Wars of
Spanish Succession, the significant Dutch
involvement in the War of Austrian
Succession, breakdowns of structure,
organisation, chapters on the Guard,
National, Swiss, Scots, German and
Walloon regiments. The book contains six
pages of vibrant colour plates drawn by
Mark Allen, together with copious
numbers of colour and black and white
illustrations.

 FOREVER VIGILANT
Naval 8/208 Squadron RAF- A

Centenary of Service from 1916 to
2016

28477 £5.99

Graham Pitchfork
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

This is a great record of a unique
squadron, one of very few to have
remained operational for a century.

THE FORGOTTEN VCs
The Victoria Crosses of the War in

the Far East During WW2

28046 £6.99

Brian Best
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

This is the first book to examine in depth
the Victoria Crosses of the war in the Far
East. VC expert Brian Best brings to life
the daring deeds of a group of courageous
men in the most inhospitable of battlefield
conditions, filling a glaring gap in the
historiography of Britain s most
prestigious award for valour.

 HANNIBAL’S ROAD
The Second Punic War in Italy 213

-203 BC

27841 £4.99

Mike Roberts
Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

While Hannibal’s three great victories in
Italy are well known, this book picks and
deals with a little known period of the
Second Punic War. It focuses on the
events and campaigns in Italy following
the Roman disaster of Cannae in 1216 to
the recall of Hannibal to Africa some
twelve years later in 203 BC.

 FROM WARSAW TO ROME
General Anders’ Exiled Polish

Army in the Second World War

27879 £6.99

Martin Williams
Hardback, 276 pages
Published Price £25

A well researched account of an
outstanding body of men who played a
crucial part in the Italian campaign as part
of Eighth Army. The author provides a
detailed narrative of how the Polish II
Corps came into being and of the roles of
the various Polish commanders, especially
Lieutenant General Anders, who
commanded the corps throughout the
Italian Campaign, capturing Monte
Cassino on 18 May 1944, later fighting on
the Gothic Line and in the final spring
offensive.

 GALLIPOLI VICTORIA CROSS
HERO

The Price of Valour: the Triumph
and Tragedy of Hugo Throssell VC

25393 £5.99

John Hamilton
Hardback, 304 pages
Published Price £25

Australian Hugo Throssell went through
the bitter fighting at Gallipoli, and was
severely wounded and won a VC for his
outstanding courage. After the war he
became a pacifist and socialist, got into
debt, and was offered only ten shillings
when he tried to pawn his VC. He finally
shot himself with his own service pistol in
1933. This is a tragic story which raises
disturbing questions about how we reward
our heroes.

 FIRST TO FIGHT
The US Marines in World War I

28285 £5.99

Oscar E Gilbert, Romain V Cansiere
Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

We simply don't know enough about the
US Marine Corps's contribution to the
First World War. Authors Gilbert and
Cansiere set the records straight with an
amazingly detailed account of the
American Expeditionary Force at Belleau
Wood in 1918.

 FORTESCUE’S ATLAS
A Complete Assembly of all Colour
Maps & Battle Plans from Sir John
Fortescue’s History of the British

Army

25695 £25.00

Sir John Fortescue
SB A4 (210 x 297 mm) Atlas of all
374 colour maps & plans from Sir

John Fortescue’s History of the
British Army

Published Price £45

A full assembly of the 374 valuable colour
maps, extracted from Sir John Fortescue’s
celebrated History of the British Army,
this is a work that to this day remains the
greatest masterpiece in the field of military
history/cartography, and is still featured on
the required reading list of all students of
history.
The maps are faithful to the originals in all
respects, allowing the reader to follow the
British Army’s wars and battles,
campaigns and skirmishes during a 500-
year period.
Sir John wrote his monumental work on
the British Army between 1899 and 1930,
starting it after leaving the post of
Secretary to the Governor of the
Windward Islands and during his work as
librarian of Windsor Castle (1905–1926).

 FRANKFORCE AND THE
DEFENCE OF ARRAS 1940

27838 £3.99

Jerry Murland
Softback, 192 pages

Published Price £12.99

This book serves both as guide to the
Second World War battlefields that
surround the city and its environs as well
as detailing the actions of the British
armoured attack of 21 May 1940. It looks
at the strategic situation that led up to the
famous Arras counterstroke and, using
material that has not been published
before, examines the British and German
actions between 20 and 23 May. The only
Victoria Cross action that took place
during this time is looked at in detail; as is
the fighting that took place in Arras and
during the breakout.

 FREEING THE BALTIC 1918
-1920

27865 £5.99

Geoffrey Bennett
Hardback, 263 pages

Published Price £19.99

The British Campaign in the Baltic 1918–
20 was a part of the Allied intervention in
the Russian Civil War. The intervention
played a key role in enabling the
establishment of the independent states of
Estonia and Latvia but failed to secure the
control of Petrograd by White Russian
forces.
During the course of this campaign,
coastal motor boats sank one Bolshevik
battleship and a cruiser at Kronstadt naval
base. Augustus Agar received the Victoria
Cross for for the attack on Kronstadt naval
base and the sinking the cruiser Oleg.
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 FRENCH SECRET PROJECTS 2
Bombers, Patrol and Assault
Aircraft: Cold War Bombers,
Patrol and Assault Aircraft

30115 £9.99

Jean-Christophe Carbonel

Hardback 262 pages Illustrates
throughout Colour & B&W

Published Price £27.50

Companion volume to the acclaimed
French Secret Projects 1; period drawings,
promotional art, photographs of prototype
aircraft, mock-ups, wind tunnel and
promotional models are all combined to
present, in French Secret Projects 2, a
comprehensive view of French military
bomber and strike aircraft designs from
the Liberation of France to the late
twentieth-century.

 FROM JOURNEY’S END TO
THE DAM BUSTERS

The Life of R.C. Sherriff,
Playwright to the Trences

28736 £6.99

Roland Wales
Hardback, 388 pages
Published Price £25

Charts R C Sherriff’s life and career as a
successful writer; principally of plays, film
scripts and novels. However, it is not an
uncritical appreciation of a man who
ironically gained his greatest success from
the trench warfare he found so difficult to
bear.

 FROM SOLEBAY TO THE
TEXEL

The Third Ango-Dutch War 1672
-1674

“Century of the Soldier” Series

27464 £4.99

Quintin Barry
Softback, 136 pages

Published Price £19.95

This is briskly written and well illustrated
study of the Naval wars between Holland
and England during the Commonwealth
and in Charles II's reign.

 GAIUS MARIUS
The Rise and Fall of Rome’s

Saviour

28610 £6.99

Marc Hyden
Hardback, 331 pages
Published Price £25

Hyden does a masterful job of tracing
Marius's rise to power through his
successful military campaigns, his
conclusion makes it clear that he sees
Marius as a flawed figure, operating in a
flawed system, but also unlucky in that he
survived just long enough to tarnish his
own reputation with the brutality of the
last period of his life.

 GALLIPOLI
The Ottoman Campaign

27062 £3.99

Edward J. Erickson
Softback, 288 pages

Published Price £14.99

Many modern and contemporary military
analysts assert that the Gallipoli] campaign
was ill-fated from the start. In this crisply
drafted monograph. Ed Erickson helps us
understand why.This book is a must for
every reader with an interest in Gallipoli in
order to see how the Ottoman Fifth Army
fought a successful and prolonged
campaign against an enemy with far
greater resources.

THE GERMAN ARMY IN THE
FIRST WORLD WAR

Uniforms und Equipment – 1914 to
1918

23099 £95.00

Dr. phil. Jürgen Kraus
HB 640 pp approx. 1200

photographs and illustrations.

This superbly illustrated, 640 page volume
presents, for the first time, a
comprehensive picture of the uniforms and
equipment of the German army in the First
World War.

 FLAMES OF CALAIS
A Soldier’s Battle 1940

28515 £3.99

Airey Neave
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £14.99

The defence of Calais in May/June 1940
was a superb example of selfless courage
and sacrifice. Sent by Churchill to divert
the Germans from Dunkirk and so save the
British Army, 30 Infantry Brigade had
orders not to evacuate or surrender. Airey
Neave, later to be Margaret Thatcher's
right hand man until his assassination in
1979, was one of those who fought, was
wounded and captured there and his
account remains the classic.

 GERMAN ARTILLERY 1914
-1918

28931 £3.99

Wolfgang Fleischer
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £12.99

The importance of artillery in warfare
grew more and more throughout the
nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries.
New developments such as solid cannon
barrels improved hit accuracy and the
range of projectiles. This Fact File volume
focuses on German Artillery during the
Great War, when it could be argued that
artillery was for the first time the dominant
weapon on the battlefield. Wolfgang
Fleischer discusses the diversity of
artillery developed and used during the
First World War by the Germans.

 GERMAN MILITARY RIFLES
88 and 91 Firearms

Volume 2

23078 £95.00

Dr. Dieter Storz
HB 400 pp approx. 750 colour

photographs, contemporary B&W
photographs and illustrations, bound

in linen with a protective cover.

Volume 2 of ‘German Military Rifles’
deals with the 88 and 91 model firearms of
the Imperial German Army. There has
been no comprehensive work based on
original sources dealing with these
weapons and their history before now,
although they were crucial to the transition
from the black powder that had been in
use for centuries to the nitrocellulose
powder also known as smokeless powder.
This change of propellant was a quantum
leap in military armament, which changed
conditions on the battlefield and within a
few years led to the introduction of a less
colourful and therefore less conspicuous
field uniform

THE GERMAN INFANTRY 1871
-1914

26161 £135.00

Ulrich Herr & Jens Nguyen
Hardback two volumes in a slipcase

864 pages in total with 2100
photographs and illustrations Colour
& B&W Large Format: 29.5 cm x 26

cm

This two-volume, 864 page work gives the
first complete and uninterrupted picture of
the development of the uniforms worn by
the German Infantry, from the birth of the
Empire in 1871 to the eve of World War I
in 1914, with detailed descriptions and
illustrations.

 GERMAN MACHINE GUNS
Development, Tactics and Use from

1892 to 1918

28113 £110.00

Dr. Frank Buchholz, Thomas Brüggen
Hardback 520 pages with 1000

colour photographs, contemporary
B&W photographs and illustrations

“The artillery shapes the battlefield—
machine guns defend it!” This sentence
characterises the battles of materiel fought
during the First World War like almost no
other. After the outbreak of war in 1914,
the revolutions in armaments of the late
19th and early 20th centuries resulted in
industrialised warfare, which was marked
in particular by the use of machine guns—
and artillery. This illustrated book ,that is
published by the renowned Verlag
Militaria ,with 520 pages and ca.1000
photos and illustrations traces the
development of German machine guns and
graphically depicts why they became the
most feared infantry weapons of the First
World War.

 GERMAN MILITARY RIFLES
Vol 1.

From the Werder Rifle to the
M/71.84 Rifle

23082 £85.00

Dr. Dieter Storz
HB 392 pp approx. 900 colour

photographs, contemporary BW-
photographs and illustrations, bound

in linen with a protective cover.

This 392 page work provides a detailed
picture of the development of German
military rifles from the Werder rifle up to
the M/71.84. It is based on many years of
extensive study in German archives as
well as renowned public and private
collections and is thus able to dispel a
number of myths and details based on little
more than hearsay, replacing them with
sound knowledge. The text is
accompanied and supported by more than
900 original contemporary photographs,
reproductions of documents and high
quality colour photographs of existing
items, including hundreds of details in
close-up. Many of the objects, weapons
and accessories are shown here for the first
time. The result is a largely new portrayal,
built on a broad base of primary sources,
of the development of German long arms
in the years after 1870, which is bound to
remain the standard work on the subject
for the foreseeable future.
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 GERMAN MILITARY
SYMBOLS

January 1944

28423 £6.99

intelligence Service, War Department
2020 N&M Press reprint (original

pub 1943).  Softback vii+144pp with
hundreds of  line drawings throughout

Published Price £9.99

The military symbols in this classified
book appeared on maps, documents, tables
of organisation and orders of battle, as
well as on military vehicles. The symbols
illustrated replaced those in use up until
May 1943, although some of the former
symbols remained in use until the end of
WWII. This is an essential core reference
for the study of World War 2 German
photographs, maps, charts, vehicles and
equipment.

 GERMAN SOLDIERS IN THE
GREAT WAR

Letters and Eyewitness Accounts

27659 £5.99

Bernd Ulrich, Benjamin Ziemann
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

A good book which brings to the British
reader a view of the mainly, unknown
human face of the "other side" in the Great
War.

A GERMAN TOMMY
The Secret of a War Hero

25204 £3.99

Ken Anderson
Hardback, 198 pp

Published Price £19.99

An extraordinary and unique tale of how a
brave and loyal Australian First World
War soldier, Walter Schwarz, deserted,
then lied and bamboozled his way back
into the trenches after being withdrawn
because of Army prejudice against his
German origins. The book also shows how
Schwarz’s fellow Freemasons conspired to
help a Mason in distress. A great read and
a great story.

 GIVENCHY IN THE GREAT
WAR

A Village on the Front Line 1914
-1918

27347 £3.99

Phil Tomaselli
Hardback, 240 pages

Published Price £19.99

During the Great War War Givenchy was
completely destroyed, as this was the only
part of the entire front that withheld the
force of the German offensive in the
spring of 1918. For much of the war, the
village was an area of fierce underground
warfare.

 GREAT WALLS AND LINEAR
BARRIERS

25404 £3.99

Peter Spring
Hardback, 370 pages
Published Price £25

The Great Wall of China, as this book
amply demonstrates, was just one of many
walls and barriers commonly built in the
ancient world to keep out enemies. The
author finds similar examples all over the
world: often such barriers were built by
settled farming communities to keep out
roving nomads.

THE GREAT WAR DAWNING
Germany and its Army at the Start

of World War I

23074 £55.00

Dr. Frank Buchholz, Col. (Ret.) Janet
Robinson, Col. (Ret.) Joe Robinson

HB 560 pp + 80 colour picture pages
and 4 large scale maps .

The imperial German army in 1914 was
not the juggernaut that many presumed;
rather, it was a force mired in tradition that
had developed many structural
weaknesses. Most English-language
histories of the Great War’s battles are
based on British sources; the authors of
this book based their analyses on many
original German sources. With an
extensive bibliography that includes
German language sources (many
unpublished), the reader is presented with
a different view of the conflict.

 GUDERIAN
Panzer General

28103 £3.99

Kenneth Macksey
Softback 228 pages

Published Price £14.99

This balanced biography draws on
material from Enigma sources and
information taken directly from the
extensive Guderian family archives to
explore the man who was partly
responsible for the development of modern
tank warfare and the drive for
mechanisation.

A GUIDE TO THE BRITISH
ARMY’S LINE INFANTRY

REGIMENTS 1881 TO 1914

28380 £18.00

Ray Westlake
Softback 232 pages illustrated in

colour throughout
Published Price £28

The purpose of this book is to set out in an
easily readable and well-illustrated form
the structure of each line infantry regiment
from 1881 up until the beginning of the
First World War, an arrangement which
can often be seen referred to as the
‘Regimental Family’.

A GUIDE TO THE BRITISH
ARMY’S NUMBERED

REGIMENTS
of 1751-1881

27328 £18.00

Ray Westlake
Softback 136 pages Illustrations,
most of them in colour A Naval &

Military Press Publication
Published Price £28

A New “Westlake” classic! This book, the
first in a series of British Army ‘Guides’,
deals with the numbered regiments that
existed between 1751, when the British
infantry was ordered to discard their
colonels’ names as titles and be known in
future by number only (1st Regiment of
Foot, 2nd Regiment of Foot etc), and 1881
when numerical designations were
replaced by the now familiar territorial
names such as the Hampshire Regiment or
Middlesex Regiment.

A GUIDE TO THE BRITISH
HOME SERVICE HELMET AND

ITS BADGES 1878 - 1914

29858 £18.00

Ray Westlake
112 pages. Full colour throughout A
Naval & Military Press Publication

Published Price £28

A Guide to the British Home Service
Helmet and its Badges, 1878-1914, comes
complete with some 419 illustrations of
actual helmets, helmet plates and people
wearing them. Good quality photographs,
along with artwork provided by leading
military artists such as Richard Simkin,
Harry Payne, Ernest Ibbetson, Edgar
Holloway, PW Reynolds, Frank Feller,
Frank Dadd and Richard Caton Woodville.
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TWENTY YEARS AFTER 
THE BATTLEFIELDS OF 1914-1918  

THEN & NOW 
Of the several 
magazine-style 
part-works that 
appeared after the 
Great War and 
before the Second 
Word War, ‘Twenty 
Years After – The 
Battlefields of  
1914-1918 Then 
and Now’ stands 
out as exceptional 
in its scope, and 
groundbreaking  
in its concept of 
placing original 
wartime photo -

graphic images alongside those taken in the late 1930s. 
Those images from the 1930s show a very different 

battlefield to that seen today, with many of the scars  
of war still evident, including some showing – amazingly, 
in today's politically correct world – piles of ordnance dug 
up by the local French population, that was available for 
purchase at the side of the road! 

Alongside the atmospheric images is an extensive text, 
describing many operations and locations on all fronts, 
but mainly France & Flanders. With its thousands of 
superb photographs, this is a fine reference work that 
was originally issued in many parts but now much more 
convenient in this bound form. 
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27900HB Published at £145.00 
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VOLUME  

SET

ZERO HOUR Z DAY 
XIII Corps Operations between  

Maricourt and Mametz – 1st July 1916 
Author and publisher Jonathan Porter brings a clear 

soldier’s eye, perceptions and long study of the 
battle and the ground of the Somme to his work.  

This volume sets out to narrate the story of XIII Corps and 
the successful assaults by 30th and 18th Divisions. As the 
only Corps to achieve all its objectives for 1 July 1916, the 
book seeks to determine why this success was attained, 
when so many other units along the front barely crossed 
No Man’s Land. 

Using previously unseen 
material and utilising 
untold accounts, it 
analyses the build-up, 
preparations, intelligence, 
weapons, tactics, training, 
rehearsals and attack 
undertaken at Zero Hour, 
Z Day between the villages 
of Maricourt and Mametz. 

REVIEW by CHRIS 
BAKER (THE LONG, 
LONG TRAIL) 

The first day of the Somme 
is surely the most written-
about action conducted by the British Army in the Great War. 
There is scarcely a blade of grass along the miles of German front 
line assaulted in that day that has not been described in detail. I 
can only speculate as to why  
the advance made by XIII Corps at the southern end of that line, 
alongside the French Sixth Army, appears to have attracted the 
least attention; the attack in this area was a success, with tough 
objectives achieved at considerable human cost to both sides. The 
advance made on 1 July 1916 in the area of Montauban and 
Mametz, coupled with almost total failure elsewhere, ultimately 
led to Haig’s geographic reorientation of the offensive and 
deserves analysis and more consideration than it is usually given. 
‘Zero Hour Z Day’ provides a solid basis for doing so. 
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A GUIDE TO THE VOLUNTEER

TRAINING CORPS 1914 1918

28153 £18.00

Ray Westlake
154 pages. SB.  Full colour

throughout A Naval & Military Press
Publication

Published Price £25

A regular question put to Ray Westlake
during his fifty or more years writing and
researching Britain’s auxiliary forces has
been, ‘Where can I find a list giving
details of the several Volunteer Training
Corps units raised during the early months
of the Great War?’ True, the post-1915
years that saw the smaller companies
merged into battalions, and later
regiments, has been adequately covered in
the several Volunteer Lists available. But
what about the ‘Citizens’ corps, or the
‘Fencibles’, the ‘Defence’ organisations,
the ‘Village Guards’; those raised by
shooting, cricket, golf or football clubs, or
by railway companies, factories or
athletes, businessmen or old school
fellows? The answer, until now, has
regrettably been there is none.

A GUIDE TO THE
VOLUNTEERS OF ENGLAND

1859-1908

27786 £18.00

Ray Westlake
178 pages, SB. Full colour

throughout A Naval & Military Press
Publication

Published Price £28

In A Guide to the Volunteers of England
1859–1908, the second of his ‘Guides’
series, Ray Westlake deals with the
Volunteer Force of 1859 to 1908, the
predecessors of the future Territorial
Army. Well known for his valuable
research into this important aspect of
British Army history, the author presents
details of the several branches of the
Victorian system that saw men from all
walks of life give up their spare time to
prepare for any invasion, should it take
place.

 IMPERIAL JAPANESE NAVY
AIRCRAFT PANELS

28722 £6.99

Illustrator Hisato Nakada
Hardback large format 44 pages

colour throughout
Published Price £18.99

This book - the fifth in the INSIDE series
- features detailed colour illustrations of
the instrument panels from the most
famous Imperial Japanese Navy aircraft in
great detail.

 GUNBOAT COMMAND
The Biography of Lieutenant

Commander Robert Hichens DSO
DSC RNVR

27030 £3.99

Anthony Hichens
Softback, 368 pages

Published Price £16.99

In this biography we read of Hichens early
days in vulnerable minesweepers and the
Dunkirk 'Dynamo' operation, (his first
DSC). In late 1940 he joined Coastal
Forces serving in the very fast MGBs,
soon earning his own command and
shortly after command of his Flotilla. He
was the first to capture an E-Boat. His
successful leadership led to many more
successes and his reputation as a fearless
and dynamic leader remains a legend
today. The book contains detailed and
graphic accounts of running battles against
the more heavily armed E-boats.
Tragically he was killed in action in April
1943, having refused promotion and a job
ashore.

GUNFIRE!
British Artillery in World War II

28431 £16.99

Stig H Moberg
Hardback, 448 pages WITH 31

MAPS IN COLOUR
Published Price £40

This provides a comprehensive guide for
tactical and even technical gunnery, tactics
and force structure for British (and by
extension Commonwealth force artillery)
in WWII. The first half covers weapons
and tactics in great detail, and the second
half covers selected campaigns, including
France '40, Norway, El Alamein,
Normandy, British Rhine crossing and
Burma. Maps (31In Colour); Appendices;
Notes; Sources; and an Index complete
this thorough and factual presentation off
British Artillery in WWII.

 GUNS OF THE ELITE FORCES

27858 £3.99

John Walter
Softback, 272 pages

Published Price £16.99

In this illustrated book, reliable expert
John Walter provides an overview of the
weapons elite forces carry into action, as
well as the guns their enemies wield.

 GUTHRIE’S WAR
A Surgeon of the Peninsula and

Waterloo

28478 £5.99

Michael Crumplin
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

An excellent book, Guthrie was 'an
exceptionally gifted clinician and surgeon,
robust enough to perform well under fire,
work tirelessly during and after combat, be
outspoken surgically and withstand
criticism from colleagues'.

THE LAST ASSAULT 1944
The Battle of the Bulge Reassessed

28934 £2.99

Charles Whiting
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £7.99

It has generally been assumed by
historians of the Second World War that
the Americans were caught completely
unawares by the last great German
Offensive - the drive into the Ardennes in
December, 1944, known as the Battle of
the Bulge. In this remarkable reappraisal,
best-selling military historian Charles
Whiting argues that the answer is very
probably that they were not. So the author
raises yet another question: Was
somebody trying to cover something up
and if so why?

 HARROGATE TERRIERS
1/5th Territorial Battalion, West

Yorkshire Regiment in The Great
War

27275 £4.99

John Sheehan
Hardback, 351 pages
Published Price £25

This is one of the best examples of a
modern unit history. Mobilised on the
declaration of war “Harrogate Terriers”
served in France and Flanders from 1915
onwards, good coverage is given to all the
vital actions of 1917 and 1918 as we as to
earlier actions.

 HERO ON THE WESTERN
FRONT

Discovering Sergeant York’s WWI
Battlefield

28274 £5.99

Michael Kelly
Hardback, 343 pages
Published Price £25

Sergeant York received the Medal of
Honour for leading an attack on a German
machine gun nest, taking at least one
machine gun, killing at least 25 enemy
soldiers and capturing 132. York's Medal
of Honour action occurred during the
United States-led portion of the Meuse-
Argonne Offensive in France, which was
intended to breach the Hindenburg line
and force the Germans to surrender. This
title is the story of the battlefield itself,
particularly the much-needed argument for
the ignored, "alternative" location of the
legendary shootout.

 HIGH WOOD

28630 £4.99

Michael Harrison
Softback, 170 pages

Published Price £12.99

This up to date guide offers both novice
and seasoned visitor to the Somme a
handrail to the local area and provides a
good understanding of the events that took
place there. High Wood’s importance in
the battle of the Somme is found in its
name, as it dominates the landscape in all
directions. British possession of it in 1916
would allow observation over the
German’s 3rd battle line as far as
Bapaume, a major objective of the
offensive.

 HITLER’S ARCTIC WAR
The German Campaigns in

Norway, Finland, And The USSR
1940-1945

27868 £4.99

Christer Jorgensen, Chris Mann
Softback, 224pages

Published Price £14.99

The Scandinavian theatre of WW2 is often
overlooked as an area of limited
significance, yet this book demonstrates its
strategic importance and the considerable
resources which both sides were obliged to
commit there. Much of it concerns the
remarkable efforts of the Finns, in
resisting the Russian invasion of 1939, the
later fighting alongside their German
Allies to destabilise Stalin's northern flank,
The book also describes the invasion o f
Norway in 1940, and Hitler's obsession
with this country which remained
garrisoned by an extremely large force
until the end of the War. A large chapter is
devoted to the British Arctic Convoys,
which ran a perilous gauntlet of bombers,
U-boats and battleships, to bring
desperately needed supplies to Russia.
This oversized title is lavishly furnished
with photographs, and the concise
narrative provides a gripping introduction
to this very different war.
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 HITLER’S ARDENNES
OFFENSIVE

The German View of the Battle of
the Bulge

28932 £2.99

Danny S. Parker
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £12.99

Everything from preparations for the
offensive, to attitudes during the campaign
and after it was brought to a close are
covered, providing a fascinating and
invaluable record of the German
perspective - essential for a balanced view
of the battle.

 HORST WESSEL
The Combat History of the 18. SS-

Panzer-Grenadier-Division

24226 £69.99

Wilhelm Tieke
Hardback 472 pages with 112

photos, 29 maps

The “Horst Wessel” division had a unique
history. Filling its ranks proved difficult
and it never reached its authorized
strength, or received all necessary
equipment. The intent to form it from
Hungarian Volksdeutsche failed because
not enough volunteers stepped forward.
Only a new Hungarian law made it
possible for the Germans to draft the
Hungarian Volksdeutsche. While forming
and training, the division had to send off
battle groups to take part in various
battles, a practice that continued until the
end of the war. A very readable book that
combines the operations of the division
with the personal accounts of its soldiers.

 HITLER’S EXECUTIONER
Roland Freisler President of the

Nazi People’s Court

28502 £6.99

Helmut Ortner
Hardback, 247 pages
Published Price £25

The biography of the infamous judge who
oversaw Nazi justice for the Third Reich
as president of the “People’s Court.”

 HONOURS AND AWARDS OF
THE OLD CONTEMPTIBLES

The officers and Men of the British
Army and Navy Mentioned in

Despatches 1914-1915

28228 £7.99

Army and Navy Gazette
SB 58pp 2020 N&MP Reprint of

1915 Edition.

Honours and Awards of the Old
Contemptibles is a companion volume to
South African War Honours and Awards
and is based on a virtually unobtainable
publication of the Army and Navy Gazette
in 1915. It is a source work of
considerable value to military historians
and especially to medal collectors.

 IMAGES OF WAR: SS
TOTENKOPF DIVISION AT

WAR

28621 £3.99

Ian Baxter
Softback, 142 pages

Published Price £14.99

This volume in the long-running Images of
War series features images taken by
participants, and portrays the SS
Totenkopfs history from formation
through training to the battles in northern
France and in Russia.

 HURRICANES VERSUS ZERO
Air Battles over Singapore,

Sumatra and Java

28914 £4.99

Terence Kelly
Hardback, 205 pages

Published Price £19.99

In this book the author not only tells his
story of flying against the Japanese but he
succeeds in painting a much wider canvas
embracing the events leading up to and
during the Japanese invasion of Singapore
and the Dutch West Indies.

 IF ROME HADN’T FALLEN
How the Survival of Rome Might

Have Changed World History

28933 £3.99

Timothy Venning
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

If you are interested in counterfactual
history, this book will most likely
appeal to you. This is a exploration of
how the history of Europe, and indeed
the world, might have been different if
the Western Roman Empire had
survived the crises that pulled it apart
in the 4th and 5th centuries.

 IMAGES OF WAR: PANZER I
AND II

The Birth of Hitler’s Panzerwaffe

28492 £3.99

Anthony Tucker Jones
Softback, 144 pages

Published Price £14.99

The Panzer I and II were the precursors of
the formidable range of medium and
heavy tanks that followed-the Panzer III
and IV and the Panther and Tiger-and this
book is a fascinating photographic record
of them.

 ILYUSHIN/BERIYEV A-50
The Soviet Sentry

27414 £4.99

Yefim Gordon
Softback, 96 pages

Published Price £16.99

Offers the Soviet/Russian aircraft
specialist a first-rate volume on the A-50.
The volume is complete with full
developmental coverage and colour side-
views of the aircraft in various schemes.
THE IMAGES OF WAR BRITISH

ON THE SOMME 1916

27654 £3.99

Sir Philip Gibbs
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £14.99

This new volume in the long-running
Images of War series features the actions
of the British Army on the Somme. Not
only is the book comprised of rare
photographs illustrating the actions of the
British army fighting on the Somme, but it
is accompanied by a powerful text written
by Official War Correspondent Philip
Gibbs, who was an eyewitness to the
events.

 IMAGES OF WAR SPECIAL:
THE GERMAN ARMY FROM

MOBILISATION TO FIRST
YPRES

27406 £3.99

Otto Schwink
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £14.99

Captain Otto Schwink was a serving
officer in the German Imperial Army
during the Great War. As a result of his
close involvement in the 1914 campaign
and his exceptional writing ability, he was
selected by the General Staff to produce an
official publication dealing with the events
of 1914 from the German perspective,
which was destined to become one of the
first examples of wartime propaganda, in
book form, from the German perspective.
This text is now accompanied by a
selection of images that depict the troops,
officers, supporting artillery, High
Command and the events of the 1914
Christmas truce.

 IMAGES OF WAR: SS
GRENADIERS ON THE

RUSSIAN FRONT

27653 £3.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback

Published Price £14.99

A volume in the long-running Images of
War series features photographs from both
official and unofficial SS sources illustrate
the role of the individual in this epic
struggle. This is a candid and
comprehensive picture of warfare on the
Russian Front at the sharp end. These were
the men who manned the trenches,
climbed mountains and marched across the
endless steppe in all seasons.

 Images of War: AMERICAN
EAGLES

US Fighter Pilots in the RAf

28907 £3.99

Tony Holmes
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £14.99

In typical IOW style American Eagles
provides a photographic snapshot of the
lives of the American fighter pilots who
volunteered their services during World
War II, as well as the Spitfires and
Hurricanes they flew.

 IMAGES OF WAR: ARMOURED
WARFARE FROM THE

RIVIERA TO THE RHINE 1944
-1945

27389 £3.99

Anthony Tucker-Jones
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £14.99

While everybody knows about D-Day, not
too much time had been devoted to the
Allied landings in the South of France in
the summer of 1944. This book, another
addition to the Images of War series, fills
that knowledge gap by looking at the use
of tanks in this campaign.
 IMAGES OF WAR: ARMOURED

WARFARE IN THE FAR EAST
1937-1945

27388 £3.99

Anthony Tucker-Jones
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £14.99

With good commentary this is a visual
introduction to the armoured battles of the
Second World War in the Far East and
Asia-Pacific regions. Sections include
Japanese armour in China, Southeast Asia
and the Pacific; not just Japanese, there are
photos and some text on British,
American, Australian and Soviet
weaponry. Japanese tankettes also feature.
A useful publication that is up to the usual
standard of this long-running range of
titles.
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 IMAGES OF WAR: ARMOURED
WARFARE IN THE NORTH

AFRICAN CAMPAIGN

28718 £3.99

Softback 144 pages
Published Price £14.99

This volume in the long-running Images of
War series features images that are very
much focussed on tanks and tank battles.

 IMAGES OF WAR: AXIS TANKS
OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR

28624 £4.99

Michael Green
Softback, 213 pages

Published Price £15.99

This recent addition to the Images of War
series, features the tanks deployed by the
Axis countries during WW2. As is
standard for this series, it’s concise and
informative text which is well-balance by
good photographic diversity, attention is
naturally paid to German armour, with
nice sections on the Panzer III, IV and V's.

 IMAGES OF WAR: HITLER
VERSUS STALIN

The Eastern Front 1941-1942,
Barbarossa to Moscow

26181 £3.99

Nik Cornish
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £14.99

Nik Cornish portrays in the selection of
rare wartime images he's selected for this
graphic history of the war on the Eastern
Front. The key aspects of the opening year
of the war are vividly recorded - Operation
Barbarossa; the German and Soviet forces
as they marched and fought their way
across the countryside and through the
villages and towns of the Ukraine, Belarus
and the Baltic states; the clashes at Brest,
Smolensk, Kiev; the failure of Operation
Typhoon, the turning point in this phase of
the war which denied to Hitler the
anticipated quick victory in the East.

 IMAGES OF WAR: BATTLE
FOR THE CAUCASUS 1942-1943

28064 £3.99

Anthony Tucker-Jones
Softback, 136 pages

Published Price £14.99

In late 1942 Hitler's forces advanced far
into the Caucasus in the southern Soviet
Union in one of the most ambitious
offensives of the Second World War, but
this extraordinary episode is often
forgotten-it is overshadowed by the
disastrous German attack on Stalingrad
which took place at the same time. Using
over 150 wartime photographs Anthony
Tucker-Jones gives the reader a graphic,
concise introduction to this remarkable but
neglected campaign on the Eastern Front.

 IMAGES OF WAR: HITLER
VERSUS STALIN: KURSK TO

BAGRATION
The Eastern Front 1943-1944

27351 £3.99

Nik Cornish
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £14.99

The third volume in Nik Cornish's
photographic history of the Second World
War on the Eastern Front records in vivid
visual detail the sequence of Red Army
offensives that pushed the Wehrmacht
back across Russia after the failure of the
Operation Citadel, the German attack at
Kursk. A very well chosen selection of
photos offer a lot for modellers, perhaps
one of the reasons for the popularity of the
Images of War series among hobbyists.

 IMAGES OF WAR: GERMAN
ARMOUR LOST IN COMBAT

ON THE EASTERN FRONT

28620 £4.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback, 148 pages

Published Price £14.99

From the ever growing IOW series,rare
photographs from both German and
Russian sources : Today there are very few
surviving vehicles from the Wehrmacht.
which illustrate the fate of many of the
armoured fighting vehicles of Hitler's
much vaunted Panzerwaffe.

 IMAGES OF WAR: GERMAN
ARMOUR LOST ON THE

WESTERN FRONT

28622 £4.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback, 148 pages

Published Price £14.99

The German armoured forces lost some
10,000 armoured fighting vehicles. Today
there are very few surviving vehicles from
the Wehrmacht. We are fortunate therefore
that these unique photographs detail the
fate of the Panzers destroyed in action in
the west.

 IMAGES OF WAR: ROMMEL IN
NORTH AFRICA
Quest for the Nile

27830 £3.99

David Mitchelhill-Green
Softback, 232 pages

Published Price £14.99

In this title from the ever popular “Images
of War” series, that is amply illustrated
and well captioned, the author examines
the privations and challenges Rommel
faced in leading his coalition force.

 IMAGES OF WAR: SOPWITH
CAMELS OVER ITALY 1917

-1918

28410 £3.99

Norman Franks
Softback, 103 pages

Published Price £14.99

From the ever growing IOW series, many
good aircraft photographs complemented
by some useful biographies of the pilots
assigned to the 3 squadrons the RAF sent
fight in the Italian campaign.

 IMAGES OF WAR: T-54/55
The Soviet Army’s Cold War Main

Battle Tank

28616 £4.99

Anthony Tucker Jones
Softback, 136 pages

Published Price £14.99

As the series description implies, there are
a lot of large and nicely chosen images,
including a section that has a close-up look
at various parts of the tank.

 IMAGES OF WAR: T34
The Red Army’s Legendary

Medium Tank

28602 £4.99

Anthony Tucker-Jones
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £14.99

Informative and well written primer on the
T-34 in Soviet WW2 service,as well as a
range of rare archive photographs, +
photographs of a surviving example of the
T-34, the book features specially
commissioned colour illustrations.

 IMAGES OF WAR: TANK
WRECKS OF THE EASTERN

FRONT 1941-1945

28625 £3.99

Anthony Tucker-Jones
Softback, 141 pages

Published Price £14.99

Combat photos for the most part taken
from the battlefield, with a brief overview
of the tanks. Some of the images are of
limited production vehicles or rare variants
of those vehicles. A good reference book
for the historian or modeller.
 IMAGES OF WAR: THE BEF IN

1917
Arras, Vimy, Messines,

Passchendaele and Cambrai

27834 £3.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £14.99

This new volume in the long-running
Images of War series features the actions
of the British Army at Passchendaele,as is
usual with this series of books it
incorporates a wide range of images, that
in this case encompass the actions of the
British infantry and their supporting
artillery. Also featured are images which
depict the almost incomprehensible state
of the waterlogged trenches. Portraits of
the British troops are contrasted with
German prisoners of war and the endless
battle to get the supply columns through to
the front.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE
BRITISH AT FIRST AND

SECOND YPRES

27977 £3.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback 128 pages

Published Price £14.99

This volume in the long-running Images of
War series features the actions of the
British Army at Ypres from 1914-15.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE
GERMANS ON THE SOMME

28017 £3.99

David Bilton
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £14.99

Offering an unfamiliar view of a
familiar battleground, this book of
evocative photographs with captions
and an explanatory text shows the
Somme from the point of view of the
Germans who occupied the area in the
Great War.

 IMAGES OF WAR: VETERAN
LANCS

Photographic Record of the 35
RAF Lancasters That Each

Completed One Hundred Sorties

27543 £3.99

Norman Franks
Softback, 144 pages

Published Price £14.99

This book covers the history of these 35
incredible Lancasters, featuring many
photographs of both aircraft and crew
members drawn together in an effort to
create a photographic record of these
veterans.In addition, there is a section
dedicated to many Lancasters that, whilst
not achieving this almost magic total,
either through eventual loss or the ending
of the war, did achieve a large number of
operations. Pictures of these have been
added so that their achievements, as well
as the achievements of the crews who flew
in them, can be viewed together.
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 IMAGES OF WAR: WITH
ROMMEL IN THE DESERT

Tripoli to Alamein

27506 £3.99

David Mitchelhill-Green
Softback, 216 pages

Published Price £14.99

This book is a pictorial narrative of the
unfolding conflict from the arrival of the
Deutsches Afrikakorps until Rommels
departure from the battlefield in March
1943. We view the desert war, with its
shifting fortunes and unique challenges,
primarily through the lens of ordinary
combatants. This is their personal record
of serving with Rommel in the desert.

 IMAGES OF WAR: WITH THE
GUNS 1914-1918

A Subaltern’s Story

27437 £3.99

Stanley Foxall, John Jones
Softback, 118 pages

Published Price £14.99

A WW1 period addition to the Images of
War series, unusual as it contains the
photographs taken by a gifted amateur,
showing aspects of his service in WW1. A
very useful title for uniform study.

 IMAGES OF WAR: THE
WAFFEN SS IN COMBAT

27087 £3.99

Bob Carruthers
Softback, 176 pages

Published Price £14.99

This powerful photographic record is
essential reading for anyone with an
interest in the course of the war from the
German perspective and clearly
demonstrates the scale of the task
undertaken by the Waffen-SS on all fronts.

  IN GOOD COMPANY
The First World War Letters and

Diaries of the Hon, William Fraser,
Gordon Highlanders

26970 £4.99

William Fraser, David Fraser
Hardback, 348 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is a account by the Hon. William
Fraser, Gordon Highlanders, of his service
in the First World War. Several times
wounded, he went to Flanders in 1914
with the 2nd Battalion and commanded
successively a platoon, a company, a
Territorial battalion and a Regular
battalion, ending the war as a lieutenant-
colonel of twenty-eight, having survived
the battles of First, Second and Third
Ypres, Arras, Cambrai and the final
triumphs of 1918.

 IN MEMORY AND IN
MOURNING: LIJSSENTHOEK

MILITARY CEMETERY

26212 £4.99

Paul Chapman
Hardback, 416 pages
Published Price £25

Detailed biographies of some of the
casualties whose names appear on the
graves in the Lijssenthoek Military
Cemetery. Lijssenthoek was the location
for a number of casualty clearing stations
during the First World War and is the
second largest CWGC cemetery in
Belgium after Tyne Cot Cemetery. It was
one of the cemeteries visited by King
George V during his 1922 pilgrimage to
the battlefields of the First World War.

 IN MEMORY AND IN
MOURNING: MENIN GATE

SOUTH

26208 £4.99

Paul Chapman
Hardback, 416 pages
Published Price £30

Detailed biographies of some of the
casualties whose names appear on the
Ypres Menin Gate Memorial, which bears
the names of more than 54,000 soldiers
who died before 16 August 1917 and have
no known grave, this is the most well-
known war memorial in the world and an
important place of pilgrimage for visitors
to the battlefields. From October 1914 to
October 1918, five major offensives
occurred at Ypres in Belgium, and by the
time the last shells fell nearly 200,000
servicemen had been killed. Since 1928,
the Last Post has been sounded every
evening at 8pm under the memorial. Only
during the Second World War was this
ceremony interrupted.

 IN MEMORY AND IN
MOURNING: TYNE COT

CEMETERY AND MEMORIAL

26211 £4.99

Paul Chapman
Hardcover, 416 pages
Published Price £25

Detailed biographies of some of the
casualties whose names appear on the the
largest CWGC cemetery in the world,
Tyne Cot, many of those who fell on the
Passchendaele battlefields are buried here.
Tyne Cot was a barn that stood near the
level crossing on the road from
Passchendaele to Broodseinde, and around
it were a number of blockhouses. King
George V visited Tyne Cot cemetery in
1922 during his visit to the cemeteries of
the First World War. He chose a
blockhouse as the site on which the Cross
of Sacrifice was placed.

 MIRACLE AT THE LITZA
Hitler’s First Defeat on the Eastern

Front

28287 £6.99

Alf R. Jacobsen
Hardback, 160 pages
Published Price £25

In the early summer of 1941 a select unit
of German mountain soldiers under the
command of General Eduard Dietl set out
in the far north of Scandinavia to attack
Russia. Operation Silver Fox was a key
part of the invasion of Russia. A diehard
Nazi and one of Hitler’s closest comrades,
Dietl, and his similarly fanatical officer’s
had every expectation of winning glory
and fame by conquering the strategically
important city of Murmansk.The German–
Finnish forces took some ground but
Murmansk was neither cut off nor
captured and operated as important
destination for Allied convoys throughout
the war.

 IN NAPOLEON’S SHADOW
The Memoirs of Louis-Joseph

Marchand, Valet and Friend of the
Emperor 1811-1821

28269 £5.99

Proctor Patterson Jones
Softback, 792 pages
Published Price £25

Along with General Bertrand's memoirs,
Louis-Joseph Marchand's memoirs are the
best account of the Emperor Napoleon's
exile in St. Helena. Serving as valet to
Napoleon, Marchand traces the path of the
Emperor from his high point to his first
exile in Elba and later exile on St. Helena.
Marchand's intimate acquaintance with the
Emperor dates from his service on Elba.
The tragic details of the Hundred Days and
the flight from France after Waterloo are
recounted by a literate and knowledgeable
man who fully realised he was writing
about an era and a leader of great import.

 IN PURSUIT OF THE ESSEX
Heroism and Hubris on the High

Seas in the War of 1812

27415 £4.99

Ben Hughes
Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

On 26 October 1812, during the war
between Britain and the United States, the
frigate USS Essex set sail on the most
remarkable voyage in the early history of
the US navy. After rounding Cape Horn,
she proceeded to systematically destroy
the British South Seas whaling fleet. When
news reached the Royal Navy's South
American station at Rio de Janeiro, HMS
Phoebe was sent off in pursuit. So began
one of the most extraordinary chases in
naval history.

 INDIAN FRONTIER WARFARE

27330 £11.99

Major G J Younghusband
SB xvi+254pp, with 7 maps 2019
N&MP Reprint of 1898 Original

Edition
Published Price £18.99

Drawing on the lessons of the Second
Afghan War and the Chitral campaigns,
this 1898 tactical treatise covers in much
detail the methods of carrying on warfare
on the difficult Indian Frontier. A
scholarly work by a soldier who fought in
the campaigns that he deals with in this
excellent book.

 INSIDE THE REGIMENT
The Officers and Men of the 30th

Regiment during the Revolutionary
Napoleonic Wars

28024 £5.99

Carole Divall
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

A good analysis as to how a regiment
worked at the time of the Peninsular
War.

 NAVAL HISTORY OF THE
PELOPONNESIAN WAR

Ships, Men and Money in the War
at Sea, 431-404 BC

27810 £5.99

Marc G. DeSantis
Hardback, 261 pages

Published Price £19.99

A good well summarised account naval
history of the Peloponnesian War, which
opposed Sparta and Athens with their
respective allies in a long war for
supremacy. De Santis narrates events
while analysing the technical, tactical and
strategic aspects of the war at sea.
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THE INSURRECTION IN
MESOPOTAMIA 1920

28945 £18.99

Lieutenant-General Sir Aylmer L. Haldane
Reprint (original pub 1922). HB.
352pp with 11 maps/plans and 60

b/w illus.

A detailed description of the punitive
expedition against Arab rebels from May
to October 1920, involving 60,000 British
and Indian troops
 IRISH ACES IN THE RFC AND

THE RAF IN THE FIRST
WORLD WAR

The Lives Behind The Legends

27326 £4.99

Joe Gleeson
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

With a remarkable depth of research
Gleeson's book sets the this record straight
by examining the lives and legends of each
Irish Great War Ace. Six thousand Irish
airmen served during the First World War
and made a disproportionate and unsung
contribution: 29 Irish aces accounted for
400 enemy aircraft.

THE IRON CROSS 2. CLASS

28368 £110.00

Dietrich Maerz
Hardback 608 pages colour

throughout

The official criteria for the award was a
single act of bravery in the face of the
enemy, or actions that were clearly above
and beyond the call of duty. This is now
the Standard Reference History of an
award that was liberally issued during the
Second World War. With all the hallmarks
of a title from B&D Publishing the
collector of Third Reich-era military
decorations will be able to detect the
genuine article from the many fakes.

 JET WARS IN THE NUCLEAR
AGE

1972 To The Present Day

27416 £5.99

Martin Bowman
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

A recommended title that is not about the
aircraft but the air campaigns fought,
starting with the B52 raids on Hanoi, the
US raid on Libya, through the Falklands
and on to the Gulf Wars. The final chapter
deals with the war on terror. This is
superbly written, and well described, often
in the words of the men who took part.

THE JOURNEY’S END
BATTALION

The 9th East Surrey in the Great
War

28627 £3.99

Michael Lucas
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £12.99

Sheds new light on the wartime career of
R.C. Sherriff, also a valuable record of the
operation of a British battalion on the
Western Front during the Great War.

THE JUTLAND SCANDAL
The Truth about the First World

War’s Greatest Sea Battle

28006 £7.99

Vice-Admiral Harper, Admiral Bacon
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

This is a modern omnibus volume which
combines two books published in the
1920's about the naval Battle of Jutland in
1916.The first is "THE TRUTH ABOUT
JUTLAND." by Rear Admiral John
Harper who was asked to write an official
record of the battle by the then First Sea
Lord while he was still a captain.The
second is "The Jutland Scandal" by
Admiral Sir Reginald Bacon who wrote it
in response to the attempts to prevent the
publication of the so-called "Harper
Record" which Captain (later Admiral)
Harper's initially produced,this book tells
the truth about the scandal that developed
following the largest battle ever fought at
sea.

 KING ARTHUR
The Mystery Unravelled

27159 £4.99

Chris Barber
Hardcover, 240 pages
Published Price £25

A scholarly work whose aim is to unravel
the true identity of King Arthur. The
author’s research has unearthed the lineage
of King Arthur and untangled the myth
and legend from the historical facts.
Starting with Arthur’s ancestors he
uncovers the family linkages and then
tracks his life with chapters on his birth,
crowning, the Round Table and significant
battles that marked his reign.

THE KINGDOM IS OURS
Fast Play Rules for Wargaming the

English Civil War Period

25763 £3.99

James Daniels
Softback, 88 pages with colour

illustrations throughout
Published Price £16.99

With the Bicorne English Civil War
Catalogue and Rules the reader is given a
very simple and enjoyable insight into the
English Civil War. A compellingly
playable set of fast play rules provide
entertainment and challenge for both the
novice and veteran players alike, entwined
with glorious pictures of the Bicorne
English Civil War miniature figure range.
The rules have been extensively developed
from the author's and friends' house rules.
These were purposefully designed to
provide a fast, fun and challenging game
for wargamers of all abilities, whilst
encouraging the education of the readers
into the troops and the realities of warfare
in the 17th Century.

 KUT
The Death of an Army

27281 £6.99

Ronald Miller
Hardback, 323 pages
Published Price £25

Kut’s tragedy rings out as “the most abject
capitulation in Britain's military history."
Led into defeat by General Charles
Townshend, British forces, including a
large Indian Army contingent, spent five
months entrapped by an ever-growing
Turkish force before surrendering in April
1916.  With dwindling supplies and an
increasing toll from disease and
malnutrition, thousands of Imperial
soldiers died waiting for rescue as
Townshend frittered away what combat
power he had through indecision and
ineptitude.  This title recounts the siege
from the British perspective of the officers
and men trapped inside Kut, revealing
shortfalls in logistics and planning that
sealed their fates.

 LAST STAND AT ZANDVOORE
1914

Lord Hugh Grosvenor’s Noble
Sacrifice

27212 £3.99

Mike McBride
Hardback, 234 pages

Published Price £19.99

Grosvenor was the commander of C
Squadron, 1st Life Guards, and was killed
in action, aged thirty, during the action at
Zandvoorde 1914. At about 0700 hours
heavy artillery opened up on the trenches
in front of Zandvoorde. These were held
by the 1st and 2nd Life Guards of the 7th
Cavalry Brigade. Situated on the forward
slopes of the hill the makeshift trenches
were soon devastated and although the
four hundred or so defenders hung on for
an hour they were quickly overwhelmed
when the Germans launched their infantry
assault with over a Division of men.
Orders for retirement were given but it
was too late and a squadron of each Life
Guard Regiment as well as the Royal
Horse Guards machine guns were cut off
and killed or captured. The bodies of Lord
Hugh and his men were never found - it
was as if they had never existed.
THE MESSERSCHMITT 210/410

STORY

28091 £11.99

an Forsgren
Hardback 272 pages with 120 B&W

photographs
Published Price £25

This useful aircraft biography describes
the development, production and
operational service of the multi-purpose
Me 210 and Me 410, it also details the
production and service of the Me 210C in
Hungary.The Messerschmitt Me 210 was a
German heavy fighter and ground-attack
aircraft of World War II. Design started
before the war, as a replacement for the Bf
110. The first examples were ready in
1939, but they proved to have
unacceptably poor flight characteristics
due to serious wing planform and fuselage
design flaws. A large-scale operational
testing program throughout 1941 and early
1942 did not cure the type's problems. The
design entered limited service in 1943, but
was almost immediately replaced by the
Messerschmitt Me 410 Hornisse
("Hornet"). The Me 410 was a further
development of the Me 210, renamed so as
to avoid the 210's notoriety. The failure of
the Me 210's development program meant
the Luftwaffe was forced to continue
operating the Bf 110 after it had become
outdated, despite mounting losses.

THE LIFE OF A KNIGHT

25749 £4.99

Yann Kervran, Fhillipe Ghisolfo
Hardback, 112 pages
Published Price £35

This book is oriented to adult re-enactors;
the key feature is that it focuses on a
specific fictional individual and those
around him, and follows him throughout
his life from a child up to his death.
Further, all facets of the character's life are
covered, so for re-enactors of this specific
time period (late 12th to early 13th
century) this is an absolutely indispensable
reference. The photography is excellent,
with reconstructed villages and restored
medieval buildings used throughout.

THE LILIES AND THE THISTLE
French Troops in the Jacobite ‘45
‘From Reason to Revolution’

Series

27914 £8.99

Andrew Bamford
Softback, 104 pages 20 b/w ills, 8pp

colour plates
Published Price £19.95

The Jacobite Rising of 1745 could not
have taken place without French support.
French ships carried Charles Edward
Stuart to Scotland, French gold financed
his campaign, and French weapons
equipped many of his troops. Yet the
actual French military contribution to the
campaign was small, and its role is
frequently neglected. This book seeks to
redress this balance by looking in detail at
the French military contribution to the
Jacobite ’45.
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THE LINES OF TORRES
VERDAS

The Cornerstone of Wellington’s
Strategy in the Peninsular War

1809-12

27010 £4.99

John Grehan
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

An excellent modern history of the design
and building of the Lines, at the time the
most extensive field fortifications the
world had ever seen, and the campaign
waged in front of them in 1810-11,
including the battle of Busaco and the
skirmish at Sobral in October 1810. This is
a well-researched, well-written, closely
argued and fascinating contribution to the
historiography of the Peninsular War.

 LITTLE WARS
A game for boys from twelve years
of age to one hundred and fifty and
for that more intelligent sort of girl
who likes boys’ games and books

27930 £12.99

H G Wells
SB 111 pp + 11 full-page

Illustrations & Marginal drawings by
J R Sinclair 2019 N&MP Reprint of

1913 Original Edition

For his work on novels like War of the
Worlds and The Island of Doctor Moreau,
British author H.G. Wells is rightly lauded
as a visionary. What often gets lost
amongst the applause for his ideas on
science fiction though is another area in
which he was a pioneer: the field of
tabletop wargaming. Which, at least as far
as we know it today, was basically
invented by Wells while he and a friend
were playing with toy soldiers.

 LONG WEEK IN MARCH
The 36th (Ulster) Division in the

German Spring Offensive, March
1918

27915 £6.99

Michael James Nugent
Softback, 272 pages

Published Price £19.95

This book proves that although under
severe pressure, the Ulster Division with
typical obstinacy, bent, but never broke
and emerged at the beginning of April
1918 in a position to play a full part in the
final drive to the Armistice.

 LUCULLUS
The Life and Campaigns of a

Roman

28612 £5.99

Lee Fratantuono
Hardback, 188 pages

Published Price £19.99

A biography of Lucullus, the half-
forgotten Roman general and right-hand
man to Sulla, who fought victoriously
against both Mithridate VI and Tigrane,
his son-in-law and the King of Armenia.

Luftwaffe at War: GERMAN
BOMBERS OVER RUSSIA

26201 £2.00

Manfred Griehl
Softback, 72 pages

Published Price £12.99

Manfred Griehl has drawn on his own
unique archive to present rare photographs
of the German bombers and their crews in
action and on the ground. German
Bombers over Russia is a handy visual
guide to a crucial air campaign.

 MANCHESTER BANTAMS
The Story of a Pals Battalion and a

City at War 23rd (Service)
Battalion the Manchester Regiment

(8th City)

27354 £5.99

Caroline Scott
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £30

The 23rd Battalion was originally formed
as a 'Bantam' unit, made up of men who
were below the Army's minimum height
requirement of 5 feet 3 inches.It first saw
combat near Bethune in March 1916, then
fought again near Neuve Chapelle in April
and May. The 23rd Battalion served in the
Somme Offensive between July and
November 1916, seeing combat at
Guillemont, Trones Wood and
Morlancourt. They also fought around
Arras during October. During 1917 they
served in Ribecourt and Ponttruet before
moving to Belgium and taking part in the
Passchendaele Offensive that October. The
23rd Battalion was disbanded in February
1918

THE MIDDLEBROOK GUIDE
TO THE SOMME
BATTLEFIELDS

A Comprehensive Coverage from
Crecy to the World Wars

26183 £2.99

Martin Middlebrook, Mary Middlebrook
Softback, 400 pages

Published Price £14.99

In this evocative book written by the
authors of the iconic First Day on the
Somme, is a thorough guide to the
cemeteries, memorials and battlefields of
the area, with the emphasis on the fighting
of 1916 and 1918, complete with
fascinating descriptions and anecdotes.

 MARLBOROUGH’S OTHER
ARMY

The British Army and the
Campaigns of the First Peninsula
War, 1702-1712 “Century of the

Soldier” Series

28132 £8.99

Nicholas Dorrell
Softback 200 pages 8 pages of colour

plates, 29 B&W Illustrations 16
B&W maps & 32 tables
Published Price £21.95

This title provides a complete guide to the
forces fighting in Marlborough’s armies in
Iberia. It not only offers for the first time
an overview of all the contributions to the
war effort in Iberia, but also presents the
reader with a valuable contrast not only to
Marlborough’s campaigns of the time, but
also to Wellington’s later campaign.

 MARSHAL NEY AT QUATRE
BRAS

New Perspectives on the Opening
Battle of the Waterloo Campaign

27799 £5.99

Paul L. Dawson
Hardback, 256 pages 1 coloured map

& seven pages of coloured photos
Published Price £25

Ney’s failure at Quatre Bras had disastrous
consequences for Napoleon, whose
divided army was not able to reunite in
time to face Wellington at Waterloo. This
revelatory study of the Waterloo campaign
draws primarily on French archival
sources, and previously unpublished
French accounts, to present a balanced
view of a battle normally seen only from
the British or Anglo-Allied perspective.

THE MAU MAU REBELLION
The Emergency in Kenya 1952

-1956

27355 £3.99

Nick van der Bijl
Hardback, 250 pages
Published Price £25

Despite its five year duration the Kenya
insurgency is one of the least written about
post-WW2 conflicts. In this
comprehensively researched book, author
Nick van der Bijl sets out the causes and
consequences of the rebellion.

 MAXIMINUS THRAX
From Common Soldier to Emperor

of Rome

27068 £7.99

Paul N. Pearson
Hardback, 296 pages
Published Price £25

This is good study of an Emperor who
rose through the ranks to seized power
from the proceeding enfeebled dynasty.
His reign would see the end of the golden
age of the Roman Empire as it struggled to
contain its new enemy the Sassanians to
the East and the Barbarian Confederations
to the north. Maximinus was a complex
character from a barbarian background
who proved popular with the troops but
fell foul of the more sophisticated Roman
Elite.

THE MEDIEVAL FIGHTING
MAN

Costume and Equipment

28936 £2.99

JEns Hill, Jonas Freiberg
Softback, 96 pages

Published Price £14.99

Meticulous use is made of the sources
available to enable the materials, colours
and patterns used for reconstructed
clothing to represent the 'real thing' as
accurately as possible. Fortunately, great
numbers of medieval weapons and pieces
of armour survived and can now be
viewed in displays, and these form the
basis of the arms presented in this book.
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 MERCENARIES TO
CONQUERORS

Norman Warfare in the Eleventh
and Twelfth Century

Mediterranean

27570 £7.99

Paul Brown
Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

This is a good compilation and narrative
on the Norman's and their conquests in the
Mediterranean,Brown's account is based
on the most recent scholarship in the field.
It challenges some of the common
assumptions about the equipment,
organisation and fighting methods of the
Norman armies and the men who fought in
them.

 MESSENGER OF DEATH
Captain Nolan and the Charge of

the Light Brigade

28937 £5.99

David Buttery
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

Any biography of Louis Nolan must
inevitably culminate in the tragedy of the
Charge of the Light Brigade,but there was
far more to his life and career than its
dramatic end at only thirty-six. In this title
Buttery has made excellent use of sources
which were unavailable until recently such
as Austrian military records and Louis's
own Crimean campaign journal, which
was feared lost for over a century.
 MESSERSCHMITT Bf 109 THE

EARLY YEARS
Poland, the Fall of France and the

Battle of Britain

27356 £3.99

Chris Goss
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £14.99

In this selection of unrivalled images
collected over many years, and now part
of the War in the Air series, the operations
of this famous aircraft in the early part of
the Second World War are portrayed and
brought to life.

MOUNTAIN AND FLOOD
The History of 52nd (Lowland)

Division

28279 £22.00

George Blake
2020 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1950).  SB xx+265 pp with 19
maps in colour & 50 illustrations

The 52nd Lowland Division was one of
very few "special" divisions of infantry, in
that it was trained for mountain warfare,
although it spent much time after D-Day
locked in battle on the flat lands of the
North European coastal plain. This history
of the division starts before the war in
England, and goes on to describe
operations in France in 1940. For four
years they then trained and waited, before
forming part of 21st Army group, and
fighting the Germans in France, Holland
and Germany. As with all good divisional
histories, it is the story of men in battle
that counts, and this volume is no
exception.

 MR MIDSHIPMAN VC
The Short Accident Prone Life of
George Drewry, Gallipoli Hero

28494 £5.99

Quentin Falk
Hardback, 176 pages

Published Price £19.99

As a midshipman, Drewry was awarded
the VC for his exceptional devotion to
duty during the landings at Suvla Bay on
April 25th 1915, and the main part of the
story, that is well told, covers this, and his
further adventures during a later additional
landing that August.

 MUSCOVY’S SOLDIERS
The Emergence of the Russian

Army 1462-1689
“Century of the Soldier” Series

27516 £9.99

Michael Fredholm von Essen
Softback, 192 pages 60 b/w

ills/photos 8pp colour plates, 3 maps,
4 tables

Published Price £25

The well researched and study describes
and analyses the emergence of the early
modern Russian army, before the military
reforms introduced by Tsar Peter the Great
brought it in line with developments in
Western Europe. As usual with this series,
production quality is high, with well-
written text and helpful illustrations.

 MUSTANG
Thoroughbred Stallion of the Air

27321 £4.99

Steve Pace
Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £25

The P-51 Mustang long-range escort
fighter joined the Allied war effort in mid
-1944, this illustrated volume covers every
aspect of its design, development wartime
service, variants and surviving Mustangs.
This is one of the better books concerning
the P-51 Mustang. With separate and
thorough chapters on both the USAAF, the
RAF and RAAF versions.

THE NAPOLEON OPTIONS
Alternate Decisions of the

Napoleonic Wars

27864 £5.99

Jonathan North
Hardback, 304 pages

Published Price £19.99

Written by a who's-who of Napoleonic
history buffs these plausibly constructed
scenarios make for fascinating and highly
entertaining reading. The Napoleon
Options focuses on some of the pivotal
episodes of these catastrophic wars, giving
them a resounding twist, and explores in
detail an alternative sequence of historical
events.

MY .75
REMINISCENCES OF A
GUNNER OF A 75M/M

BATTERY

28889 £12.99

Paul Lintier
2021 N&M Press reprint (of original

1930 pub).  SB. xx + 212pp with
1map

Paul Lintier was a promising French
writer. In 1913 he joined the French army
and was thus involved in the fighting on
the Western Front from the very start of
the war. There are very few works that
cover the French experience of this period,
and this ranks as one of the finest Great
War memoirs by a soldier of any army.

 NAPOLEON’S
COMMENTARIES ON THE
WARS OF JULIUS CAESAR

A New English Translation

28065 £5.99

R. A. Maguire
Hardback 144 pages

Published Price £16.99

Composed when the former Emperor was
on St. Helena this unusual title offers some
interesting criticism of Caesar's campaigns
and some insights into Napoleon's own
military thought. With hindsight Napoleon
points out several cases where a slight
change of decision would have greatly
affected history. Napoleon’s observations
are often insightful, and at times quite
astute.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY :
CAMPAIGN OF WATERLOO

The Classic Account of Napoleon’s
Last Battles

27125 £3.99

Sir John Fortescue
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

The Campaign of Waterloo is the
complete account of the climatic campaign
and battle of the Napoleonic Wars
abstracted from Sir John Fortescue s
monumental A History of the British
Army. Issued as an independent volume.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: A
SOLDIER FOR NAPOLEON
The Campaigns of Lieut Franz

Joseph Hausmann, 7TH
BAVARIAN INFANTRY

26978 £4.99

Franz Joseph Hausman
Hardback, 272 pages

Published Price £19.99

This book fills a very noticeable gap in the
history of the Napoleonic Wars by
providing a good description of what it
was like to be a member of the Royal
Bavarian Army.

NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: IN
THE LEGIONS OF NAPOLEON

The Memoirs of a Polish Officer
in Spain and Russian 1808-1813

27283 £5.99

Henrich von Brandt
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

In the Legions of Napoleon recounts the
adventures of an intrepid Polish soldier
who fought for Napoleon the length and
breadth of Europe.
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GERMAN MOTORCYCLES OF WWII 
A Visual History in Vintage Photos and Restored Examples 

This volume features 
large, full colour detail 
photos of the BMW R4; 
R12; R35; R71; R74 and 
Zündapp KS750. Only 
the very finest examples 
of these motorcycles 
were sought out for 
inclusion in this title. The 
detail in here is ideal for 

modellers and good references for anyone who has a 
preserved example of their own. 
27687 • SB 120 pages • was £17.99   NOW £5.99 
 
KUBELWAGEN AND SCHWIMMWAGEN 
A Visual History of German Army’s Multi-Purpose Vehicles 

Produced with the full 
and complete 
cooperation of the Kübel 
Korps, one of the world’s 
largest Kübelwagen-
Schwimmwagen 
restoration groups, this 
title presents only the 
very finest restored 
examples. Early 

examples of the Kübelwagen are featured, as is a very 
rare 1945 model. No detail is left unrevealed, with 
interiors, multiple engine views and undercarriages. 
Additionally, the Schwimmwagen is covered in equally 
great detail. 
27690 • SB 120 pages • was £17.95   NOW £5.99 

GERMAN PANZER I  
A Visual History of the German Army’s World War II  
Light Tank 
David Doyle takes a 
close look at the Panzer 
I, this formed the 
backbone of the German 
army's tank divisions 
and gave them such an 
edge during the first 
years of the war. 
Brilliantly illustrated. 
27688 • HB 168 pages • was £22.95   NOW £5.99 
 
GERMAN PANZER II 
A Visual History of the German Army’s World War II  
Light Tank 
The Panzer II was 
Germany’s first cannon-
armed tank in the post 
World War I era. 
Designed and initially 
produced under the 
code name of 100-
horsepower Farm 
Tractor, owing to the 
restrictions of the Treaty 
of Versailles, the Panzer II remained in production, and 
in the field, well after it had been surpassed by better 
engineered, more heavily armed and armoured vehicles, 
and indeed played a key part in the early victories 
achieved by the Blitzkrieg 
27689 • HB 168 pages • was £22.95   NOW £5.99

Four special “Visual Histories” of  
WW2 German Army Tanks & Motorised Vehicles

MALICE AFORETHOUGHT 
A History of Booby Traps from the First World War to Vietnam 

The unlucky, clumsy, fatigued or greedy soldier, is the greatest asset that an enemy has 
for these devices. A nice warm dugout with a stove ready to light, but with a length of 
fuse and a block of explosive up the chimney. A picture hanging at an angle, an invitation 
to an officer to straighten, with a grenade recessed in the wall behind it. These and many 
more such devices really started to be used on an organised mass scale with the German 
retreat of 1917.   
 

Product code:  27013 • Hardback, 256 pages •  Published at £19.99  •  Our price: £4.99
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 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:
NAPOLEON AND THE
ARCHDUKE CHARLES

27279 £5.99

F. Lorraine Petre
Hardback, 416 pages

Published Price £25.00

A narration and analysis of one of
Napoleon’s hardest-fought campaigns, the
1809 action against Austria’s Archduke
Charles which culminated in the great
battles of Essling-Aspern and Wagram. In
the opinion of the author F. Loraine Petre -
Napoleon was lucky to win, and Charles
unlucky to lose.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:
SOLDIER OF THE EMPIRE

The Notebooks of Captain Coignet

26983 £4.99

Jean-Roche Coignet
Hardback, 312 pages

Published Price £19.99

“The Notebooks of Captain Coignet stand
alone among French military memoirs,”
wrote Sir John Fortescue. “His record of
service is remarkable, embracing as it does
every campaign of Napoleon as First
Consul and Emperor ...In no other
memoirs, perhaps, can be studied so
closely the inner life of the Army which
for so long was the terror of Europe.”
THE NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:

THE JENA CAMPAIGN
The Classic Study of Napoleon’s

Total Defeat of the Prussian Army

27160 £3.99

F. N. Maude
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £19.99

A detailed history of Napoleons Jena
Campaign of 1806. Written in early 1900's
by a English Military Officer that received
his military training before the age of
mechanised warfare.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: WITH
NAPOLEON’S GUNS

The Military Memoirs of an Officer
of the First Empire

27123 £3.99

Jean-Nicholas Auguste Noel
Hardback

Published Price £19.99

An engaging and highly readable account
of life in Napoleon's army as seen through
the eyes of an artillery officer August
Noel. In addition to providing a valuable
insight into what life was really like for
the men at the sharp end of Napoleon's
ambitions. From the optimism of the early
years in Italy , through the privations of
the retreat from Moscow and the horrors
of the Battle of Leipzig to the
disillusionment of the Emperor s defeat at
Waterloo, Noël charts both his personal
career and, at close hand, the rise and fall
of the First Empire with frankness.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY: WITH
THE  GUNS IN THE PENINSULA

27278 £4.99

William Webber, edt. Richard Henry
Wollocombe

Hardback, 192 pages
Published Price £19.99

The late Lieutenant Colonel Laws has set
this excellent gunners journal within the
context of the Peninsular War, and
outlined Webber's military career, which
culminated at Waterloo where he was
wounded.

THE NIGHT HUNTER’S PREY
The Lives and Deaths of an RAF

Gunner and a Luftwaffe Pilot

27418 £4.99

Iain Gordon
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

A very readable true tale of the intertwined
lives of two airmen on opposing sides
during the air war over Europe during
WWII. In July 1942, just as both men
reach the apex of their careers, they meet
for the first time in the night skies over
Hamburg. As this fascinating book
reveals, only one survived.

 NIGHT OF THE LONG KNIVES
Hitler’s Excision of Rohm’s SA

Brownshirts 30 June- 2 July 1934

28513 £3.99

Phil Carradice
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £12.99

From June 30 to July 2, 1934 Chancellor
Adolf Hitler, urged on by Hermann Göring
and Heinrich Himmler, ordered a series of
political extrajudicial executions intended
to consolidate his power and alleviate the
concerns of the German military about the
role of Ernst Röhm and the
Sturmabteilung a cull that eliminated
somewhere between 300 and a thousand
victims, the exact number has never been
clear, many of them innocent of any
intention to rival Hitler. It remains one of
the most significant killings of modern
times.

 MALTA STRIKES BACK
The Role of Malta in the

Mediterranean Theatre 1940-1942

28593 £5.99

Ken Delve
Hardback, 263 pages
Published Price £25

This is the well written and researched
story of how Malta rose to meet the
challenges facing its defences during the
Second World War; how it struck back
and survived one of its darkest eras.

 NO ORDINARY WAR
The Eventful Career of U-604

28919 £6.99

Christian Prag
Hardback, 208 pages
Published Price £25

U-604 was a standard Type VIIC of which
over 600 were built, and at first glance her
six war patrols might seem typical - but
they were far from ordinary.Using the
official war diary and the eyewitness
testimony of survivors this book weaves a
detailed but vivid tapestry of life and
action during some of the fiercest convoy
battles of the Atlantic war. Often counter-
attacked, but seeming to bear a charmed
life, U-604 had her successes, including
inflicting the largest single loss of US
mercantile personnel in one attack.
However, the drama of her career pales
alongside the epic story of her loss.

 NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:
MEMOIRS OF A FRENCH
NAPOLEONIC OFFICER

27282 £3.99

Jean-Baptiste Barres
Hardback, 220 pages

Published Price £19.99

These lively memoirs date from the time
of Barres' entry into the Chasseurs Velites
(skirmishers, or light infantry) of
Napoleon's Imperial Guard in 1804. This
is a superb record of a serving soldier,
making light of danger, sharing with the
reader the fatigues and privations that
attended so much campaigning in
appalling weather and hostile country, and
rejoicing as much in the outcome of a
successful foraging expedition as his
promotions and appointment as Chevalier
de la Legion d'honneur.

 NORTHROP FLYING WINGS

24324 £5.99

Graham M. Simons
HB, 256 pp

Published Price £19.99

Jack Northrop’s ‘Flying Wings’ designed
to eliminate drag, and thus the need for
aircraft fuselages and tails, and developed
after the First World War, was an idea way
ahead of its time. But, as Graham Simone
shows in this eye-opening study,
Northrop’s concept was the distant
ancestor of the ‘Stealth’ aircraft of our
own era.

 NOTHING IS IMPOSSIBLE
A Glider Pilot’s Story of Sicily,

Arnhem and the Rhine Crossing

25329 £4.99

Victor Miller
A weighty hardback edition of 402

pages + plates with maps
Published Price £25

The memoirs of a volunteer Glider Pilot
who took part in three of the Second
World War’s most difficult airborne
operations: the invasion of Sicily, Arnhem,
and the Rhine crossing. Victor Miller
wrote his remarkable account immediately
after the actions, and his book is a vivid
front line testimony.

 NUREMBERG
The Blackest Night in RAF 30/31

March 1944

27237 £3.99

Martin Bowman
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

Bowman in his now familiar style
describes the RAF Bomber Command
night attack on the German city of
Nuremberg. The raid was significant for
being the costliest in terms of aircraft
losses for RAF Bomber Command in one
attack during WW2. Nuremberg was not
significantly damaged.

THE LAST RAID
The Commandos, Channel Islands

and the Final Nazi Raid

28935 £6.99

Will Fowler
Hardback, 224 pages +plates

Published Price £20

The strength of this book is that it provides
the first comprehensive,history of the 1940
-1945 German occupation of the Channel
Islands, in English. Fowler has made a
fine job of telling about the several
commando raids on the islands, about
which many readers know little or nothing.
He concludes with the German foraging
raid on Granville on the night of 8-9
March 1945, which is an obscure World
War Two event.

THE NATAL CAMPAIGN
A Sacrifice Betrayed

28938 £3.99

Hugh Rethman
Softback, 416 pages
Published Price £20

This book uses primary source material to
chronicle the experiences of the people of
Natal - soldiers and civilians, during the
Natal Campaign.
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 ON THE ROADS OF WAR
A Soviet Cavalryman on the

Eastern Front

28939 £5.99

Ivan Yakushin
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

This personal memoir by a Soviet
subaltern, contains vivid descriptions of
life in a Guards Cavalry Division, the
importance of horses, the way the Red
Army dealt with disciplinary issues at the
lowest level, combat, fear, and death.

 OPERATION MENACE
The Dakar Expedition and the

Dudley North Affair

27420 £3.99

Arthur J Marder
Softback, 320 pages

Published Price £16.99

The Battle of Dakar, also known as
Operation Menace, was an unsuccessful
attempt in September 1940 by the Allies to
capture the strategic port of Dakar in
French West Africa. It was hoped that the
success of the operation could overthrow
the pro-German Vichy French
administration in the colony, and be
replaced by a pro-British Free French one
under General Charles de Gaulle. Using
Admiralty and Cabinet papers, as well as
private sources of information, Marder
weaves a skilled course through all the
complex material to produce a masterly
case study of how an operation is mounted
and how it can go disastrously wrong. It is
a classic, tragi-comic illustration of the fog
of war.

THE  PALL MALL MILITARY
SERIES

GRANT’S CAMPAIGNS of 1864
and 1865 The Wilderness and Cold

Harbor ( May 3 - June 3, 1864 )

28161 £18.99

Lieutenant C F Atkinson, 1st Batt. City of
London (Royal Fusiliers)

SB xiv+466pp with 24 Maps  2020
N&MP Reprint of 1908 Edition.

Published Price £25

his a detailed and scholarly account of Lee
and Grant’s first encounter. When the
Grant’s Overland Campaign ended, it left
behind numbing losses: the dead, missing,
and wounded totalled 55,000 for the Union
and 33,000 for the Confederacy.
Spotsylvania Court House (30,000
combined casualties) and the Wilderness
(29,8000 combined casualties) were the
third- and fourth-bloodiest battles of the
American Civil War, trailing only
Gettysburg and Chickamauga.
The Confederate victory at the Battle of
Cold Harbor would be one the war’s most
lopsided engagements.

THE PALL MALL MILITARY
SERIES

The Campaign in Bulgaria 1877
- 1878

28167 £12.99

F V Greene
SB 261 pp with 10 Maps  2020
N&MP Reprint of 1903 Edition.

Published Price £17.99

Originally published in 1903 as part of the
valued “Pall Mall Series’ of military text
books, works that are now regarded as
classics of military theory Intended for
serious or professional students of military
history, each volume in this sought after
series is interspersed with strategical and
tactical comments and illustrated by
numerous maps.
An instructive view of the 1877-78 war
between Russia and Turkey that led to the
liberation of Bulgaria after centuries of
Ottoman rule.

THE PALL MALL MILITARY
SERIES

THE CAMPAIGN IN THRACE
1912

28162 £9.99

Major Philip Howell
SB x 163pp with 5 Maps  2020
N&MP Reprint of 1913 Edition.

Published Price £14.99

The First Balkan War was fought between
Serbia, Bulgaria, Greece, and Montenegro
(known as the Balkan League) and the
Ottoman Empire. Montenegro opened
hostilities by declaring war on Turkey on
Oct. 8, 1912, and the other members of the
league followed suit 10 days later. The
Balkan League was soon victorious. In
Thrace, the Bulgarians defeated the main
Ottoman forces, advancing to the outskirts
of Istanbul and laying siege to Edirne.
The bloody battle of Lule Burgas – Bunar
Hisar gets good coverage in this excellent
tactical study that forms part of the “Pall
Mall military series”. In terms of forces
engaged it was the largest battle fought in
Europe between the end of the Franco-
Prussian War and the beginning of the
First World War. Written by an officer
who visited the battlefield and who was
well acquainted with the Bulgarian Officer
corps , he viewed the opening phase
covered in this study from their point of
view.
The war was a comprehensive and
unmitigated disaster for the Ottomans,
who lost 83% of their territories in Europe
and 69% of their European population.

THE POLISH FEW
Airmen in the Battle of Britain

28503 £8.99

Peter Sikora
Hardback, 574 pages
Published Price £30

A unique feature of this great book is the
individual biographies of all Polish pilots
who fought in the RAF in the Battle of
Britain.

 PANZER KRAFTWAGEN
Armoured Cars of the German
Army and Freikorps 1914-20

27299 £8.99

Rainer Strasheim
Softback, 96 pages, Illustrated

Complete English Text
Published Price £21.95

German armoured cars built by Ehrhardt,
Daimler and Bussing. In use with the
Imperial German Army 1914-18, and with
the Freikorps 1918-20. Development,
design and combat use on the Eastern and
Western Front. With 152 b/w photographs.
Includes captured vehicles including
Minerva, Austin, Garford-Putilov, Lancia,
Fiat, Peugeut, and Packard.

THE PASSCHENDAELE
CAMPAIGN 1917;  BRITISH
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE

28106 £5.99

Andrew Rawson
Hardback 264 pages
Published Price £25

From the well thought out “BRITISH
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE” series, each
large battle and minor action of this
campaign is given equal treatment, giving
a detailed insight into the most talked
about side of the campaign, the British
side. There are details on the planning of
each offensive and the changing tactics
used by both sides. There is discussion
about how the infantry, the artillery, the
cavalry, the engineers and Royal Flying
Corps worked together. Over sixty new
maps chart the day-by-day progress of
each battle and action. If you're looking
for a good introduction to the battles in
and around Ypres then look no further

THE PATH OF THE 50th
The Story of the 50th

(Northumberland) Division in the
Second World War 1939-1945

28282 £22.00

Major EW Clay
2020 N&M Press reprint (original
pub 1950).  SB xiii+327 pp with

14maps & 12 illustrations

This is a very valuable history of the 50th
(Northumberland) Division in the Second
World War. The division fought in France,
North Africa, Sicily, and took part in the
D-day landings, finally ending the war in
Holland. illustrated with photographs and
maps.

THE PHANTOM BRIGADE OR
THE CONTEMPTIBLE

ADVENTURERS

28430 £7.99

Alfred Vivian 4th Bn Middlesex Regt
2020 N&M Press reprint (original

pub 1930).  Softback 255pp
Published Price £11.50

An important account of another rank’s
soldier during the early days of the British
Expeditionary Force. Only covering the
opening month of the Great War, it is a
well-written and appealing account of the
adventures of an ‘Old Contemptible’
during that turbulent August in 1914. It is
based entirely on actual experience and
covers the period from 4th August 1914 to
3rd September 1914.

 PIONEERS OF ARMOUR IN
THE GREAT WAR

27816 £5.99

David A. Finlayson, Michael K. Cecil
Hardback, 392 pages
Published Price £30

This Australian perspective has been well-
researched and provides a view of all types
of armoured vehicles employed during
WWI. Descriptive text is supported by
many interesting and rare images through
the body of the book.

The NAPOLEONIC LIBRARY:
VOICES FROM THE

PENINSULA
Eyewitness Accounts by Soldiers of

Wellington’s Army, 1808-1814

26340 £3.99

Ian Fletcher
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

Drawing on rare letters, diaries and
memoirs, Ian Fletcher presents a superb
insight into the daily lives of British
soldiers in this momentous period and
evokes such key battles and sieges as
Vimiero, Talavera, Badajoz, Salamanca,
Vittoria and San Sebastian.
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 PzKw. VI TIGER TANK
The Official Wartime Reports

30148 £29.99

School of Tank Technology, Bruce Oliver
Newsome

Softback, 172 pages

ALL TWELVE OFFICIAL WARTIME
REPORTS ON TIGER 131 are brought
together in a single volume for the first
time, complete and fully restored, after
careful selection from surviving copies,
and overlaid with higher-resolution images
than were available for the original
printing.
These reports are illustrated with 65
photographs and 60 technical plans and
sections, including 4 three-dimensional
colour paintings. The pages are
reproduced at the same size and format as
in wartime, except to be cleaned of any
amendments and annotations added after
printing. The illustrations have been
replaced with new copies of the
rediscovered originals, except where the
unique style of the original presentation is
preferred.
Bruce Oliver Newsome, Ph.D., provides a
new introduction, describing how the
Tiger tank came about, how Tiger 131 was
employed, how it was captured, what
happened to it after capture, and how
these reports were compiled. Within the
reports, Dr. Newsome provides
explanatory notes where, for instance,
images were printed without caption or
technologies appear without introduction.
These reports reveal what the Allies knew,
as they discovered it. The reports also
reveal the facts to counter the propaganda
and myths that have accumulated in
subsequent history books.
PUT YOURSELF IN THE SHOES of the
first investigators of Tiger 131, the first of
its type recovered to Britain, the tank that
would become the most studied and
photographed tank anywhere, and the only
running Tiger in the world today.
 PIRATES AND PRIVATEERS IN

THE 18TH CENTURY
THe Final Flourish

28514 £5.99

Mike Rendell
Hardback, 173 pages

Published Price £19.99

An Intriguing Account of the end of what
was known as the Golden Age of Piracy,
giving case studies of both pirates and
privateers, A privateer was a private
person or ship that engaged in maritime
warfare under a commission of war, this
commission usually protected privateers
from accusations of piracy.

THE PLATOON
An Infantryman on the Western

Front 1916-18

25944 £3.99

Joseph Steward, Andrew Robertshaw,
Steve Roberts

Hardback, 224 pages
Published Price £19.99

Joseph Johns Steward fought in the Great
War, from the Battle of the Somme to the
final offensives of 1918, he was an acute,
unflinching observer of the conflict he
took part in - of life and death on the
Western Front. He recorded his
experiences in accurate detail and later in
life he wrote a graphic semi-fictionalized
account of his wartime career, his
comrades and his platoon. His narrative is
published here for the first time, edited,
annotated and with an introduction by
Andrew Robertshaw and Steve Roberts.

 POLISH AIRCRAFT
INSTRUMENT PANELS

28915 £4.99

Dariusz Karnas
Hardback, 40 pages
Published Price £15

This book - the third in the series called
INSIDE - features detailed colour
illustrations of the instrument panels from
the most famous Polish aircraft from 1939
in very great detail. Additionally, every
single instrument is shown in a separate
large-scale drawing. The book illustrates
and documents the instrument panels of
the following aircraft in service at the
outbreak of World War II: 1. PZL P.11c;
2. PZL.37 Los; 3. PZL.23 Karas; 4. Lublin
R-XIII ter; 5. RWD-14 Czapla; 6. PWS
-26.

 PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND THE
GREAT WAR

28187 £5.99

Anthony Seldon, David Walsh
hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

This work attempts to set the record
straight on the contribution of the Public
School system during the Great War. It
includes teachers involvement as equal to
the boys, something that other books on
the subject often fail to do.

 RAF OF THE OFFENSIVE
The Rebirth of Tactical Air Power

1940-1941

28497 £7.99

Greg Baughen
Hardback, 304 pages
Published Price £25

Long before the start of the Second World
War it had been believed that strategic
bombing would be the deciding factor in
any future conflict. Then Hitler launched
the Blitzkrieg upon France and the Low
Countries in 1940, and the much-vaunted
French Army and the British
Expeditionary Force were swept away in
just six weeks. This new form of warfare
shook the Air Ministry, but the expected
invasion never came and the Battle of
Britain was fought in the air. It seemed
that air forces operating independently
could determine the course of the war.

 RAMILLIES 1706
Years of Miracles

28941 £3.99

James Falkner
Softback, 128 pages

Published Price £12.99

Falkner offers a gripping and authoritative
Battle Field Guide to the campaign and the
action, he takes the reader across the
battleground, relating the course of the
fighting to the terrain as it can be viewed
today.

 RECONNAISSANCE PLANES
SINCE 1945

28634 £3.99

Softback 128 pages
Published Price £12.99

This book's strength is the photos. There
are, on average, four photos per type. Most
are in colour, and they are very well
reproduced on high-quality paper.

THE RED BARON
A History in Pictures

27226 £2.99

Norman Franks
Hardback, 192 pages

Published Price £19.99

From the established air historian Norman
Franks a new arrangement of photographs
covering the entire span of von
Richthofen's war, many of which will have
been seen, but spread over a whole variety
of books and magazines about First World
War flying, now consolidated in one book.

 REPORTING THE GREAT WAR

25506 £3.99

Stuart Hylton
Hardback, 166 pages

Published Price £19.99

The Great War utterly transformed British
society. In four short years, men died in
droves, women became war workers as
popular fears and hopes were magnified.
Drawing on reports in the newspapers of
the time Stuart Hylton’s portrayal of the
Home Front reveals a nation seemingly
sleepwalking into war in 1914 and
awaking utterly changed in 1918.
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 Rifle & Carabine 98
M98 Firearms of the German

Army from 1898 to 1918

26153 £95.00

Dr. Dieter Storz

Hardback 464 pages, approx. 850
photographs and illustrations

In 1898 the German army introduced a
new rifle that was to influence not only the
armament of the German armed forces
until the mid 20th century, but also that of
many other countries. This book deals in
detail with the history of M 98 rifles and
carbines in Germany between 1898 and
1918. The book relies above all on the
collections of the major military historical
museums in Germany such as the
Bayerisches Armeemuseum in Ingolstadt,
the Wehrtechnische Studiensammlung in
Koblenz and the Militärhistorisches
Museum der Bundeswehr in Dresden. The
Deutsches Historisches Museum in Berlin
and the Royal Army Museum in Brussels
also made their stocks available for this
book.This book treats in detail technical
modifications, manufacturing methods, the
organization of mass production, state-run
and private arms industry, production
figures and the problems of arms supply
during the First World War.

THE ROMAN BARBARIAN
WARS

The Era of Roman Conquest

27423 £5.99

Ludwig Heinrich Dyck
Hardback, 240 pages

Published Price £19.99

Dyck has produced an engaging, well-
written book that not only discusses the
campaigns and leaders of the period, but
also gives a detailed look at tactics,
clothing and weapons as well.

 ROMAN CONQUESTS: EGYPT
AND JUDAEA

28392 £5.99

Dr John D. Grainger
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

Overall a decent attempt to unravel and
clearly explain a complicated series of
Roman wars, expeditions - in particular
the one into the Sudan - and general policy
decisions across a couple of hundred
years.

 ROME SEIZES THE TRIDENT
The Defeat of Carthaginian

Seapower and the Forging of the
Roman Empire

26192 £3.99

Marc G. De Santis
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

A thorough study with clear writing, and a
good analysis of tactical matters on how
Roman seapower developed. Although not
decisive on its own, Rome's new-found
naval power was, as Marc DeSantis
shows, a vital component in their ultimate
victory in each of the three Punic Wars.

 STALAG LUFT I
An Official Account of the POW

Camp for Air Force Personnel 1940
-1945

28498 £6.99

Martin Mace
Hardback, 238 pages
Published Price £25

This account provides the reader with an
accurate and unprecedented insight into
the story of one of the longest-running
German PoW camps of the Second World
War. The author investigates the subject of
escapes and the reprisals that followed.

THE ROYAL NAVAL AIR
SERVICE DURING THE GREAT

WAR

28175 £4.99

Malcolm Smith
Hardback, 220 pages
Published Price £25

Following in the same style as his previous
book of Fleet Air Arm recollections,
Malcolm Smith has collected a
compendium of reminiscences from pilots
who flew for the Royal Navy and the
Royal Marines during the First World
War. A timely reminder of how much the
RNAS achieved during its short life. Not
just in the air, where it pioneered the
concept of strategic bombing, and ran
highly effective fighter squadrons, such as
5(N), 8(N) and 10(N). It also ran armoured
car units as far afield as Imperial Russia.

 RUSSIAN ARMY IN THE
GREAT NORTHERN WAR 1700

-21
Organisation, Material, Training

and Combat Experience, Uniforms
“Century of the Soldier” Series

27785 £9.99

Boris Megorsky
Softback, 270 pages 32pp colour

plates; b/w ills., maps
Published Price £29.95

The book is the standard work in English.
it describes the armed forces of Peter the
Great in its entirety, and covers in depth
old Russian troops and irregulars, as well
as Peter’s new standing army (guards,
infantry, dragoons, elite units and artillery)
and his brand-new force(the navy, with
sailing ships and galleys, and marines).
Besides the staffing, organization and
development of troops, the book gives
detailed account of uniforms, weapons and
other materiel (both conventional and
unusual). Training is described using drill
manuals and tactical instructions of the
period, and fighting methods actually
performed on the battlefield are described
- based on first-hand accounts and period
observations from Russian, Swedish and
impartial sources.

 S.A.S: MEN IN THE MAKING
An Original’s Account of

Operations in Sicily and Italy

27424 £4.99

Peter Davis
Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

This book tells of the authors experiences
in Sicily and Italy in 1942 and 1943. He
went on to be promoted to Captain and
following a skirmish in France in 1945,
was awarded the Military Cross.

 SANCTUARY WOOD AND
HOOGE: YPRES

28626 £3.99

Nigel Cave
Softback, 120 pages

Published Price £9.99

Both Sanctuary Wood and the village of
Hooge saw intense fighting during the
First World War. Expert Nigel Cave takes
the reader on an explanatory tour of the
immediate area. Included is a description
of the museum at Hill 62 with its trench
system, stereoscopic photos and weapons.

SAS
Secret War in South East Asia

28110 £3.99

Peter Dickens
Softback

Published Price £14.99

From 1963 to 1966 Britain successfully
waged a secret war to keep the Federation
of Malaysia free from domination by
Soekarno's Indonesia and by Chinese
Communists. At the forefront of this
campaign were the men of the Special Air
Service - the SAS - an elite branch of the
British military whose essence is secrecy
and whose tools are boldness, initiative,
surprise, and high skill.

 SULLA
A Dictator Reconsidered

27081 £5.99

Lynda Telford
Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

A lively and well researched biography.
Lucius Cornelius Sulla is one of the
central figures of the late Roman Republic.
Indeed he is often considered a major
catalyst in the death of the republican
system. T he ambitious general whose
feud with a rival (Marius) led to his
marching on Rome with an army at his
back, leading to civil war and the terrible
internecine bloodletting of the
proscriptions. In these things, and in his
appropriation of the title of dictator with
absolute power, he set a dangerous
precedent to be followed by Julius Caesar
a generation later.

 SCOUTING BY NIGHT

26016 £6.99

Fredk. G. Cook
SB  59pp, with diagrams

photographic plates. 2018 N&MP
Reprint of 1916 Original Edition

A 1916 training guide on the art of
military night scouting, originally
published by Gale & Polden. Covering
among other military scouting topics,
scouting by night between the trenches
and the open, and around typical farm
buildings. This type of guide was
produced and sold during the Great War to
supplement official Army handbooks. The
information contained although rather
‘gung-ho’ would have been most useful
when making trench raids at night.

THE SECOND ANGLO-SIKH
WAR

28216 £4.99

Amarpal Singh
Softback, 560 pages
Published Price £20

A fascinating, comprehensive account, of
a hard-fought and much misunderstood
war in Northern India during 1848-9, and
the bitter battles that extinguished the Sikh
Empire. This was a substantial campaign,
against the Sikhs, who after defeat became
the staunchest allies of the British in India,
notably Sikh troops remained loyal during
the Mutiny of 1857.
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 SEND MORE SHROUDS
The V1 Attack on the Guards’

Chapel 1944

27362 £4.99

Jan Gore
Hardback, 188 pages

Published Price £19.99

The Guards' Chapel incident was the most
serious V1 attack on London of the war.
The flying bomb left only the apse of the
chapel intact. Tons of rubble fell onto the
congregation. 121 soldiers and civilians
were killed and 141 others were seriously
injured. The high death toll included the
officiating Chaplain, Revd Ralph
Whitrow, several senior British Army
officers and a US Army Colonel. Gore
describes the rescue effort which went on,
day and night, for two days, and she
records the names, circumstances and lives
of each of the victims.

 SETTING FRANCE ABLAZE
The SOE in France during WWII

27075 £3.99

Peter Jacobs
Hardback, 232 pages

Published Price £19.99

Peter Jacobs describes the extraordinary
contribution to the Allied war effort made
by the S.O.E. in France and tells the
gripping story of the men and women who
so bravely operated behind enemy lines,
many of whom were betrayed and did not
live to tell the tale. It pays tribute to the
extreme courage and bravery of the
individuals who did exactly what
Churchill asked of them; they set France
ablaze.

 SHOOTING THE SOMME
How an Icon Film was Made

28520 £5.99

Bob Carruthers
Hardback, 304 pages
Published Price £25

A book on how the iconic film was made
and certain scenes were reputedly faked!
The bulk of Carruthers' work is a copy of
Geoffrey Malins' (the man who made the
film) own account of his time in the front
line.

THE SIEGE OF CIUDAD
RODRIGO 1810 AND 1812

The Peninsular War

28499 £6.99

Tim Saunders
Hardback, 275 pages
Published Price £25

A lively and thought-provoking read
which makes some interesting points about
the nature of siege warfare and its place in
the operational conduct of the war more
generally. It is profusely illustrated and
full of helpful maps and diagrams and
serves to remind us that there was a lot
more to sieges than the slow scientific
progression of trenches and saps or the
visceral horror of the storm.

THE SIEGE OF TSINGTAU
The German-Japanese War 1914

27870 £5.99

Charles Stephenson
Hardback, 244 pages
Published Price £25

The siege of Tsingtau by the Japanese,
with token British participation, forms the
core of his story. Stephenson draws on
Japanese and German primary sources to
describe the defences, the landings, the
course of the siege, and eventual German
surrender. His study isbe absorbing
reading for anyone interested in the
campaigns of the First World War outside
of Europe, in German colonial expansion
and the rise to power of Japan.

 SNIPING IN THE GREAT WAR

27363 £3.99

Martin Pegler
Softback, 212 pages

Published Price £14.99

A scholarly history of Great War sniping
that follows its development rather than
personalities and experiences.

 SOMME OFFENSIVE: MARCH
1918: BRITISH

EXPEDITIONARY FORCE

28076 £5.99

Andrew Rawson
Hardback, 264 pages

Published Price £19.99

Over the days that followed, men were
called upon to fight all day against
overwhelming numbers and then march all
night to escape. After three years in the
trenches, men had to battle in the open
without tanks and often without artillery
support. As communications failed,
battalion and company commanders found
themselves having to command in what
was essentially a desperate infantry
struggle.
Each stage of the two week battle is given
the same treatment, covering details about
the most talked about side of the
campaign, the British side. It explains how
the British soldier time and again stood
and fought. Over fifty new maps chart the
day by day progress of each corps on each
day.
Together the narrative and the maps
explain the British Army’s experience
during a fraught battle for survival. The
men who made a difference are
mentioned; those who led the advances,
those who stopped the counterattacks and
those who were awarded the Victoria
Cross.

 SOUTH AFRICAN WAR
HONOURS AND AWARDS 1899 -

1902

28418 £7.99

Army and Navy Gazette
Softback 139 pages 2020 N&MP

Reprint of 1902 Edition.

This detailed reference work was compiled
from official sources. It records the glories
of the British Army and Navy during the
Boer war, listing regiment by regiment all
honours and awards, mentions in
despatches and officers’ promotions.
Originally published by the Army and
Navy Gazette in 1903, it details the period
November 23rd 1899 to March 6th 1903.
Included also is a listing of actions, with
the units involved and the regimental
casualties.

 SOVIET COLD WAR
WEAPONRY

Aircraft, Warships, Missiles and
Artillery

27428 £3.99

Anthony Tucker-Jones
Softback, 160 pages

Published Price £14.99

A visual guide to the vast array of aircraft,
warships and missiles the Soviet armed
forces deployed at the height of the Cold
War.

 THE FIRST BLITZ
The German Air Campaign 1917

-1918

28913 £5.99

Andrew Hyde
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £12.99

A welcome reprint of fine study of the
Great War bombing of London, this was
on a smaller scale than the WW2 Blitz of
1940-41, but no less frightening and
proportionately just as costly in lives,
disruption and destruction of property
were the "Gotha raids" of 1917-18.

 SOVIET STRATEGIC
BOMBERS

The Hammer in the Hammer and
the Sickle

27156 £14.99

Jason Nicholas Moore
Hardcover, 304 pages
Published Price £35

The history of Soviet strategic bombers
after the Second World War is a
fascinating one: from the reverse-
engineering of interned American Boeing
B-29 bombers into the first Soviet
strategic bomber, the Tu-4; to the huge jet
and turbo-prop powered aircraft of today's
Russian Air Force. This comprehensive
history of these aircraft covers not just
with the development of aircraft that
entered service, but of experimental
aircraft as well, and projects that were
never even built are also explored.

THE SPECIAL CAMPAIGN
SERIES: THE RUSSO-TURKISH

WAR 1877
A Strategical Sketch

27680 £14.50

Major F. Maurice
SB xviii+294pp Appendices  2019

N&MP Reprint of 1905

Part of the acclaimed “Special Campaign”
series of works intended for serious
professional students of military history
each volume is interspersed with
strategical and tactical comments and
illustrated by numerous sketches.
The Russo-Turkish War of 1877 was a
quick but successful war initiated by
Russia. It was one of the few offensive
wars in which Russia had a unifying
purpose. In this case, Russia was fighting
to secure the rights of Armenians and
Christians in the Muslim Ottoman Empire,
who were victims of racist or religion
based atrocities. There were several major
battles in the war, but it was a fairly swift
victory for Russia.
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THE SPITFIRE
An Icon of the Skies

28584 £7.99

Philip Kaplan
Hardback, 231 pages
Published Price £30

Possibly the most iconic of all of the
WW2 fighter planes, this is an amazing
tribute to the people who designed, built
and flew it - a comprehensive history of
one of the most beautiful aircraft ever
manufactured. Aeromodellers specifically
interested in the Spitfire (especially the
early marks as exemplified by AR213) are
also likely to find the colour images
useful.

SS-PANZER-REGIMENT 12 IN
THE NORMANDY CAMPAIGN

1944

28609 £85.00

Stephan Cazenave
Hardback 448 pages. Illustrated

throughout.

Stephan Cazenave tells the story of the
boys and men of SS-Panzer-Regiment 12,
extensively researched from the official
Abteilung diaries this is a very good and
well illustrated Panzer history.
 THEODORE BAYLEY HARDY

VC DSO MC
A Reluctant Hero

28495 £5.99

David Raw
Hardback, 162 pages

Published Price £19.99

A good biography of one of the most
decorated non-combatants of the First
World War. He was wounded in action
when trying to tend to the wounded and
died a week later in Rouen, France, on 18
October 1918 just two days before his 55th
birthday.

 STALAG LUFT III
An Official History of the Great

Escape POW Camp

27860 £5.99

John Grehan
Hardback, 250 pages
Published Price £25

This Official History of the POW camp
was prepared for the War Office but was
never released to the general public. It
explains the German administration and
running of the camp, the food and
conditions the prisoners endured, and the
means by which morale was maintained
under such trying circumstances.
Inevitably considerable space is devoted to
the escapes and their careful preparation as
well as the anti-escape measures
undertaken by the guards.

THE STOCKBROKERS’
BATTALION IN THE GREAT

WAR
A History of the 10th (Service)

Battalion Royal Fusiliers

25232 £5.99

David Carter
Hardback, 272 pp

Published Price £25

The Stockbrokers’ Battalion can justly
claim to be the first of the volunteer Pals’
Battalions of the Great War. Its members
ranged from wealthy bankers like the
Rothschilds, to humble clerks in the City
of London. The Battalion fought
throughout the war on the western front
from July 1915 to the Armistice. This long
overdue history tells  its story.

 STREATHAM’S 41, WORLD
WAR II FLYING BOMBS

25863 £7.99

Anon
2021 N&M Press reprint (of original

1945 pub)  SB. 51pp with
contemporary photographs

throughout.

Detailed record of the 41 V-1 flying
bombs (Doodlebugs) that fell on
Streatham over a two month period during
the summer of 1944. Contains full details
of each of these, describing their effect
and how the Civil Defence services dealt
with them and their dire effects. Includes a
map showing where each one fell. The 41
bombs caused almost 1000 casualties and
damaged around 17,000 properties.

 THROUGH HITLER’S BACK
DOOR

SOE Operations in Hungary,
Slovakia, Romania and Bulgaria

1939-45

28944 £4.99

Alan Ogden
Hardback, 304 pages
Published Price £25

Realistically SOE could not possible fully
support SOE operations in Hungary,
Romania, Slovakia and Bulgaria as they
were located on the “other side'”of
Germany, and op’s were without any
assistance from Russia. The book lists all
operations that were carried out, and as
history shows the countries covered were
swept up by the approaching Russians, and
eventually placed behind the Iron Curtain
after hostilities.

 Struggle for Pomerania
The Last Defensive battles in the

East

24949 £65.00

Erich Murawski
HB English text, 440 pages, 38

photos, 10 maps, plus an additional
double-sided colour fold-out (one

map on each side).

The Struggle for Pomerania: The Last
Defensive Battles in the East describes in
great detail the fighting in the Baltic
province of Pomerania and its evacuation
from January to May 1945. Trapped
between the Soviet drive toward Danzig
and the Baltic Sea to the east of Pomerania
and the Soviet forces dug in on the Oder
River to the west, the military forces and
the civilian population were almost
surrounded. Plagued by inept civilian and
party leadership, Himmler’s incompetent
military leadership, a lack of resources,
and insufficient forces to defend the
province, Pomerania’s people and the
soldiers defending them were doomed to
suffering, and death or captivity

A STURDY RACE OF MEN
149th Brigade - A History of the

Northumberland Fusiliers
Territorial Battalions in The

Great War

28510 £6.99

Alan Isaac Grint
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

A valuable source for reference, this is a
war history of the four battalions that
made up 149th Infantry Brigade: the 4th to
7th Northumberland Fusiliers. The brigade
came under orders of the 50th
(Northumberland) Division. Straight into
the Second Battle of Ypres within days of
landing in France; the middle and latter
stages of the Somme; Arras in 1917; and
in facing three successive mighty
offensives by the Germans in the spring of
1918.

 SUBMARINES OF WORLD
WAR TWO

28505 £14.99

Erminio Bagnasco
Hardback, 283 pages More than 400

b/w illustrations
Published Price £40

This new edition (2018) of a classic work
has been completely redesigned and
overhauled to make the most of the
author’s superb collection of photographs.
Over 2,500 submarines saw action during
WWII from all combatant nations, and for
the first time all classes and types of
submarines are covered in a single book.
From midgets to large U-cruisers, along
with projected and experimental designs, a
mass of detail records technical
characteristics for each class of submarine.
Exhaustive charts and hundreds of
valuable photos tell the facts and figures
about construction, displacement,
dimensions, speed, range, operational
depth, fuel load, armament, and
complement. Each submarine's
performance is chronicled, including the
fate of each member of the class. An
outline of the evolution of the submarine
and the development of submarine warfare
offers a rare view of the role of design
improvement in the outcome of the war.

 SWEET WILLIAMS OR
BUTCHER

The Duke of Cumberland and the
‘45

28943 £5.99

Jonathan Oates
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

This is a well researched and balanced
review of The Duke of Cumberland's role
in the quashing of the '45 rebellion. Oates
quotes extensively from eyewitness
accounts and correspondence from the
time. He offers opinion, and only when
qualification is required, mainly allowing
those who were there do the talking for
him.
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SWISS REGIMENTS IN THE
SERVICE OF FRANCE 1798

-1815
Uniforms, Organization,

Campaigns
‘From Reason to Revolution’

Series

27981 £8.99

Stephen Ede-Borrett
Paperback 148 pages With 8

colour plates, 60 B&W Prints,
Drawings & Photos
Published Price £25

A tour of the Swiss Army through the
Napoleonic period that that has a wealth of
information on each Swiss unit that ever
served between 1798 and 1815.

 TANK BATTLES OF WORLD
WAR I

27108 £4.99

Bryan Cooper
Hardback, 144 pages

Published Price £19.99

Failure to exploit the potential of an
original idea is a recurring phenomenon in
our national history. Few failures,
however, can have been so costly in
human life as that of our military
commanders early in 1916 to appreciate
that the tank was a war winning weapon.
The slaughter of the Somme,
Passchendaele and Ypres salient had to be
endured before accepted 'conventional'
methods were abandoned and the tank
given a chance. Bryan Cooper describes
the early tank actions in vivid detail, with
many eyewitness accounts.

 TANKS OF THE USSR 1917-1945

28635 £3.99

Alexander Ludeke
Softback 128 pages

Published Price £12.99

A quick 'one stop' basic reference for
Soviet Tanks of WW2.

 TARGET CORINTH CANAL
1940-1944

27430 £2.99

Platon Alexiades
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

Well researched and informative account
of the wartime history of the canal that
connects the Gulf of Corinth with the
Aegean Sea. It was the focus of numerous
special Allied operations to prevent oil
from the Black Sea reaching Italy, to delay
the invasion of Crete and severing the vital
German supply lines to Rommel's Army in
North Africa.

 TEHERAN TO TRIESTE
The Story Of The Tenth Indian

Division

28742 £9.99

War Department Government of India
SB 50pp  Illustrated throughout in

colour  2020 N&MP Reprint of 1947
Original Edition

This History deals with the 10th Indian
Division’s exploits in Iraq (under Maj Gen
‘Bill’ Slim), its role in the Libyan battles
leading up to El Alamein, the following
two years of garrison duties in Cyprus and
Syria and, finally, its fighting services in
the Italian campaign (from Ortona
onwards).

 THE 16TH DURHAM LIGHT
INFANTRY IN ITALY 1943-1945

Voices from the Front

28921 £3.99

Peter Hart
Softback, 224 pages

Published Price £12.99

A clear and informative account of the
16th Durham light infantry in Italy
duringWW2., an absolute must for anyone
who wants to follow the Italian Campaign
The focus is on the 16 DLI, what Peter
Hart has written and captured in this book,
demonstrates what life was like for any of
the troops involved during this campaign.

 THE ADVANCE FROM MONS
1914

28877 £9.99

Walter Bloem with a Foreword by Sir
James E. Edmonds

SB x+210pp  2020 N&MP Reprint of
1930 Original Edition

This is an outstanding personal memoir
penned by a German infantry officer
recalling his experiences during the initial
days and weeks of the war in the West,
July-September 1914. Walter Bloem was a
Captain in the German 12th Grenadier
Regiment. His narrative gives a superb
insight into the outbreak of war and his
regiment’s mobilisation, followed by the
advance through Belgium and France,
including the author’s participation at the
battles of Mons, Le Cateau, the Marne and
the Aisne. His account of what it was like
to face Britain’s ‘Old Contemptibles’ at
Mons is particularly valuable, and was
used in the British Official History.

 THE BATTLE OF THE LYS 1918
Givenchy and the River Lawe -

German Spring Offensive

28714 £3.99

Phil Tomaselli
Softback 192 pages

Published Price £12.99

Phil Tomaselli’s vivid account
reconstructs events in the typical
Battleground style. He describes the
course of the fighting in close detail, using
eyewitness accounts, official records,
photographs and maps, and he provides
walking and driving tours of the battlefield
and of the monuments and cemeteries
associated with it.

 THE BELGIAN ARMY IN THE
GREAT WAR
VOLUME II

26120 £99.99

Pierre Lierneux ed.
Hardback, 512 pages, Illustrated

With the complexity of the subject, the
masses of fresh information and
photographs available, a second volume
dedicated to the small arms was deemed
necessary to complete the overview of the
Belgian Army during the Great War. Once
again the collections of the Royal Military
Museum of Brussels reveal their wealth
and diversity. Much more than a simple
catalogue of weapons used by the Belgian
Army, it is the story of the transformation
of a small army caught in the struggles of
the Great War, its adaptation to
technological and tactical progress.

 The Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress in
Foreign Service

28727 £7.99

Jan Forsgren & Artur Juszczak
Sofrback 200 pages
Published Price £35

A small number of Flying Fortresses - less
than one hundred in all - were operated by
a number of air arms across the world -
Brazil, Canada, Denmark, Dominican
Republic, France, Germany, Japan,
Portugal, Switzerland, Taiwan USSR and
(very briefly) Yugoslavia - for a variety of
purposes, including heavy strategic
bombing, VIP transport, maritime
reconnaissance, research and development,
aerial survey and as trans-Atlantic mail
carriers.

 THE PILL-BOXES OF
FLANDERS

27929 £6.99

Col. EGL Thurlow, DSO
SB 47 pp with 6 Illustrations &

Sketches 2019 N&MP Reprint of
1933 Original Edition

A record of some of the 180 pill-boxes
preserved on the Ypres Salient after the
war, with their history. Compiled with the
object of providing an account of the more
important events connected with these
concrete structures that were strongholds
for one moment, death traps the next.
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Operation Barbarossa and the 
Eastern Front 1941” is an 
illustrated hardback 200 page 
record of the German Invasion 
of the Soviet Union in 1941.  
Using an extensive collection  
of photographs together with 
detailed captions and 
accompanying text, Operation 
Barbarossa and Eastern Front 
1941 provides an  insight into 
the troops, tanks. weapons, 
uniforms and battlegrounds 
used during this bitter and 
costly campaign. 

 

Product code:  28940 
Published at £19.99  •  Our price: £3.99

WALKING THE 
WESTERN FRONT  

THE SOMME 1916: THE FIRST OF JULY 
There are a lot of books describing the horror of one of the 
bloodiest battle in British military history, but this one is 
different. As well as a concise and readable account of the 
conflict, the author has included an extensive photographic 
record of the places where 
history was made – a view of 
where each major battle of 1st 
July 1916 took place and some 
places that are difficult to find  
– or have already lost the 
evidence they once contained. 
Complete with 150 prints – 
both in colour and black and 
white, taken over a 20-year 
period reflecting the author’s 
many filming trips to the Somme – this hard bound book 
shows the battlefield as it was almost 100 years ago and is 
accompanied by a shot of the exact same spot as it stands 
today. The author then explains the significance of the 
photographs and why they were included in the book.  
 

Product code:  27427 
Published at £25.00  •  Our price: £3.99

OPERATION  
BARBAROSSA AND  

THE EASTERN FRONT 1941 
This is a good value hardback, presented in a 

similar style to the Images of War series  

A different twist on the Battle 
of Midway. The air and 
surface battle at Midway has 
been well documented, at 
least from the US side. The 
author here provides a look 
at the submarine role and 
contribution. Woven into the 
tale of World War II is the 
modern drama of deep sea 
discovery as explorers 
deploy technological marvels 
to the sea floor, over three 
miles down, to reveal the 
relics of history and 

commemorate the fallen. This exciting hardback is well 
illustrated and has good maps.  

 

Product code:  25861 
Published at £19.99  •  Our price: £5.99

THE SEARCH FOR  
THE JAPANESE FLEET 
USS Nautilus and the Battle of Midway  

SOVIET AND RUSSIAN 
TESTBED AIRCRAFT  

 
This hardbound 416-page A4 book from the respected 
aviation publisher Hikoki gives us a well documented and 
researched look into an area of aviation that is often 
overlooked. The authors know their subject and do a good job 
conveying that knowledge. It should be pointed out that, for 
the most part, these are not experimental prototypes of new 
aircraft, but rather modifications of 
existing production aircraft.  

Soviet and Russian Testbed Aircraft 
investigates all categories of test and 
research aircraft: engine testbeds 
including the Il-76LL and Tu-16LL, 
radar testbeds such as the SL-18P 
based on the well-known Il-18 
airliner, electronic warfare system 
testbeds such as the Il-76-11, and 
those for weapons, aerodynamics and 
control configured vehicles like the  
LMK-2405. 
 

Product code:  30114 
Published at £34.95  •  Our price: £12.99
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 THE ROYAL NAVY AT
DUNKIRK

Commanding Officers' Accounts of
British Warships in Action During

Operation Dynamo

28438 £8.99

Martin Mace
Hardback 256 pages + Plates

Published Price £30

Martin Mace has done a superb job
bringing all this material together but he
deliberately fades into the background
allowing the Commanding Officers who
were there to speak for themselves... The
result is an enthralling compendium of
histories that dovetail together.

 THE SPANGE (CLASP) FOR
THE IRON CROSS 2.CLASS

28733 £95.00
Hardback 256 pages fully illustrated

On over 265 pages the known makers of
the 2. Class Spange (Clip or Clasp) are
presented in detail. Previously unknown
connections between the early
manufacturers are outlined and explained.
The other chapters are about miniatures,
documents, and packages.
Established 1 September 1939 this version
of the Clasp to the Iron Cross - “Spange
zum Eisernen Kreuz”-was Awarded by
Nazi Germany to those Military personnel
who had already received the Iron Cross
(1914). The Clasp to the Iron Cross is a
white metal medal clasp displayed on the
uniforms of German Wehrmacht personnel
who had been awarded the Iron Cross in
World War I, and who again qualified for
the decoration in World War II. During the
WW2, over 100,000 clasps were awarded.

 THE STORY OF 46 DIVISION,
1939-1945

28403 £22.00

Produced by the Division
Softback large format 136 pp with 19
Maps in colour & B&W photographs
2020 N&MP Reprint of 1948 Edition

Although not one of the D-Day Divisions,
like many other formations, it was
fundamental to the success of the broad
plans for the direction of the war. The
fighting in North Africa and Italy is
detailed. Good photos, coloured maps,
rolls of commands, staff, awards, and an
Order of Battle complete this very good
contemporary Infantry Divisional that is
scarce in it’s original 1948 printing.

 THE VERY THING
The Memoirs of Drummer

Bentinck, 1807-1823

25700 £3.99

Jonathan Crook
Hardback, 193 pages

Published Price £19.99

These accounts are drawn from interviews
that Bentinck conducted with a journalist
just before his death. The title of the book
is taken from the Battle of Aldea de Ponte:
Wellington identified a tactical
vulnerability and called for infantry to
conduct an immediate manoeuvre. On
being informed that the 23rd of Foot was
best disposed, he smiled and said, Ah, the
very thing, demonstrative his hard-earned
confidence.

 THE WHITE CROSS TOURING
ATLAS OF THE WESTERN

BATTLEFIELDS

28198 £12.99

Alexander Gross
SB 145pp with 64 Colour Maps  2020

N&MP Reprint of 1920c Edition.
Published Price £17.99

An early historical Great War battlefield
guide the whole Western Front, complete
with 64 good colour maps, a descriptive
text and a War Graves Index of over 1700
cemeteries. The main value to this book,
that is now very scarce in it’s original
printing,is that it shows the locations of
many of the British cemeteries that were
later consolidated by the CWG.

 THEY SHALL NOT PASS
The French Army On The Western

Front 1914-1918

27817 £3.99

Ian Summer
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £14.99

This graphic collection of first-hand
accounts sheds new light on the
experiences of the French army during the
Great War. It reveals in authentic detail
the perceptions and emotions of soldiers
and civilians who were caught up in the
most destructive conflict the world had
ever seen. The author’s pioneering work
will appeal to readers who may know
something about the British and German
armies on the Western Front, but little
about the French army which bore the
brunt of the fighting on the allied side.

 THIS BLOODY PLACE
The Incomparables at Gallipoli

27431 £3.99

Richard Van Emden
Hardback, 208 pages

Published Price £19.99

Originally published in 1919, Mure's story
of his experiences at Gallipoli is full of a
rawness and immediacy that makes it
worthy of a place amongst any library of
Great War memoirs.

THE TIGER TANK AND ALLIED
INTELLIGENCE VOL I:

GROSSTRAKTOR TO TIGER
231, 1926-1943

30152 £39.99

Bruce Oliver Newsome
Hardback, 188 pages

THE TIGER TANK was dramatically
more powerful than any other tank when
deployed in 1942. Why were the Allies
taken by surprise? How did the Germans
preserve its secrets?
After 20 years of research on three
continents, across 25 battle maps, 31
tables of data, more than 500 photographs
and drawings, and previously unidentified
firsthand accounts, these volumes reveal
what Allied technicians discovered and
what the propagandists covered up and
distorted. Thus, we can learn more about
the Tiger as it really was, rather than the
hearsay that history books perpetuate.
THIS FIRST VOLUME explains what
foreigners knew about Germany’s heavy
tanks from 1926 to 1943; how the British
decrypted signals about Tigers months
before confirmation in the field; how the
Soviets fought Tigers eight months before
sharing intelligence with Allies; how the
Western Allies fought Tigers seven weeks
earlier than they realised; how the French
were the targets of the first deep battle
involving Tigers, but the Americans
captured the personnel and components,
while the British captured the imagery.
The capture of Tiger 231 is stranger still.
British units claimed it, but a Canadian
commanded the company that first fired
on it, and a Canadian engineer was the
first to exploit it; although it lay within
Allied lines, the Germans demolished it;
they rated the demolition as thorough, but
two British technicians heroically and
accurately analysed the wreck; yet
propaganda and political spin proved more
enduring, even today.

 WANTON TROOPERS
Buckinghamshire in the Civil Wars

1640-1660

27571 £4.99

Ian F. W. Beckett
Hardback, 204 pages
Published Price £25

None of the best-known battles or sieges
took place in Buckinghamshire, but there
was destructive combat in the county on a
smaller scale because its location placed it
on the front line between the opposing
forces - between the royalist headquarters
at Oxford and the parliamentarian
stronghold of London. As Ian Beckett
shows, the impact of war on Bucks was
considerable. His analysis gives us an
insight into the experience of local
communities and the county as a whole -
and it reveals much about the experience
of the conflict across the country.

THE TIGER TANK AND ALLIED
INTELLIGENCE VOL II: THE

TUNISIAN TIGERS

30151 £39.99

Bruce Oliver Newsome
Hardback, 150 pages

THE TIGER TANK was dramatically
more powerful than any other tank when
deployed in 1942. How did the Germans
preserve its secrets? Why were the Allies
taken by surprise? What did they
discover?
After 20 years of research on three
continents, across 25 battle maps, 31
tables of data, more than 500
photographs and drawings, and previously
unidentified first-hand accounts, these
volumes reveal what
Allied technicians discovered and what the
propagandists covered up and distorted.
Thus, we can learn more about the Tiger
as it really was, rather than the hearsay
that history books perpetuate.
THIS SECOND VOLUME tells the story
of Tigers on the Western front from
February to April 1943: the Tigers leading
the greatest Axis counter-offensive of the
Tunisian campaign, through Faid, Sidi
Bou Zid, and Sbeitla, on the way to
American abandonment of Kasserine Pass;
the counter-offensive against the British
from Sidi Nsir to Hunts Gap; the “Tiger
graveyard,” where seven Tigers were
demolished; the American claims to knock
out Tigers at El Guettar Pass, where Tigers
never fought; how Tigers saved Maknassy
Pass, but went unobserved by the
Americans; the American claim to knock
out a Tiger in between these passes, and
the match with Tiger 213; the reasons why
Tiger 213 was never reported higher than
company echelon; the daring German
spoiling attack near Medjez; the failed
British counter-attacks against a Tiger at
Djebel Djaffa; the strange abandonment of
this Tiger without demolition; the British
failure to exploit this Tiger; and Americ...
For more information please visit www.
naval-military-press.com
THE TIGER TANK AND ALLIED

INTELLIGENCE VOL III:
TIGER 131

From Africa to Europe

30150 £39.99

Bruce Oliver Newsome
Hardback, 166 pages

THE TIGER TANK was dramatically
more powerful than any other tank when
deployed in 1942. How did the Germans
preserve its secrets? Why were the Allies
taken by surprise? What did they
discover?
After 20 years of research on three
continents, across 25 battle maps, 31
tables of data, more than 500 photographs
and drawings, and previously unidentified
first-hand accounts, these volumes reveal
what Allied technicians discovered and
what the propagandists covered up and
distorted. Thus, we can learn more about
the Tiger as it really was, rather than the
hearsay that history books perpetuate.
THIS THIRD VOLUME focuses on Tiger
131 of the 504th: the first running Tiger to
be exploited in the West, the first Tiger
sent to Britain, the most studied Tiger, and
the only running Tiger in the world today.
This volume reveals the untold story of
how Tiger 131 was captured on Gueriat el
Atach in almost perfect condition, after
fighting for two days, against parts of four
battalions of tanks and six battalions of
infantry. No less remarkable is its recovery
and exploitation in Tunisia, how it got to
Britain, its tardy and incomplete trials, the
missing reports, the tank's relegation in
disabled condition - during a politicized
dispute about the relative merits of Allied
tanks, and the falsification of its
provenance to suggest that it was captured
at Djebel Djaffa, three days earlier, by
different units.
THIS THIRD VOLUME also describes:
the campaigns in Sicily in 1943, mainland
Italy from 1943 to 1945, France in 1944,
and Germany in 1945; t...For more
information please visit www.naval-
military-press.com
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THE TIGER TANK AND ALLIED

INTELLIGENCE VOL IV:
CAPABILITIES AND

PERFORMANCE

30149 £39.99

Bruce Oliver Newsome
Hardback, 168 pages

The German Tiger was dramatically more
powerful than any other tank when
deployed in 1942. Why were the Allies
taken by surprise? How did the Germans
employ Tigers while preserving their
secrets? How did the Allies react? Was the
Tiger a monstrous folly or ahead of its
time?
“The Tiger Tank and Allied Intelligence”
compares German designs and operations
with Allied intercepts, interrogations,
captures, estimates, and adaptations.
After 20 years of research in three
countries, across 20 battle maps, 31 tables
of data, 500 photographs and drawings,
and previously unidentified first-
hand accounts, these volumes reveal not
just what the Allies knew but what
the Allies missed, covered up, and
distorted. Thus, we can learn more about
the Tiger as it really was, rather than the
hearsay that history books perpetuate.
This fourth and final volume in the series
analyses Tiger’s technologies, capabilities,
and performance, in both German and
Allied understanding. The chapters cover
the trade-offs, productivity, cost-
effectiveness, reliability, maintainability,
life cycle, strategic mobility, tactical
mobility, lethality, and survivability.

 TOBRUK 1942
Rommel and the Defeat of the

Allies

28947 £5.99

David Mitchelhill-Green
Hardback, 288 pages
Published Price £25

Utilising a wealth of primary and
secondary sources Mitchelhill-Green
examines why the fortress fell to
Rommel’s Axis forces in just 24 hours
when it held out against repeated attacks
the previous year. Panzerarmee Afrika
attacked Tobruk with massed air support,
penetrated a weak spot on the eastern
defensive perimeter, taking Tobruk and
33,000 prisoners, many of the garrison on
the western perimeter not having been
involved in the fighting. The surrender
was the second largest capitulation by the
British Army in the war,Comparing the
1941 and 1942 battles, this book presents a
new perspective on Tobruk the isolated
Libyan fortress.

 TOTENKOPF TIGERS

20918 £78.00

Wolfgang Schneider,
HB 320 pp, 448 photographs, 55

maps, 16 pages of colour profiles, 20
documents and several orders of

battle.

Written by Wolfgang Schneider, one of
the foremost experts on WW II armour
warfare, TOTENKOPF TIGERS is the
history of the Tiger Company of the 3.SS-
Panzer-Division Totenkopf. In the fall of
1942, a heavy Tiger company was formed
for each of the Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler,
Das Reich and Totenkopf SS-Panzer-
Grenadier Divisions. While each of the
Tiger companies of the other two divisions
was used to form an independent Tiger
battalion, the Totenkopf company
remained as a company with its division
until the end of the war. It used the Tiger I
exclusively, never being issued the Tiger
II.

 TRIUMPHS AND DISASTERS
Eyewitness Accounts of the

Netherlands Campaign 1813-1814

27432 £5.99

Andrew Bamford
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

In the closing months of 1813, with
Napoleon’s forces largely expelled from
Germany and the allied armies advancing
towards the Rhine, insurrection began to
break out in the Netherlands. With Britain
having a keen interest in this part of the
world, and placing some importance on its
being retained in friendly hands, it was
decided to dispatch an armed force of
around 7,000 men in order to aid the
insurgents. Carefully researched and
expertly compiled by historian Andrew
Bamford, this is a valuable and absorbing
new source, which will be of great interest
to Napoleonic students.

THE TRUTH ABOUT RUDOLF
HESS

28511 £3.99

J. Douglas-Hamilton
Softback, 326 pages

Published Price £14.99

A credible analysis of the events
surrounding Hess's extraordinary decision
to come to Britain in 1941 without Hitler`s
knowledge.

 TWO DEATHS AT
AMPHIPOLIS

Cleon vs Brasidas in the
Peloponnesian War

27252 £2.99

Mike Roberts
Hardback, 272 pages
Published Price £25

This title examines in detail two of the
most significant characters, Brasidas and
Cleon, on either side of the great
Peloponnesian War. It focuses on the
showdown in and around Amphipolis that
led to both their deaths in 422 BC and
allowed exhausted Sparta and Athens and
their respective allies to sign a peace that
would however be short lasted and turn
out to be no more than a breathing space.
This is a valuable book for anyone
wanting to get to grips with this little
known episode and appreciate its
importance, but also with the strategies
carried out during the Peloponnesian War.
It shows well the importance of the fight
for Amphipolis, and the dominance of the
North that would result from it.

THE US NAVY AND THE WAR
IN EUROPE

28391 £9.99

Robert C. Stern
Hardback, 306 pages
Published Price £35

This excellent title from an experienced
author chronicles the many little-known
US operations in the Atlantic, Arctic and
Mediterranean, and allows a well rounded
judgement of the US Navy’s contribution
to victory in Europe.

 VEHICLE ART OF WORLD
WAR TWO

28948 £2.99

John Norris
Hardback, 160 pages

Published Price £19.99

The 'nose art' that decorated WW2 aircraft
has received considerable attention but the
images and slogans that decorated land
vehicles has been less widely appreciated.
This visually stunning book displays many
fine examples (original or faithfully
recreated) of the art that adorned the
military vehicles of both Allied and Axis
forces. Both official unit markings, such as
divisional badges and unit emblems, as
well as decidedly less official renderings
of pin-up girls and cartoon characters are
included. John Norris's concise but well
researched text and extended captions set
the artwork in context and explain the
development of vehicle art through the
course of the war and in the various
armies. The result is a visual treat for the
casual reader and a valuable reference for
reenactors, vehicle restorers, wargamers
and modellers.

 VERDUN 1916
The Renaissance of the Fortress

26193 £5.99

J. E. Kaufmann
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

An insightful examination the battle of
Verdun in the context of the Great War
from 1914 to 1916. It is not just a retelling
of the battle, but an explanation of how the
situation developed and the importance of
Verdun. Also included is the role of forts
and fortifications and why they were
virtually abandoned before the battle
began. This a a very good study in the
English language, on a neglected but
important subject.

 VERTICAL TAKE-OFF
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

28916 £5.99

Bill Rose
Hardback, 176 pages
Published Price £25

Published by Ian Allan this is a high-
quality "Secret Projects" title, The content
is excellent, with plenty of well-researched
interesting VTO fighter projects stretching
from the late 1930s through WW2 with
German projects such as the Focke Wulf
Treibflugel, Heinkel Wespe, and VTO
rocket fighters. and on to the present day.
Many obscure concepts and designs are
covered, alongside the more familiar
prototypes.

THE VICTORIA CROSS AT SEA
The Sailors, Marines and Naval

Airmen awarded Britain’s Highest
Honour

26194 £4.99

John Winton
Hardback, 256 pages
Published Price £25

Naval VCs have been won in places as far
apart in time and distance as the Baltic in
1854 and Japan in 1945, in the trenches
from the Crimea to the Western Front, in
harbours from Dar es Salaam to
Zeebrugge, from the Barents to the Java
Sea, from New Zealand to the North
Atlantic, and from China to the Channel.
They have been won in battleships and
trawlers, in submarines below the water
and aircraft above it, on horseback and on
foot. Age and rank meant nothing. Boy
Cornwell was not seventeen at Jutland,
and Frederick Parslow was in his sixtieth
year when he earned his VC on board a
horse transport ship. William Hall was the
son of a freed slave; Charles Lucas,
awarded the Royal Navy s first VC,
became a Rear Admiral. Neither were all
the recipients of Britain s highest gallantry
decoration British, and men from Canada,
Australia and New Zealand were included
in those whose actions were recognised by
the awarding of the VC. Yet every one of
them had one thing in common uncommon
valour.
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THE VICTORIA CROSS WARS
Battles, Campaigns and Conflicts of

All the VC Heroes

27367 £5.99

Brian Best
Hardback, 574 pages
Published Price £25

The “Victoria Cross Wars “explains
Britain's involvement in little known and
forgotten colonial campaigns, as well as
the greater conflicts of the twentieth
century. It details the battles and
engagements that resulted in the granting
of the most highly regarded award for
valour in the face enemy. A good addition
to any VC library that well written by the
founder of the Victoria Cross Society,
Brian Best.

THE VICTORIA CROSSES OF
THE CRIMEA WAR

The Men behind the Medals

28045 £7.99

James W. Bancroft
Hardback, 234 pages

Published Price £19.99

In This title great attention has been given
to checking the correct spelling of the
names of people and locations, burial
places and new memorials, and dates of
awards and promotions. The author has
made every effort to contact museums and
other establishments to get up-to-date
information on the whereabouts of medals
and their accessibility. The men recorded
here displayed valour and determination
resulting in many deeds of exceptional
courage which became a regular
occurrence in the illustrious annals of the
British Army. Among them are heroes
who had the guts to put themselves in
mortal danger by picking up live shells
that could have exploded and blown them
apart at any moment, gallant troopers who
took part in a cavalry charge that they
knew was doomed before it began and
they were about to be cut to pieces, and
valiant individuals who had the audacity to
sneak into unknown territory to take the
conflict into the enemy s back yard and
risk capture and ill-treatment.

 VICTORIA CROSSES ON THE
WESTERN FRONT – SOMME

1916: 1st JULY 1916 – 13th
NOVEMBER 1916

27433 £3.99

Paul Oldfield
Hardback, 368 pages
Published Price £30

Forming part of the very well regarded
‘Victoria Crosses on the Western Front’
series, military historian Paul Oldfield has
made good use of newly emerging
information to produce a valuable update
on previously produced works. A
chronological history of events, providing
good battle context, and detail of the
actions for which the various VCs were
awarded is followed the biographical
detail of each man recorded. Well
illustrated with maps, photographs and
thoroughly indexed this and it’s
companion volumes are another very
good additions to any VC library.

 VICTORIA CROSSES ON THE
WESTERN FRONT 1914-1915

A Guide to the Locations – From
Mons to Hill 60

27434 £3.99

Paul Oldfield
Hardback, 352 pages
Published Price £25

The research for this book commenced in
1988 while the author was serving in the
Army. In the years since, numerous
sources have been consulted, but career
imperatives left insufficient time to
complete the project until retirement from
the military. In the past the author spent
many days on the First and Second World
War battlefields wondering precisely
where the Victoria Cross actions took
place. He resolved to find out. The book is
designed for the armchair reader as much
as the battlefield visitor. A detailed
account of each VC action sets it in the
wider strategic and tactical context.
Detailed sketch maps show the area today,
together with the battle-lines and
movements of the combatants. It will
allow visitors to stand upon the spot, or
very close, where the VCs were won.
Photographs of the battle sites illustrate
the accounts. There is also a
comprehensive biography for each VC
recipient and photographs. The
biographies cover every aspect of their
lives 'warts and all' – parents and siblings,
education, civilian employment, military
career, wife and children, death and burial
or commemoration. There is also a host of
other information, much published for the
first time. Some fascinating characters
emerge, with numerous links to many
famous people and events.

 VICTORIA CROSSES ON THE
WESTERN FRONT 1917 TO

THIRD YPRES 27th January 1917
– 27th July 1917

27366 £3.99

Paul Oldfield
Hardback, 368 pages
Published Price £30

From the very well regarded ‘Victoria
Crosses on the Western Front’ series,
military historian Paul Oldfield has made
good use of newly emerging information
to produce a valuable update on previously
produced works. A chronological history
of events, providing good battle context,
and detail of the actions for which the
various VCs were awarded is followed by
the biographical detail of each man
recorded. Well illustrated with maps,
photographs and thoroughly indexed, this
is another very good addition to any VC
library.

 VILLERS-PLOUICH:
HINDENBURG LINE

27666 £3.99

Bill Mitchinson
Softback, 144 pages

Published Price £9.95

When British and Dominion troops again
approached the Hindenburg Line in 1918,
some of the bloodiest engagements of the
Hundred Days were fought over the ridges
and valleys of Villers-Plouich, Beaucamp
and La Vacquerie. this is a good guide that
is up high standard as the other books in
this popular series.

 VICTORY ON THE WESTERN
FRONT

The Development of the British
Army 1914-1918

26894 £5.99

Michael Senior
Hardback 238 pages
Published Price £25

Marshal Foch, the Generalissimo of the
Allied Armies during the last stages of the
First World War, commenting on the
victories won during the Hundred Days
when the Germans were driven back on
the Western Front, said 'Never at any time
in history has the British army achieved
greater results in attack than in this
unbroken offensive'. The scale, speed and
success of this offensive have provided
historians with fertile ground for
interpretation and debate.

How did the British Expeditionary Force,
having endured the bitter disappointments
and heavy losses at Aubers Ridge, Loos,
the Somme, Passchendaele, Cambrai and
during the German spring offensives of
1918 turn the tide of the war and
comprehensively defeat the enemy in the
field? This is the fascinating question that
Michael Senior tackles in this lucid and
thought-provoking study.

He considers the reasons for the stunning
British victories and examines the factors
that underpinned the eventual success of
the BEF. In particular he shows how
tactical and technical developments
evolved during the course of the war and
merged in a way that gave the British a
decisive advantage during the final months
of the fighting.Innovations in guns and
gunnery, in shells, aircraft and tanks, and a
massive increase in industrial output,
played key parts, as did the continuous
process of adaptation, experimentation and
invention that went on throughout the war
years. The result was an army that could
take advantage of the unprecedented
opportunity presented by the failure of the
German spr...For more information please
visit www.naval-military-press.com

 VICTORIA CROSSES ON THE
WESTERN FRONT THIRD

YPRES 1917 31st July 1917 - 6th
November 1917

27821 £9.99

Paul Oldfield
Hardback, 848 pages
Published Price £40

A massive addition, with 848 pages, to the
the very well regarded ‘Victoria Crosses
on the Western Front’ series, It covers the
costly and controversial Battle of
Passchendaele a campaign that epitomises
the tragedy of the Great War. Much more
than a book about VC recipients.

 VISITING THE FALLEN:
ARRAS MEMORIALS

27390 £4.99

Peter Hughes
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

‘These intolerably nameless names’, as
Siegfried Sassoon referred to them, should
never be forgotten or ignored, and yet they
cascade so relentlessly that they are often
difficult to grapple with; within a very
short space of time we are inclined to
switch off; we soon start to lose our
awareness of individual names as we
become overwhelmed by the sheer torrent
of them; our senses simply become
overloaded to the point where we are only
aware of the enormity of what stands
before us. We can no more get to know the
men behind the names than we can get to
know people by reading their names in a
telephone directory, and yet it is possible
to breathe life into 'these intolerably
nameless names' by uncovering and telling
their stories. This book aims to do just
that. It takes the visitor effortlessly
through each of the four memorials in
turn, highlighting hundreds of individual
men and officers and explaining who they
were, what they did, and how they died.
The four memorials covered in the book
are the Arras Memorial, the Canadian
National Memorial on Vimy Ridge, the
Vis-en-Artois Memorial and the Royal
Flying Services Memorial. The author
takes the reader through the officers and
men in the order in which they appear on
the memorials in this 'Who's Who' guide
that also provides detailed coverage of
gallantry awards and citations and is a
superb point of reference for anyone
visiting Arras and its battlefields. Among
the many characters and personalities are
two brothers with a choice over whether to
fight for Britain or Germany, ...For more
information please visit www.naval-
military-press.com

 VISITING THE FALLEN:
ARRAS NORTH

27086 £4.99

Peter Hughes
Hardback, 334 pages
Published Price £25

This is a superb reference guide for
anyone visiting Arras and its battlefields.
This volume contains in depth coverage of
over 100 Commonwealth War Graves
Commission cemeteries and is a veritable
'Who's Who' of officers and other ranks
who fell on this part of the Western Front.
It provides comprehensive details of
gallantry awards and citations and
describes many minor operations, raids
and other actions, as well as the events that
took place in April and May 1917.
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The Iron Duke had some 
good reasons for seeing off 

Siborne’s tin and lead 
Prussians –  Blücher was 
hardly a knight in shining 
armour. He had wanted to 

follow up victory at 
Waterloo by sacking France 

as revenge for Austerlitz 
and Jena. And Wellington 

and his friends at court and 
in the cabinet remained 

wary of Prussian ambition 
long after 1815, preferring 

to cement dynastic and commercial alliances with  
the smaller German duchies and principalities. 

Exhaustive and apparently objective account of Napoleon’s last 
battle by a Waterloo obsessive who also built a giant scale model 
of the action - annoying Wellington who thought he was being 
downgraded by Siborne. 

William Siborne, the author of this fascinating history of 
Waterloo, was himself a fascinating figure. The son of an 
officer who had fought at Waterloo, he grew up obsessed by 
the battle, and set himself the task of constructing an 
enormous model of the action. To this end, he interviewed 
scores of survivors and tirelessly toured the battlefield, 
measuring instruments in hand, and received generous cash 
support from both Waterloo veterans and a grateful 
government. 

 But when Siborne – as a matter of strict historical accuracy, 
for which he was a stickler – insisted on including Blucher’s 
Prussian army at the turning point of the action, and thus 
appeared to downgrade Wellington as the architect of victory, 
he lost the support of the Iron Duke – and of the entire 
Establishment with its cash. Siborne, a stubborn man, refused 
to back down and exhibited his famous model – complete with 
those pesky Prussians!  

This book is the literary equivalent of his model – an 
exhaustive and avowedly objective account of the battle and 
the campaign that led up to it, complete with an appendix 
giving the Order of Battle. However many books there may be 
on Waterloo – this one is absolutely indispensable. 

584 pages. A hardback reprint from the third  
edition and considered by many to be the classic  

work on the subject.  
Product code:  26203 

Published at £25.00  •  Our price: £4.99

HISTORY OF THE 
WATERLOO CAMPAIGN 

By Captain William Siborne 

T H E  L I F E  A N D  
C A M PA I G N S  O F   

F I E L D -M A R S H A L  

PRINCE BLÜCHER  
O F  WA H L S TAT T   

from the Period of his Birth and First 
Appointment in the Prussian Service, down 

to his Second Entry into Paris, in 1815. 
By General Count Gneisenau with considerable 

additions by J.E. Marston of the  
Hamburgh-Bürger-Guard.  

This new edition of The Life and Campaigns of Field-Marshal 
Prince Blücher contains every word of the original book – 
more than 400 pages – complete with the original 
pagination, battle plans with coloured troop positions, a 
map of Germany with coloured outlines, and a good index. 

After Napoleon’s return in 1815, Blücher took command of 
the Prussian Army of the Lower Rhine and co-ordinated his 
force with that of the British and Allied forces under the 
Duke of Wellington. At the 
Battle of Ligny he was 
severely injured, and the 
Prussians retreated. After 
recovering, Blücher 
resumed command and 
joined Wellington. 

“Forwards!” he was 
quoted as saying when 
arriving on the field of 
Waterloo in the late 
afternoon. “I hear you say 
it’s impossible, but it has 
to be done! I have given 
my promise to Wellington, 
and you surely don’t want 
me to break it? Push 
yourselves, my children, 
and we’ll have victory!”  

With the battle hanging 
in the balance, Blücher's army intervened with decisive and 
crushing effect, his vanguard drawing off Napoleon's badly 
needed reserves, and his main body being instrumental in 
crushing French resistance at the Battle of Waterloo, with the 
intervention of Blücher's army playing a decisive role in the 
final allied victory. 

Early-Bird Offer 
28894  Softback Edition £19.99 – £12.99 

28894HB  Hardback Edition£29.99 – £22.99

BLÜCHER
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 VISITING THE FALLEN:
ARRAS SOUTH

27436 £4.99

Peter Hughes
Hardback, 349 pages
Published Price £25

Arras-South is the companion volume to
Arras-North and is written by the same
author. It contains comprehensive
coverage of over 60 Commonwealth War
Graves Commission cemeteries to be
found in Arras and to the south of the
town. It has a wealth of gallantry awards,
including their citations, and features
hundreds of officers and other ranks who
fell, not just at the Battle of Arras in 1917,
but also many of those who died in 1916
and the final year of the war.

WAR AGAINST JAPAN  1941-
1945 ATLAS

UNITED KINGDOM MILITARY
SERIES: OFFICIAL CAMPAIGN

HISTORY

28665 £28.00

HMSO
2020 N&M Press reprint  Softback

223 maps and sketches Colour
throughout

A full assembly of all 223 maps and
sketches from UNITED KINGDOM
MILITARY SERIES: OFFICIAL
CAMPAIGN HISTORY – THE WAR
AGAINST JAPAN. The maps are in
chronological order and include the
famous such as “Imphal” and “The
Irrawaddy”, and the not so famous such as
“The action at Slim River”.
The maps are full size and faithful to the
original cartography in all respects,
allowing the reader to follow the Second
World War in the south-east Asian theatre,
its battles, campaigns, assaults, skirmishes,
and retreats, as the fighting and its various
phases developed month by month, and
year by year. This is a very impressive
map collection that should be part of every
serious military scholar’s collection.

The  War Diaries of the Battalions
who fought the Great War on The

Western Front DVD-ROM

DVD12 £195.00

RECOMMENDED SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS

A PC running Windows 7, 8, 10 or
Vista with 4GB RAM installed and a

4X speed DVD drive. Hard drive
space is required for storage of
diaries; we suggest 20GB as a

minimum for a small library and
400GB to store all 4,500 diaries.

Please note this DVD-ROM is NOT
War Diaries held under WO95
representing one of the most
popular collections held at the
National Archives, Kew, London.

For researchers and family
historians, the War Diaries
contain a wealth of information of
far greater interest than the army
could ever have predicted. They
provide unrivalled insight into
daily events on the front line and
are packed with fascinating detail.

The DVD-ROM operates using
Cloud- based technology. Once
you have located your diary you
can choose to download from a
single page to the entire diary.
This is then permanently stored
on your hard drive, allowing you
to recall the diary pages without
further internet connection.

Digitising one of the most popular
record sets, and allowing
complete and full access from
wherever you decide to undertake
study and research – without the
need for a constant internet
connection and allowing
unlimited page printing – has
removed this series from
the shelves of the National
Archives and placed it onto your
home computer.

The War Merit Cross 1. Class and
Higher Grades

25996 £110.00

Dietrich Maerz George Stimson
Hardback 463 pages

Never before has the War Merit Cross 1.
Class and the Knights Cross of the War
Merit Cross been described in such detail.
Years in the making and extensively using
the existing archives the two authors
Dietrich Maerz and George Stimson have
delivered another solid and well
researched book

THE WAR WITH HITLER’S
NAVY

28504 £5.99

Adrian Stewart
Hardback, 244 pages

Published Price £19.99

Adrian Stewart appears to be the first
author to compile secondary sources to
create a comprehensive British perspective
on the Royal Navy’s war with the
Kriegsmarine.  There are many books that
deal, with aspects of the conflict such as
particular battles, or naval vessels, or
naval personnel but Stewart has done
readers a service by assembling a treatise
on major subjects from the rise of Hitler’s
Navy to its ultimate demise. His book is
organised in the form of nine topical
chapters of a dozen to twenty-five pages
each plus two indices: “Index” and a
valuable “Index of Ships”.Therefore, this
compendium fills a need in
historiographical studies. A better title for
this book would be The British War with
Hitler’s Navy

 WARGAME: THE ENGLISH
CIVIL WAR 1642-1651

 “Paper Soldiers” series

27463 £4.99

Peter Dennis
Softback, 48 pages

Published Price £16.95

Magnificent, almost everything you need
to re-fight battles of the English Civil War.
Just add a printer,paper,craft knife and
glue. Simple 'one sheet' rules by veteran
wargamer Andy Callan enable the maker
to stage battles limited only by the size of
the player's available table-space.

 VOICES FROM JUTLAND
A Centenary Commemoration

27128 £3.99

Jim Crossley
Hardback, 224 pages

Published Price £19.99

A well written even handed detailed but
never heavy account of the Battle of
Jutland. Due to the expeditions to the
wrecks by Marine Archaeologists such as
Innes McCartney the disputes related to
the battle can be put to bed and at long last
the accusations aimed at Admiral Jellicoe
have been shown to be baseless.

 VOICES FROM THE PAST: THE
CHARGE OF THE LIGHT

BRIGADE

27343 £4.99

John Grehan
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

The battle seen through the eyes of those
who took part, this is an enthralling
reading.

A WASTE OF BLOOD AND
TREASURE

The 1799 Anglo-Russian Invasion
of the Netherlands

28220 £5.99

Philip Ball, Kate Bohdanowicz
Hardback, 192 pages

Published Price £19.99

In 1799, as part of the Second Coalition
against France, an Anglo-Russian army
landed in Holland to overthrow the
Batavian Republic and to reinstate the
Stadtholder William V of Orange.Five
major battles were fought between armies
of four different nations. This book
examines British, French, Dutch and
Russian sources to reveal a fascinating tale
of intrigue, diplomatic skulduggery and
daring action. Spies, politicians, sailors
and soldiers all play a part in the exciting
story of an expedition that made (and
broke) reputations and tested alliances.

 WATERLOO GENERAL
The Life, Letters and Mysterious

Death of Major General Sir
William Ponsonby

27089 £6.99

John Morewood
Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

Waterloo General is an excellent
biography of a British general,Sir William
Ponsonby,who was destined for obscurity
until fate placed him in the right place at
the right time that allowed him lead the
epic charge that led to the defeat of
Napoleon's Army. Unfortunately he died
in the charge and was never able to enjoy
the many accolades that ensued.

 WATERLOO MESSENGER
The Life of Henry Percy,

Peninsular Soldier and French
Prisoner of War

27369 £3.99

William Mahon
Hardback, 240 pages
Published Price £25

Henry Percy is best known as the officer
who carried the Waterloo Dispatch, the
Duke of Wellingtons account of the Battle
of Waterloo and the ultimate defeat of
Napoleon, to London in June 1815. This
was the climax of a remarkable military
career. He served in the British army
throughout the Napoleonic Wars in Sicily,
Egypt, Sweden, Portugal and Spain, and
he fought at Waterloo. This biography
gives us a fascinating insight into active
service and the high command during
those wartime years. The strong,
contrasting personalities of the notable
British and French commanders he
encountered Moore, Wellington and Junot
among them are revealed, and his time as a
captive in France offers us a rare inside
view of the everyday existence of a
prominent prisoner of war. Using archives
in England, in particular at Alnwick
Castle, and in France, William Mahon has
reconstructed Percy’s life in meticulous
detail. He paints a vivid picture of Percy’s
wartime experience. He also describes his
enduring friendships and his liaison with
the French woman who bore him a son.
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THE WATERY GRAVE
The Life and Death of the Cruiser

HMS Manchester

27244 £5.99

Richard H. Osborne
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

A different book from the majority of
those written about the war at sea, it delves
into the story of this particular sinking
which resulted in the Court Martial of her
captain. The cruiser HMS Manchester was
sunk off the coast of Tunisia in August
1942 whilst participating in Operation
Pedestal. An insight into the way the
wartime Royal Navy dealt with the combat
loss of an important vessel is given. The
detailed depiction of the Court Martial
process is a particular strength, along with
the focus upon the relationship between a
warship’s captain and his senior officers,
very much at the centre of this tale.

 WELLINGTON AGAINST
SOULT

The Second Invasion of Portugal
1809

27230 £5.99

David Buttery
Hardback, 240 pages with 5 maps &

14 plates
Published Price £25

This well written book has been described
as “A triumph of unbiased historical
writing and a must read for students of the
Peninsular War and Wellingtons
Campaigning in general”. Soult's invasion
of Portugal is rarely studied in great depth
and, likewise, the offensive Wellesley
launched, which defeated and expelled the
French, has also received scant coverage.
As well as giving a fresh insight into the
contrasting characters of the two generals,
the narrative offers a gripping and
detailed, reconstruction of the organisation
and experience of a military campaign.

 WELLINGTON’S EASTERN
FRONT

The Campaign on the East Coast of
Spain 1810-1814

27215 £5.99

Nick Lipscombe
Hardback, 241 pages
Published Price £25

At last, in this absorbing and authoritative
study, the story of the epic struggle on
Spain's eastern front during the Peninsular
War has been told. Often overlooked as
not integral to the Duke of Wellington's
main army and their campaigns in
Portugal and western Spain, they were, in
point of fact, intrinsically linked. Nick
Lipscombe, a leading historian of the
Napoleonic Wars and an expert on the
fighting in the Iberian peninsula, describes
in graphic detail the battles fought by the
French army of General Suchet against the
Spanish regulars and guerrillas and
subsequently the Anglo-Sicilian force sent
by the British government to stabilize the
region. Despite Suchet's initial successes
and repeated setbacks for the allied armies,
by late 1813 the east coast of Spain held a
key to Wellington's invasion of France and
the ultimate defeat of Napoleon's armies in
the Peninsula. At a tactical level the allies
were undeniably successful and made an
important contribution to the eventual
French defeat.

THE WELSH AT WAR
The Grinding War, the Somme and

Arras

28601 £6.99

Steven John
Hardback, 311 pages
Published Price £25

Welsh at War is the culmination of twelve
years of painstaking research by the author
into the the Welsh men and infantry units
who fought in the Great War. These units
included the four regular regiments the
Royal Welsh Fusiliers, South Wales
Borderers Welsh Regiment and Welsh
Guards as well as the Territorial
Monmouthshire Regiment, the Yeomanry
regiments, the Denbighshire Hussars,
Pembroke Yeomanry, Montgomeryshire
Yeomanry, Glamorgan Yeomanry and
Welsh Horse Yeomanry and their
amalgamation into service battalions for
the regular regiments during 1917. Welsh
troops fought with great courage in every
theatre of the war the Western Front,
Aden, China, Gallipoli, Egypt, India, Italy,
Salonika and in Palestine and as well as
the casualties who were suffered during
these campaigns, many men gained
recognition for acts of gallantry.

WE Fairbairn’s Complete
Compendium of Lethal,
Unarmed, Hand-to-Hand

Combat Methods and Fighting

28751 £28.00

Captain W. E. Fairbairn
2020 NMP publication. Softcover.

792 pages

The fully illustrated distilled knowledge of
W.E. Fairbairn, legendary SOE instructor
in unarmed combat, and co-inventor of the
Sykes-Fairbairn knife, who learned his
deadly skills in 30 years on the Shanghai
waterfront. It has been suggested that
Fairbairn was the inspiration for Q Branch,
in Ian Fleming’s fictional books about the
British Secret Service agent James Bond.

Get Tough! is the fully illustrated manual
of lethal unarmed combat methods taught
to British and US Special Forces in the
Second World War by Major W.E.
Fairbairn, co-inventor of the Sykes-
Fairbairn knife, and senior instructor to
WW2’s Special Forces. The methods used
in this book should only be employed
when life is in danger from an attacker,
since correctly applied they can kill or
maim an opponent.

All-In Fighting shows how to deliver
deadly blows with hand, fist, knee and
boot; wrist, bear and strangle holds (and
how to break them); how to throw an
enemy, and how to break their backs; how
to disarm a pistol-wielding attacker; and
securing a prisoner.

Actual incidents provided the basis for
Shooting to Live; this is an instruction
manual on life-or-death close-quarters
shootouts with the pistol. The emphasis is
on training to fight with no notice, at very
close ranges, in poor lighting and in
unexpected environments.

Originally published during the Second
World War, Hands Off! shows the
emancipated woman how to deal with any
‘unpleasant’situation which would
immeasurably increase their efficiency in
the War effort. The methods of self-
defence were ...For more information
please visit www.naval-military-press.com
 WEAPONS OF DESPERATION

German Frogmen and Midget
Submarines of the World War II

28050 £5.99

Lawrence Paterson
Softback, 256 pages

Published Price £16.99

Covers not only the Kriegsmarine midget
U-boat operations, but the co-operation
with the Italian counterparts,frogmen
operations, sabotage, commando, agent
insertion in all theatre's of war. Pieced
together from fragmentary sources, this
largely untold story uncovers some of the
most desperate operations of the War.

 WELLINGTON AND THE
SIEGE OF SAN SEBASTIAN 1813

28058 £7.99

Bruce Collins
Hardback, 268 pages
Published Price £25

Bruce Collins's in-depth reassessment of
the Duke of Wellington's siege of San
Sebastian during the Peninsular War is a
fascinating reconstruction of one of the
most challenging siege operations
Wellington's army undertook, and it is an
important contribution to the history of
siege warfare during the Napoleonic Wars.
He sets the siege in the context of the
practice of siege warfare during the period
and Wellington's campaign strategies
following his victory at the Battle of
Vitoria. He focuses on how the army
assigned to the siege was managed and
draws on the records of the main military
departments for the first time to give an
integrated picture of its operations in the
field. The close support given by the
Royal Navy is a key aspect of his
narrative. This broad approach, based in
fresh archive research, offers an original
perspective on both San Sebastian's
significance and the nature of siege
warfare in this period.
 WELLINGTON’S REDJACKETS

The 45th (Nottinghamshire)
Regiment on Campaign in South

America and the Peninsula 1805-14

27018 £5.99

Steve Brown
Hardback, 320 pages
Published Price £25

Wellington’s Redjackets, is one of the
most detailed unit histories ever published
of a regiment during the Napoleonic era.
As the first, and only, study of this
regiment, it is well written, packed full of
detail, and, there are many useful maps.
The 45th would take part in – or at least be
present at - the battles or sieges of Rolica,
Vimiera, Talavera, Busaco, Fuentes
D'Onoro, Ciudad Rodrigo, Badajoz,
Salamanca, Vittoria, Pyrenees, Nivelle,
Orthes and Toulouse; making it one of the
most experienced of Wellington’s infantry
regiments by the time of Napoleon’s first
defeat. It is an essential purchase for those
with an enthusiasm for the Peninsular
War.
 WELSH YEOMANRY AT WAR
A History of the 24th Pembroke

and Glamorgan Yeomanry
Battalion the Welsh Regiment

27284 £3.99

Steven John
Softback, 192 pages

Published Price £14.99

Soon after the outbreak of the Great War,
following many years of part-time
soldiering as cavalry troops on home
defence duties, the members of various
British Yeomanry regiments were asked to
volunteer for overseas service. In 1916,
officered by well-known members of the
landed gentry, two of the Welsh
Yeomanry regiments, the Pembroke
Yeomanry and the Glamorgan Yeomanry,
were amongst many who embarked for
foreign service for the first time ever in
their history. Spending the next twelve
months in Egypt during the campaign
against the Senussi tribesmen, the two
regiments merged to form the 24th
(Pembroke and Glamorgan Yeomanry)
Battalion, Welsh Regiment, which joined
the 74th (Yeomanry) Division to take part
in the historic offensive into Palestine that
ultimately led to the liberation of the Holy
City of Jerusalem after 400 years of
Ottoman rule. In May 1918, after two
years of hard campaigning in the
Palestinian deserts, the 24th Welsh
embarked for France with the rest of the
74th Division, joining the Allied forces in
the victorious 100-day offensive against
the Germans.Welsh Yeomanry at War
sheds new light on the battalion's almost
forgotten campaign in Palestine, which
saw many of its troops killed and buried in
the Holy Land, and also tells the
enthralling story of its short but arduous
period in France.

THE WILD GOOSE AND THE
EAGLE

A Life of Marshal von Browne 1705
-1757

28470 £8.99

Christopher Duffy
Hardback, 224 pages with 8

monochrome illustrations & 21 maps
Published Price £29.95

A biography of a soldier whose origins are
in the Wild Geese - soldiers who left
Ireland in the aftermath of the accession of
William of Orange to the English throne
and who’s military career covered a wide
area - service against Frederick II of
Prussia in the first Silesian War, then in
Italy, including campaigning in the Po and
down towards Naples, an abortive though
impressive invasion of France. He fought
Frederick again at Lobositz, made
strenuous efforts to rescue the Saxons
trapped at Prina and finally at the battle of
Prague, where, subordinated to the rather
ineffectual prince Charles of Lorraine, he
nearly saved the day against Frederick's
outflanking attack. While leading a
bayonet charge at the Battle of Prague,
von Browne met his death. He was carried
mortally wounded into Prague, and there
died on the 26th of June

 ZEPPELIN ONSLAUGHT
The Forgotten Blitz 1914-1915

28598 £8.99

Ian Castle
Hardback, 356 pages + Plates

Published Price £25

At the outbreak of the First World War,
the United Kingdom had no aerial defence
capability worthy of the name. When the
war began Britain had just thirty guns to
defend the entire country, with all but five
of these considered of dubious value . So
when raiding German aircraft finally
appeared over Britain the response was
negligible and totally ineffective. Of
Britain s fledgling air forces, the Royal
Flying Corps had accompanied the British
Expeditionary Force into Europe leaving
the Royal Naval Air Service to defend the
country as best it could. That task was not
an easy one. Airships only appeared at
night and for British pilots night-flying
was in its infancy. From the first raid in
December 1914, aerial attacks gradually
increased through 1915, culminating in
highly damaging assaults on London in
September and October. London, however,
was not the only recipient of German
bombs, with counties from
Northumberland to Kent also experiencing
the indiscriminate death and destruction
found in this new theatre of war the Home
Front. The British population was initially
left exposed and largely undefended when
the previously unimagined horror of
bombs falling from the sky began, killing
children in their beds and destroying
homes. The face of war had changed
forever. Those raids on London in the
autumn of 1915 finally forced the
government to pursue a more effective
defence against air attack.
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WILLIAM III’S ITALIAN ARMY
Piedmont and the War of the

League of Augsburg 1683-1697
“Century of the Soldier” Series

27987 £9.99

Ciro Paoletti
Paperback 216 Pages With 110
B&W  Illustrations, Maps & 16

Pages of Colour Plates
Published Price £29.95

Recommend to all with an interested in the
military history of the late seventeenth
century, and is equally important for
anyone interested in the wider period
including the War of Spanish Succession
as this book will help to frame the conflict
within its broad context. Another
accomplished addition to the “Century of
the Soldier” series.The author and very
talented illustrator Bruno Mugnai must
count as one of the best authorities on the
Italian Military history.

WINGED SABRES ( No. 20
Squadron RAF)

One of the RFC’s Most
Decorated Squadrons

28273 £7.99

Robert A. Shellwood
Hardback, 344 pages
Published Price £25

No. 20 Squadron was formed on 1
September 1915, as a fighter-
reconnaissance unit of the Royal Flying
Corps, and became arguably the highest
scoring and possibly most decorated
British squadron on the Western Front
with 613 combat victories, a posthumous
Victoria Cross won by Thomas
Mottershead, four Distinguished Conduct
Medals, and over sixty Military Crosses
and Military Medals awarded to its
members. Its ranks included over forty
flying aces. This a solid, well written,
detailed, and accurate Great War Squadron
history

 WITH MOORE TO CORUNNA
The Diary of Ensign Charles Paget,

Fifty-Second Foot

28508 £6.99

Charles J Esdaile, Mark Reed
Hardback. 216 pages

Published Price £19.99

Ensign Charles Paget’s previously
unpublished diary of the Peninsular War is
an important discovery for two reasons.
The regiment in which he served – the
52nd Foot – was one of the three most
famous in the Duke of Wellington’s army,
yet it is covered sparsely in the spate of
memoirs, diaries and collections of
correspondence generated by the conflict.
It is also the only genuine diary covering
the Battle of Vimeiro and the campaign of
Sir John Moore.The complete text of
Paget’s diary is reproduced here, edited
and with detailed notes and an extended
introduction by Charles Esdaile, one of the
most distinguished historians of the
period. In order to give the reader
contrasting views of episodes which Paget
records, he has brought in first-hand
accounts written by other Peninsular
veterans, featuring the battle of Vimeiro
and the action at Cacabelos.The result is a
valuable addition to the literature devoted
to the British participation in the
Peninsular War. It gives a fresh insight
into events in the campaigns, the
conditions in Portugal and Spain, and the
experience of the soldiers who fought
there.

X-PLANES
German Luftwaffe Prototypes

1930-1945

28633 £4.99

Manfred Griehl
Softback 288 pages

Published Price £16.99

In this excellent illustrated guide,
renowned German aviation specialist
Manfred Griehl has collected a unique and
valuable selection of photographs of
Luftwaffe projects that never made it into
battle. They remained on the drawing
board or at prototype stage either because
they were deemed unsuitable or the
developers simply ran out of time and the
projects never went into production. There
are examples of Fw190s developed for the
delivery of chemical and toxic weapons,
the high altitude Junkers EF 61, the early
prototype WNF 342 helicopter as well as
numerous examples of developmental jet
fighters that could very well have been
realised had it not been for the
effectiveness of the Allied bombing
campaign in restricting the supply of
necessary materials. Much of this
development work went on to have an
important influence on aircraft design in
both the East and the West after the
Second World War, making this book an
essential source not just for those
interested in Hitler’s Luftwaffe but also in
the history of military aviation in general.

 WOMEN’S ARMY AUXILIARY
CORPS IN FRANCE 1917-1921

Women Urgently Wanted

27372 £4.99

Samantha Philo-Gill
Hardback, 256 pages

Published Price £19.99

In March 1917, the first women to be
enrolled into the British Army joined the
newly formed Women s Army Auxiliary
Corps (WAAC). The women substituted
men in roles that the Army considered
suitable, thereby freeing men to move up
the line. The WAACs served, for example,
as cooks, drivers, signallers, clerks, as well
as gardeners in the military cemeteries.
Due to their exemplary service, Queen
Mary gave her name to the Corps in April
1918 and it became Queen Mary s Army
Auxiliary Corps (QMAAC). By the time
the Corps was disbanded in 1921,
approximately 57,000 women had served
both at home and in France. This book
details the establishment of the Corps and
subsequently explores the experience of
the WAACs who served in France. It
follows the women from enrolment to the
camps and workplaces overseas, through
to their experiences of the Spring
Offensive of 1918, the Armistice and
demobilisation. The final chapter reviews
how the women have been remembered in
art, literature, museums and memorials.
Throughout the book, the author locates
the women in a society at war and
examines how they were viewed by the
Army, the general public and the press.

 YPRES 1914: MESSINES
Battleground Early Battles

27883 £3.99

Jack Sheldon, Nigel Cave
Softback, 176 pages

Published Price £12.99

Published mark the centenary of the final
major battle of the 1914 campaign on the
Western Front. Although fought over a
relatively small area and short time span,
the fighting was even more than usually
chaotic and the stakes were extremely
high.

 WARGAME: THE SPANISH
ARMADA 1588

 “Paper Soldiers” series

27922 £7.99

Peter Dennis
Softback, 48 pages

Published Price £16.95

In this title in the Battle for Britain series,
well-known historical illustrator Peter
Dennis takes the battle out to sea,
supplying all the artwork needed to create
the navies which clashed in the English
channel at a moment of supreme danger
for the realm. Artwork is also suppled for
a printable squared sea surface, coastline
and islands. Here, the galleons, Nao and
galleasses of the Spanish invader can clash
again with the sea dogs of Elizabeth I
using simple rules from veteran wargamer
Andy Callan.

A WARGAMER’S GUIDE TO
THE EARLY ROMAN EMPIRE

27505 £3.99

Daniel Mersey
Softback, 136 pages

Published Price £12.99

Advice is given on factors to consider
when choosing an appropriate set of
commercially available rules, or devising
your own, to best suit the scale and style
of battle you want and capture the flavour
of the period. The relevant ranges of
figures and terrain pieces and buildings are
also reviewed. Analysis of the forces
involved, organization, tactics and
strategies will help with building your
armies and there are interesting scenarios
included. Whether this is a new period for
you, or you are looking to refresh your
existing interest in the period, this handy
guide is sure to hold much if interest.

YPRES: THE HOLY GROUND
OF BRITISH ARMS

28780 £9.99

Major Henry Beckles Willson
SB xiii+83pp  Illustrated 2020

N&MP Reprint of 1920 Original
Edition

An important early Great War guidebook,
written by a man who played a critical role
in the Ypres we see today. Henry Beckles
Willson was a fierce opponent of the
rebuilding of Ypres, feeling that the
horrific losses sustained there by the
British Army meant that it should always
remain a memorial. As Town Major of
Ypres, he was instrumental in the
development of Ypres as the focal point of
Remembrance; he was also pivotal in the
creation of the Ypres League.

 WITH WELLINGTON’S
HUSSARS IN THE PENINSULA

AND AT WATERLOO
The Journal of Lieutenant George

Woodberry, 18th Hussars

28082 £6.99

Gareth Glover
Hardback 256 pages
Published Price £25

What is most remarkable is that Lieutenant
Woodberry found time to record events at
length in his journal almost every single
day. This enables the reader to trace
accurately the movements of the 18th
Hussars and Wellington s army in general
with precision. It also provides an insight
into life on campaign in Spain, France and
Belgium with the British Army of the
early nineteenth century

 ZULU WAR VCs
Victoria Crosses of the Anglo Zulu

War 1879

28490 £7.99

James W Bancroft
HB 256 pages

Published Price £25

The Anglo-Zulu War lasted only six
months in 1879, but in that relatively short
time twenty-three men were awarded the
Victoria Cross for gallantry under most
trying and dangerous circumstances. Zulu
warriors gave no mercy and expected none
in return, yet half of the awards were given
to men who went back into the midst of
fierce fighting to rescue stranded
comrades, well-aware that they risked
suffering a particularly brutal death. Two
men received posthumous awards for their
efforts to save the Queen’s Colour of their
regiment after the disastrous engagement
against overwhelming numbers of warriors
at Isandlwana, and perhaps the most
famous of all awards of the Victoria Cross
were the eleven gained for the immortal
defence of Rorke’s Drift, the battle
brought back to the public consciousness
by the motion picture Zulu! The conflict
has never left the public’s imagination,
and continues to stir hot debate among
military historians and enthusiasts.
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A descriptive account of the various regiments now 
comprising the Queen’s Forces & Indian and Colonial Forces 

This is a much sought-after three-volume set – the first two are 
devoted entirely to the British Army, with the third to India and 
the Colonies, all from their first establishment to the ‘present 
time’, c.1888. The author’s main aim was to describe the 

organisation and condition of each unit as it was in the 1880s. 
Consisting of written sketches of the various regiments, they 

contain much useful information on their battles, campaigns and 
prior fighting achievements, complemented with 41 excellent, 
full-page chromolithographic uniform plates. 

The plates in the first two volumes are by G.D. Giles who saw 
service with the British Army in India, Afghanistan and Egypt; those 
of the Indian and Colonial forces volume are by H. Bunnett.  

This work was originally published c.1888 by J.S. Virtue & Co Ltd, 
a London publishing business, the main feature of which was the 
production of illustrated works.
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Thrush, Speedwell, Blenheim, Royal Sovereign and others (with 
emphasis on the 
Ironclad period). 
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by the National 
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